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Overview and Background
Overview
This is a project that has, in its roughly eight years of existence, gone through numerous
iterations cycles of thought, analysis and reflection--and revisions. Though the road has
been bumpy, I believe that overall, this somewhat meandering course has been good for
the project because it has expanded its scope, meaning and ultimate value well beyond
that which was originally imagined and conceived. It has evolved from a project based
almost solely on sociological theory to one balanced more equally among sociology,
philosophy, history, humanities and art. From one grounded purely in abstract theory and
detached analysis to one that blends with these strategies of knowledge those of visceral
feeling and lived experience. From one with narrowly defined sociological goals to one
with a blend of more broadly defined sociological aims as well as artistic and historical
motives. It has moved beyond academic (pure) documentary photography to more
expansive formulations toward what Evans referred to as lyric documentary (document
v. documentary style). It has expanded as well beyond the confines of Chicago to other
locations around the country and across the world; beyond the big city to small town and
rural landscape. Perhaps most importantly, it has evolved from a project with a
somewhat static research question mired in a single disciplinary framework to a far more
expansive (if more difficult to achieve) type of exploration that brings to the table
numerous frameworks for thinking, analyzing and knowing.
The sections that follow outline the background of this project as it has continued to
evolve; its current conceptual framework, design and objectives; its scope and
methodology; its future plans for execution; and the various influences that have come to
play a role in its development.

Background
This project has evolved markedly over the last eight years. Most fundamentally, there
has been a shift away from the aim of answering a specific research question and toward
a much broader aim of conducting an archaeology of the nature and meaning of the city
and social order. This shift includes significant changes to the project s conceptual
framework and body of influences, objectives, scope of work, and methods employed.
All of this has happened during and because of the process of executing on the original
project strategy, a process that inevitably involved enlargement of thinking, awareness,
and understanding.
Before now, there were two other Master Project Plans the original from 2000 and an
expanded version from 2005. Both focused on a specific research question, and both
confined themselves to a strict understanding of the theory available broadly within the
discipline of Sociology. (Note: the 2005 plan did discuss art theory and history in light of
some specific influences of various movements, but still refrained from placing an art
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theoretical framework on par with that of the guiding sociological ones.) This document
seeks to rectify those shortcomings, and to incorporate everything gleaned from long
self-guided study of photography, painting and other artistic fields into the knowledge
formally attained in Sociology. It seeks to do so by incorporating essential elements of
this art framework into the larger discussion of the sociological framework that has
always guided this project. This technique of incorporation , rather than creating a wholly
separate parallel section for a discussion of the art framework, is appropriate for two
elemental reasons: 1) by its very nature, the art framework as a system of knowledge/an
approach to life defies explicit, linear, analytical discussion to which the scientific
framework for knowledge is so amenable; and 2) the scientific framework as a system of
knowledge is at its pinnacle when it allows for the reality that what we call science is in
large measure art. These principles will be discussed further in the Philosophical
Framework section below.
The original project plan took as its central research questions: Can one see the social
order and, if so, what does the social order look like? Can space/place be understood as
visual form? If so, what are the appropriate strategies of data collection, analysis and
reporting of findings? Do these strategies of data collection, interpretation and
reporting strategies of visual media lead to multiple (alternative or conflicting)
understandings of space/place as visual form? The hypothesis was that people
apprehend the social world visually (this does NOT translate to literal vision), as well as
and in a separate framework than they do linguistically. (Recently developing theories
argue that social worlds groups of people bound together by shared norms and
practices are simultaneously reflected in and shaped by visual conventions and that
new visual conventions (forms) are emerging.) That vision is its own language, its own
system of knowledge; it is not translatable to the linguistic framework without significant
loss of meaning, and that because visual input is vital to apprehending the social order,
it is equally vital as output . The project intended to explore/uncover the visual
frameworks we use to render reality intelligible. Visual intelligibility of the social order;
visual apprehension of the rules. The visual rules themselves. It was an argument for the
significance of the visual in understanding how order is possible, how it is constructed,
maintained, altered, interpreted. Visual social construction (Berger and Luckman); visual
structuration (Giddens).
In attempting to answer such questions, the original project took as its method the
longitudinal, academic documentary photographic case study; as its scope the confines
of the city of Chicago; as its objective the pure and thorough record; and as its
framework the notion of social forms from an Interactionist perspective. And while this
was a very good start and many of the most basic aspects of this original plan still hold
true, it nevertheless mutated and expanded significantly. The revised Plan of 2005,
influenced by years of data collection and further study into the fields of photography,
painting, and art theory generally (in addition to other fields of inquiry), registered a
significant change in the nature of the basic research question the project sought to
explore. As will be discussed in detail in the section below on Philosophical Framework,
the question became even more elementary than it originally was it shifted from
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assuming place as a given and asking what the social order looks like in one
representative place to asking what is place to begin with?
This change came about in the act of project execution. It became clear as I continued
to collect and analyze data (take and study my own pictures), and as I began a full study
the history and traditions of all of the visual arts (beyond photography, which was the
knowledge base I was confined to when this project began) and reflected on all of this in
combination that my original research questions took too much for granted. What also
became clear was that confining the scope and methods to Chicago and pure
(academic) documentary photography respectively would also render the questions
unanswerable. The question demanded that the project branch out geographically,
methodologically and theoretically. So I did. I branched out geographically across the
country and around the world, photographing all types of places along the continuum. I
branched out methodologically by incorporating some of the principles of the artistic
frameworks and theories I had studied. I branched out theoretically by continuing my
studies (not only of art, but of poetry, history, the humanities and the natural sciences),
and continuing to allow the results of those studies to infiltrate my thinking on the project
overall. The result, as mentioned briefly above, was the overthrow of the idea of
focusing on a specific research question and of the notion that the scientific framework in
a narrow sense would be sufficient for accomplishing what I now believe to be the
multiple and interconnected purposes of the project.
These final revisions to the Project Plan incorporate the analysis and reflection done over
the past two years across a range of other project ideas and media, and were born of two
concurrent problems. The first was burnout on this photo project as originally
planned the sense that both the conceptual framework and the working method were too
narrowly defined to allow me to achieve my ever expanding aims. The second was
frustration with both science and art in isolation from one another, which is how they
stand in their traditional definitions.
First, a note on burnout. After seven years of considered work on this project, at the
beginning of 2007 I had to declare a sabbatical for myself. I no longer felt capable of
continuing on the project as I had originally designed it. Over the years, as the work
progressed, I began to see larger ideas and purposes to which this type of project could
be put. However, I was unable to reconcile these discoveries and desires with the rigid
theoretical framework and methodological strategy upon which the project, by definition,
depended. I had done all I could do with the original strategy, and I failed to see how I
could make the leap required by new ideas. I wanted to keep certain aspects of the
original framework and design, while eliminating others in favor of new ideas, but I was at
an impasse as to how to go about it. As will become clear in the discussion that follows,
my thinking was muddled by unexamined assumptions about the nature of knowledge,
scholarship, science and art how we define these things and the artificial barriers we
place between and among them.
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My frustration with science likewise manifested in a form of burnout. It was born of long
training in the social scientific method that purports to explain how real science gets
done. Inherent in this method, supposedly, are several assumptions and procedures I
have come to see as the bane of true scholarship. Among these are a heavy reliance on
the truth and validity of ideas and research that has come before (manifest in the
mandatory exhaustive literature review that must be conducted before one can even
begin to have an idea of starting his or her own work and in the necessity of aligning
oneself with a specific doctrine via which one will assume reality and declare truth); the
belief in mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subject matter areas that prohibit
one from ranging across a broad spectrum of what might constitute data (manifest in the
necessity of operationalizing ones key concepts before the research is begun, which
inevitably leads to finding exactly what one assumed one would find, because everything
is predefined); and the belief in numbers and words (in narrowly defined formats) as the
only real means of collecting, analyzing and reporting (manifest in my original project
idea in which the photos would serve as data within a scholarly monograph, and not as
the ultimate means of telling the story).
None of these aspects of my training were a problem in the past, because I selected
projects that conformed to them. I believed in the beginning that I had done so with this
photography project as well. Over time, however, problems developed. First, there is
precious little past theory or study in the realm of visual sociology. And while the project
was grounded in a framework and method I still believe to be of great use, the notion of
nesting this research within a long academic tradition was impossible. Further, what little
there was that passed for visual sociology became clearly deficient almost from the
beginning. Perhaps this was just as well, as I had already grown to despise the
mandatory exhaustive unearthing of everything anyone else has said or done on a
subject before I could move forward. Work that serves largely to take time (and even
possibility) away from the process of actual exploration and discovery (which is what
science is supposed to be all about). Citing sources and original thought do not go hand
in hand.
Second, photographs instantaneously explode the myth of mutually exclusive subject
matter areas. In the sections that follow are allusions to and discussions of multiple
broad subject categories that I have long wanted to explore from a sociological
perspective. To date, I have been unable to because all of my attempts were couched in
the framework of written monographs, the format of which is a tight, linear analysis of an
isolated subject. By definition, this format excludes the roaming among ideas and
themes, the consideration of multiple topics simultaneously, the idea that reality is other
than one dimensional. In short, it excludes the conduct of the very archaeology (in
Foucault s sense) that I have long been interested in. But consider pictures, and in
particular, collections of pictures. By its very nature, the truth or meaning of a
photograph is indeterminate. Thus it is impossible to operationalize all of the necessary
concepts and then go out into the world and photograph according to predefined
categories of meaning. Visuals are inherently broad in scope and therefore meaning,
and it is not possible to contain them or to confine them to one official meaning. So much
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for sticking with narrow research questions and the quest for a single answer. Perhaps
this was just as well, too, for the monograph had already become a dead end strategywise. Still, this new reality was problematic, as I continued to consider it within the
framework of doing science and what this meant.
Finally, on the idea of pictures as not real data, the problem developed as soon as the
possibility arose in my mind that the photographs were capable of telling the story all on
their own. When I envisioned them as data within a written monograph, there was little
problem. They weren t to be taken as evidence or proof in a scientific sense, but as
examples of ideas within a solid theoretical framework. But as soon as I began to
recognize the power that pictures had (relative to words) to convey a great deal of what
is going on with the social order in a way that words never could, the obvious problem
arose. W ithin the traditional social science framework, there was no way to reconcile my
now absolute belief in the ability of pictures to convey the full story.
To summarize my thoughts on and experiences with the academic approach to the
scientific framework: In the beginning, I was entirely satisfied with activities/output in the
realm of academia. I took no issue with the standard written monograph as a means of
organizing my projects, my research, and my reporting of findings from that work.
However, as I continued in this path, I became increasingly aware of its limitations in both
form and content. This awareness first materialized as an experience of having to cut
out what I believed were relevant insights and analyses gleaned from research because
they did not fit nicely into the book for which I had been contracted. That is, during the
research process, new avenues of study and analysis opened up to me, but I was unable
to pursue them because they did not conform to the specific stated objectives of the book
in question that I had pledged to deliver. As a result, I felt that the works I did produce,
while of high quality, were lacking in some fundamental way. The format did not support
the telling of as full a story as I knew needed to be told.
Thus, I opted for the fresh methods and strategies afforded me via documentary
photography. At this point, I still believed fully in the scientific framework as still narrowly
defined in my mind; I only needed different methods, tools and means of reporting.
Accordingly, I planned and framed the Picturing Chicago project in the exact same
manner as I had with my prior scholarly work, and even planned a number of books that
could stem from the research once the time came (in addition to having the Website as
an ongoing finished product ). But, a couple of years into this agenda, not only were the
old methods called into question, but the nature of scientific inquiry itself. It was through
the photo project (from which I learned many, many things) that I came fully through my
own experience to the realization that the narrowly defined scientific framework was
going to be insufficient not only for answering the questions that the photo project had
asked, but for continuing my research trajectory as broadly conceived. It was at this
point that I began to study art.
I fell in love with art instantly. Yet, despite my many frustrations with the social scientific
method as described above, in the end I learned that I was no better off eschewing this
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strategy entirely in favor of a devotion to art as traditionally understood. I will elaborate
further in sections to come on precisely how I came to understand and define art and in
what ways my definition differs from the traditional ones. Suffice it to say here that I
began my studies of art taking for granted the romantic terms and agenda with which it
is typically defined and associated. In the realm of Modern art, both process and product
are assumed to be subjective . The aim is self expression as narrowly defined
(regardless of where the work falls on the continuum from abstraction to figuration). And
the working method is piecemeal, generally devoid of a large vision or theoretical
objective. In short, art is traditionally understood as the flip side of science. Subjective
where science is objective. Emotional where science is analytical. Expressive where
science is devoid of authorship. While I recognized that these attributes had the
potential to add an entirely new dimension to this project, I could not reconcile these
assumed characteristics with those that I still wanted to keep from the original project
plan. Science and art seemed to me for some time to be polar opposites.
I still continued with the photo project as originally designed, unable to reconcile its
original design with what I had learned through the study of art . But I also began to
practice art . I threw myself fully into the discipline in all of its aspects just as I had with
social science studying and practicing all at once. But as I continued to work at it, I
began to understand it on a much deeper, non-stereotyped level. I began to recognize
that there was a great deal of intellectual rigor, high theory, abstraction and yes, science,
within good art.
From the study of art, I came to understand a new and yet strangely related framework
for studying and understanding the world. And what I at first took to be an opposite thing
(the dreaded art/science dichotomy), I came to understand as intricately related. When
looking at true science and at true art, one finds that there is a great deal of one in the
other. It was this realization that led me to understand that it wasn t the scientific
framework that was holding my agenda back, it was the academic framework. Up until
that moment, I had confused one with the other. But by studying art, I came to see the
difference and the large gulf between the two. I came to understand that while the
academic life had once been synonymous with scholarship, this was no longer true.
Thus my narrow definitions of what constituted scholarship generally in both form and
content, and what constituted Sociology specifically began to fall by the wayside. I
recognized that true scholarship doesn t meekly try to answer some predefined set of
questions, it challenges the very questions themselves. True scholarship articulates and
answers new questions.
This revised project, for me, represents an attempt, in the tradition of the early scholars I
admire within Sociology (and other scholarly fields), to question unexamined assumptions
and false boundaries such as these, to proceed on my own, in the quiet and solitude of
genuinely independent thought. It represents my attempt to engage in true science, true
scholarship, by acknowledging the surprising importance of what we call art within both.
It is an attempt to stand by my original aim to use visuals instead of words to explore the
nature of daily life, social order and the connections among them. But to go further than
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my original aim to let the pictures stand on their own to tell the story , rather than using
them as data points for discussion and analysis via language. It is an attempt at what I
define as authentic visual sociology, in which the process and the results (the
photographs) are simultaneously art and science.

Framework and Objectives
Philosophical Framework
Original (2000) Project Design
When this project began, its conceptual framework (unlike standard research into the
nature of space and place) was based purely in the sociological theory of Georg Simmel
and Robert P. Snow. In a nutshell, Simmel argued that sociology is not a theory (or body
of theory) but a methodology. This methodology consists of the documentation and
analysis of the geometry or grammar of social life of the social order. The key element
of this geometry or grammar is forms. Thus, sociology is the methodology of form
analysis.
A form is not structure but a framework within which social interaction occurs and
through which reality is rendered intelligible. They may be forms of sociation
(intimacy/distance, exchange, cooperation/conflict, sociability (play) or domination
(super/sub-ordination)), geometric forms (dyad, triad, small group, large group), or
forms of organization (crowd, network, market, hierarchy). To this list I added
knowledge forms religion, ideology, science, media, and vision. I submitted that vision is
one such form of knowledge, equal to that of language. That is, as Simmel also noted in
his sociology of the senses , the eye is a sociological organ with its own strategy of data
collection and interpretation and that this strategy is the equal of language. Vision, as a
system of knowledge, interprets the world as a complex of visual forms those
frameworks that are understood or grasped first and foremost through the visual sense.
Consequently, the arena of visual sociology consists of the documentation and analysis
of the visual forms of social order, of the visual apprehension of these forms, of the visual
nature of reality. Visual sociology asks and answers the question, what does the social
order look like? in order to contribute to the answer of the ultimate sociological question,
how is social order possible? . It establishes the role of the visual in the apprehension of
the complete geometry/grammar of social life, and documents/interprets that role on both
the level of everyday life and, subsequently, on the level of macro-sociological structure.
But what is meant by the geometry, or grammar, of forms? For this, we turn to the work
of Snow, who argues that, as frameworks for interaction, forms operate according to a
particular logic in much the same way as language does. That is, forms are a logic
constituted by and constitutive of the grammar and perspective of social life. Grammar
consists of syntax (the organization and scheduling of content/information/activity) +
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inflection (the rhythm and tempo of content/information/activity) + vocabulary. In an
abstract sense, these terms are defined as follows:
Syntax: orderly or systematic arrangement of elements that elicits/dictates their
relationship to one another and the overall structure of the whole
Inflection: rhythm and tempo of the overall structure and changes/variations
therein. A change in form that indicates changes in relationships among
elements. Tempo: rate of speed/activity. Rhythm: flow/movement characterized
by regular recurrence of patterns
Vocabulary: words used by particular person, profession, class, organization, etc.
It can be argued that everyday life and macro-level structure have visualizable
(visible) vocabularies.
Perspective: outlook. (Note: This term has a dual meaning here. In one way, the
notion of perspective relates to sociological/photographical influences on the
project, discussed in a later section. In another way, perspective refers to the
world of literature to the ideas of voice, psychic distance and the like.)
For purposes of this project, these terms were applied not to language systems, but to
the logic of everyday life and to the logic of the overarching social order. Taken together,
Simmel s and Snow s concepts of form, logic and grammar offered a framework within
which I planned to utilize still photography to connect the sociology of everyday life to the
social order on a macro-level of institutional and formal arrangements. This, in a
nutshell, was the essence of the original project plan. (For details, see the appendix).
Modified (2005) Project Design
After working on the project for some time, I recognized that I needed more structure
connecting my method of documentary photography my actual data set with the project
goals. I added the following:
Form analysis and the accompanying theoretical constructs of grammar and perspective
relate to space-place as a visual form by analogy: what is generally understood in socialscientific circles as the urban-rural continuum is, in fact, a series of forms (in Weber s
ideal types sense) of space/place:

City <----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->The
Wild
Suburb
Town
Rural
Created Nature
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These forms may be divided into 2 broad categories built space/place (City, Suburb,
Town and Rural) and natural space/place (Created Nature and The Wild). Both are
socially/culturally constructed, and these resulting constructions are based first and
foremost on the visual information that each type (and its included sub-types) presents to
its viewers (for discussion and classification via language). It should also be noted that
each form may include multiple formats. For example, the city as a form may include as
visually disparate places as New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Each of these
visually and psychically constitutes a city within the form of the city . The same principle
applies to suburbs, towns, rural areas and natural areas. One goal of this project is to
illuminate these differences within forms and similarities across them and vice versa.)
Along this continuum, these forms of space/place consist of visual vocabularies,
arranged in typical ways (syntax and inflection vary by form) to yield perspective as
follows:
Visual Vocabulary (elementary building blocks of visual form the content categories of
material culture outlined originally in the Picturing Chicago photo project):
Building Fronts and Profiles (Commercial (Theaters, Storefronts,
Eating/Bars/Clubs, Make-Shift Portable, Hotels/Motels, Corporate),
Industrial, Residential, Churches, Government/Public/ Education);
Building Detail (Window/Front Stage, Architectural Detail, Interiors, Backstage);
Media (Personal (Fashion, Body Art); Signage (Vernacular, Billboards and 3D,
Painted on Buildings));
Transport (Auto and Highway, Public);
Objects/Street Furniture (Public Art (Murals, Sculpture, Fountains), Vernacular
Objects);
Visual Syntax and Inflection (the ways in which these elements of vocabulary are
arranged across space-time syntax containing elements of space AND time, and
inflection being a time-only element):
Scapes (Skylines, Open Space (Parks and Gardens, Cemeteries,
Beaches/Waterfront, Plazas), Streetscapes and Intersections, Sidewalks,
Construction and Demolition (scape changes)
People (At Work, Crowds, Groups, Events, Recreation and Leisure)
Taken together, these elements of grammar may combine to yield perspective. (That is,
visual logic as a knowledge form has implications for other knowledge forms (political
ideology, religion, science and media) as well as for organizational, geometric and
sociational forms. One point to note is that the Big Three in the history of
sociology Marx, Durkheim and Weber argued that after the medieval city, forms of
space/place became homogeneous with regard to perspective at least in the macro
sense of all forms subscribing to the dominant themes of industrial capitalism. If this is
the case, then one must find another way to account for the decidedly different psychic
experience (Hertzler) derived through participation in each form. If it isn t macro psychic
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phenomenon, it must be something micro psychic. Even this must be derived from the
physical experience of place. Visual experience. What must be understood is that, like
language, vision is a form of knowledge that guides content not all possible definitions of
the situation are possible in a specific language. The same is true for culturally
constructed vision there are visual rules that guide the definition of the situation, the self,
and the generalized other in the same manner as language. And while it is an objective
of this project to uncover the role of vision in perspective, this project is not about the socalled consequences of different forms (and included formats) of space/place. I am
interested only in exploration. This is to be understood as basic research , the mission of
which is discovery finding out through observation what exists in the world.)
(Note: Implicit in the theoretical framework for this project are Durkheim s ideas on
dynamic, material and moral density (as they relate to the community society dualism);
Weber s notion of ideal types as applied to space/place; Schutz s typifications and
recipes; portions of the Chicago School approach to urban studies; elements of Becker s
ideas regarding visual sociology; and the general symbolic interactionist tradition of social
construction. In incorporating the interactionist tradition, this project seeks to overcome
its long history of ignoring the rules of form (linguistic and visual) that guide content and
thus definition of the situation, the self and the generalized other) and the importance of
vision as a system of knowledge equal to that of language.)
While this modified framework was an improvement, and took into account the need to
expand the project beyond Chicago and beyond limited theoretical grounds, I came to
recognize two continuing interrelated problems inherent in it. First, it took place as a
given, as a physical position on the map with distinct boundaries and attributes. Instead
of asking what place is, it assumed a base definition and worked from there. Second, its
conception of place was still limited to a highly abstract, detached, academic perspective.
While on some level it recognized places as distinct entities , its focus was purely on the
nature of place as representation of a form. Though this was most definitely by design, I
came to recognize that these parameters and unasked questions were detrimental to the
value and meaning of the project. My questions and assumptions needed to become
more basic, more fundamental. And so, I developed the following complementary
argument a more sophisticated understanding of the nature and significance of place as
the foundational concept, as well as the interconnections among numerous other key
concepts. This was an attempt to move the project beyond highly abstract theory to
encompass all other possible realms of discovery and explanation for what had become
my new research question: What Is Place?
In the original framework for Picturing Chicago, my objective was to explore forms of
place (city, town, rural) as visual forms as frameworks that are apprehended and
interpreted first and foremost via the eye. It took place as a concrete given . It took
place as the ultimate subject. Within this framework was the ill-defined notion that more
abstract social phenomena social institutions and forms that together constitute what
we call culture were somehow in the mix, yet in some way external to or beyond the
visual exploration of place. But the very process of executing on that design, taking
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photographs, building a database, analyzing and reflecting on the pictures, led me to
understand the error in judgment implicit in that design. The social concept of place is
not a taken for granted entity, nor is it separate from the other concepts of interest;
rather, it is the stew in which they exist. For this reason, it was even more vital to a
visual analysis of the social order than I had previously thought.
Place, as Mumford noted, is best understood as a specific re/ordering of space and time.
It is the intersection of space and time arranged in a particular style or configuration.
Sociologically speaking, these two elements, space and time, are of primary significance
to the social order for one simple reason; they are the locus of everyday life, the locus of
meaning, and (as Einstein noted) the core modes by which we think. Space and time
combine to create the very conditions in which we live, physically and psychically. In the
sociological sense then, place (the spatial-temporal intersection in which all interaction
exists) is all there is.
As such, place (for purposes of the revised project) could be thought of in three
interrelated ways: as a specific, concrete place (one located on a map, one understood
as an ecology, a mythology, a theater, a self, an embodiment of past, present and future
that combine to yield a life course and therefore life itself; one that connotes intangibles
such as home, community, and so forth); as a general form of place (a system of
interlocking visual vocabularies articulated via syntax (space) and inflection (time)); and
as the locus, nexus, and embodiment of what Hertzler called psychic phenomena (the
locus of knowledge, meaning, order, values, and beliefs manifest in a configuration of
material cultural forms) or what Foucault referred to as a regime of truth (an archive of
the rules of knowledge). Place is a record of the attitude of a people toward life. It is a
reorganization of space and time that embodies all elements of non-material culture
(values and belief systems). It is a record of attitude, or perspective (non-material
culture) via visual grammar the visual vocabulary articulated by a people in relation to
spatial-temporal modes of thought (syntax, inflection). As such, place is simultaneously
concrete, lived, felt; yet also the embodiment of the abstract . It is the intersection of
psychic phenomena and their physical extensions (Hertzler). It is simultaneously
understood through objective analysis and subjective experience. Place itself is the
demonstration that attempts to separate the concrete from the abstract are futile
because no such logical distinctions between these two exist. It is a demonstration that
where duality should reign, a false dualism presides. A dualism created by thought
processes enmeshed in the language of writing, rather than the language of vision, of
pictures.
And because place could be understood from so many different frameworks, because its
meaning could vary so easily depending upon whether the viewpoint is first person or
third, and because, despite these possibilities there seems to be a certain degree of
order and stability in and over time (there are most definitely forms of place, and
individual places most definitely retain some core of their being despite unending
change), this project demanded a conceptual framework and methodological plan that
was flexible enough to account for both stability and change, objective and subjective.
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As such, this new(er) plan attempted to marry the flexibility and exploratory power of art
theory and philosophy with that of the more structured sociological approach of the past.
Within the framework of this project, creative movements in the world of art, also referred
to as isms , were to be understood as strategies of using artistic grammars (vocabulary,
syntax and inflection see above) to alter content in such a way that something new may
be said about it. As attempts at offering a new perspective or new understanding of
perspective, its role and significance for our understanding of social reality. As such, this
stage of the project began to come under the influence, philosophically and
methodologically, of many movements within the history of art. (Note: still, however, as
the following description illustrates, this incorporation of art theory was still elemental. It
looked upon art as a method or as a tool to guide method not as a founding framework
inherent in authentic science/scholarship.)
As a logic, the notion of visual forms of place, with the component elements of
vocabulary, syntax, inflection and perspective, parallel similar notions within the realm of
visual media. That is, each visual medium (photography, film, works on paper, painting,
sculpture, installation, mixed media and so forth) may also be understood as a form(at) (a
framework through which reality is rendered intelligible). Taken together, generally
speaking, they share a common grammar: vocabulary being equal to line, shape/form,
iconography, texture, and color, (possibly others); syntax and inflection equaling frame,
composition (a broad term that includes patterning, perspective and the like), and scale.
For example, in the photographic medium, vocabulary includes color or black and white
film, type of lens, and so forth; syntax and inflection include the choice of content how it
is framed in the viewfinder and cropped in the darkroom, angle of view, etc. Likewise, a
photo essay would also include sequencing and sizing of photographs, repetition of motif,
means of display, possibilities of surrounding wording, and so forth.
At this point, I understood that while this project began with a focus on pure
documentary photography (as the outline of grammar above indicates) and its marriage
only to the concept of place as form, it could not end there. It must expand into other
visual arts strategies and philosophies across a range of artistic perspectives if it is to
even approach the research question. To do otherwise is to stick hopelessly with a
single, partial framework.
Ultimately, I was after the following: How reality, the social order, is constituted and
interpreted visually, with the locus of this activity being at the intersection of space and
time that we call place. In order to get there, I believed it was necessary to uncover first
what place is, in all its possible meanings. And this new question what is place along
with this newly expansion range of possibilities for answers (beyond the strict focus on
place as form) greatly enlarged the value of this project. It yielded an entire world of
possibilities for answering this question and of getting answers far superior to those
obtained through standardized academic forays into the realm of place.
(A note on words v. pictures: I am well aware that picture taking/making is itself a code
practice, and as such, is ultimately incapable of separating data collection from analysis,
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from findings (using codes to decode codes, as it were). But, pictures are absolutely no
different from words in this regard. Letters, words, sentences all are segments of the
abstract codification system of spoken/written language. W ords are not magically
immune from these claims to bias. Thus, I dismiss at the outset the contention that
pictures are somehow less real , more biased , less scientific than codification of ideas
and information via letters made into words and sentences. In this regard, I am as far
removed (from bias) as one can be. Foucault studied word codes discourse and written
text, but then used words to convey his findings; he used words (spoken, written) to
explain words. I am doing no less with pictures. I study visual codes and then use
visuals to convey findings. I use visuals to explain visuals. There is no way out of using
codes, and the only ridiculous thing would be to use words to explain that which is
inherently visual. Vision is its own code, its own language, not translatable/reducible to
linguistic/cognitive/semantic models.)
Final (2007) Project Design
I now fully recognize that this use of art as a method or as a tool to guide method and
not as a founding framework inherent in authentic science/scholarship is insufficient.
Instead of acknowledging the art framework as a form of knowledge on par with others
listed above, the revised (2005) plan reduces it to the equivalent of technique . In so
doing, such a position eliminates even the possibility of achieving the goals of this
project; one cannot conduct an archaeology of the full range of possible natures and
meanings of the social order if one confines such an exploration strictly to one framework
for knowing. Forms of knowledge should be understood as frameworks through which
reality is rendered intelligible. They are sets of rules, drivers of questions and possible
answers. Thus, to conduct as full an archaeology as possible, one is required to make
use of as many forms of knowledge as possible.
Having said that, the purpose of this final project plan revision is to illuminate two key
conceptual points; the meaning of a sociological archaeology and the nature of art as a
social form.
The Meaning of Archaeology
As stated above, the goal of this project now is not to answer a specific research
question. It is not even to answer an expanded set of research questions. The goal now
is the conduct of an overall archaeology of the city and social order, as embodied in the
concept of place as a social form, place as mind . But what is meant by this?
Archaeology is a concept obviously derived from the work of Foucault, and one operating
simultaneously on two fronts. In his conception of things, Foucault articulates two types
of archaeology: a straight archaeology, which is an exploration of all that has been (and
is) known about a particular subject; and a rules archaeology, which is an exploration of
the rules that dictate all that can be known about a particular subject. One first works
through a straight archaeology, examining and comparing what has passed for
knowledge across time and cultures. From this, one builds an archive; an assessment of
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the rules that dictate what may be known/pass for knowledge. Straight archaeologies
are, in a sense, case studies of knowledge, and the archive is a theory of the rules of
knowledge derived from those studies. Or, to put it another way, straight knowledge
equates to content (what we know); the rules of knowledge equate to forms (how we
know). It is in this way that Foucault s work within the arena of postmodern sociology of
knowledge ties directly to the Symbolic Interactionist path begun by Simmel, Weber,
Mead and the like.
The foundation for this entire strain of work is the notion that all reality is socially
constructed, and, as such, the content of what passes for irrefutable and incontestable
reality (and truth) is in direct relation to the rules of knowledge (social forms themselves
mythological in that they are incontestable realities). Thus, the formal sociology upon
which the original project plan rested still holds, and has been fully invested in its ultimate
mission the conduct of an archaeology of those forms. It is this idea of forms, with the
attendant awareness of society as a social construction framed and carried out in
interaction in perpetuity, with no meaningful distinction to be made between the micro
scale of everyday life and the macro scale of social structure to be made, that is central
to the work. It is the idea that society is a web of patterned interactions; a system of
formal arrangements; an idea created and sustained in interaction; a system of values
and beliefs; a semiological construct; a competing set of knowledge systems held
together, sustained and externalized as objective facts and conditions of human
existence.
This explanation is fine as far as it goes. But over time, I developed two possible
problems with Foucault s approach. The first is that he takes knowledge as the selfevident object of his archaeology and does so without clearly defining it. The second is
that in his quest for an archive of the rules, he uses only one formal approach to
uncovering and assessing that which passes for knowledge. This project seeks to move
beyond these problems by: using visual, rather than linguistic, systems as the
simultaneous means for data collection, analysis and articulation of findings; articulating a
broader framework for the understanding what the target(s) of the archaeology is(are);
and by incorporating the art framework into the scientific framework for
developing/assessing reality and truth.
From its beginnings, this project has sought to utilize (elevate) vision as a social form
(system of knowledge). It is the entire point of having a photographic project to begin
with; thus this issue needs no further elaboration here. What is required, however, is a
discussion of what I mean by an archaeology of the city and social order, and how I
intend to expand upon Foucault s vision of an archaeology by incorporating art as a
social form.
What is knowledge, and why should it be the de facto target of an archaeology? Is it the
core of the social order, or are there other equally valid aims? Knowledge does seem to
be the foundational issue of philosophy. What we know and how we know it (content
and form). Sociologically speaking, the idea of knowledge has been generally lumped
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into the category of non material culture . This classification includes ideas, beliefs and
value systems of a particular group or culture under consideration, and is held somewhat
separate from material culture , which is said to be the literal material substance of a
people its tools, artifacts, objects. However, when considered from the symbolic
interactionist tradition, one in which reality is socially constructed through a system of
rationalization, knowledge must be understood as an account . That is, knowledge is
simultaneously a cause and an effect that links or make sense of behaviors, actions,
decisions, choices. In fact, all of what we define as non material culture is an account
from a symbolic interactionist perspective. Value and belief systems are accounts
accumulated over space and time that carry the weight of authority and legitimacy. And
in this way, they are the rules for how a given society functions. They are rules,
understand they are forms.
Foucault alluded to as much when he argued that discourse was not tied to a subject.
Rather, the subject is a construction of discourse. In other words, reality is socially
constructed in interaction. Thus, discourse is not a mere ideological reflection of
infrastructure (social facts, material culture), but both a product and battlefield of
multiple forces that cannot be reduced to a false dualism of two energies . In broader
sociological terms, this means that because a form is a processual framework within
which interaction occurs and through which reality is rendered intelligible, forms are
substantially processes. Forms assume the properties of the processes they utilize and
take as axiomatic certain basic concepts. That is, a form only exists insofar as it
coincides with fundamental properties of human existence and survives or thrives insofar
as it can spawn and/or use processes and concepts in line with those properties. For
example, all of the geometric forms discussed in this plan assume large numbers of
people and a certain minimum level of dynamic, material and moral density (Durkheim).
Forms of knowledge depend upon varying degrees of technological sophistication and
certain levels of density and their nature and degree of success varies in proportion to
these (which they in turn reproduce). Sociational forms are more elemental by their
nature, and thus their properties and meanings rely more heavily on situations (context).
In the end, forms are constituted by and constitutive of concepts and processes explored
in this archaeology. Systems of knowledge require, utilize and create certain geometric
and sociational forms as well as certain social processes and concepts.
Conducting an archaeology of straight knowledge means amassing data on the subject
at hand. It means case studies of what passes for knowledge. Conducting an
archaeology of the rules equates to articulating how overarching and competing systems
of knowledge (regimes of truth) function as social forms. In the language of earlier
project plans, it means analyzing them in terms of grammar and perspective, to illuminate
the dualistic act of constitution among forms of knowledge, forms of geometry and forms
of sociation. It means an attempt to uncover the rules of knowledge in such a dualistic
system where cause and effect are multidirectional.
Hence the continued focus of this project on the sociological conception of place . In his
discussion of space and time, Einstein argued that these things are modes by which we
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think (elements of non material culture, belief systems), not conditions in which we live.
That is, space and time are systems of knowledge (regimes of truth). But Einstein was
only half correct in his understanding of modes of thought. He argued that modes of
thought were only that modes of thought. I argue that because they are modes of
thought, they are also the conditions, the material conditions, in which we live. Space
and time, because they are modes of thought, become the conditions in which we live.
They become mind. This means that knowledge is not only non-material culture, but
material culture as well. Knowledge is embedded in the very fibers of the literal, material
world in which we exist each and every day (as Foucault said). Knowledge is Marx s
material conditions of existence . Simmel s geometry or grammar of social life. It is
simultaneously psychic phenomena and physical manifestations. Knowledge is the stew
in which we exist, physically and psychically. It is manifest in and embodied by place
(defined in the 2005 project plan as a particular configuration of space-time) in
visual/sensory form. Mind takes form in place, and place takes form in the mind both in
essence being process and product of space-time (Mumford). As such, when one seeks
to conduct an archaeology of knowledge , one is, in fact, conducting an archaeology of
material and non material cultural forms, concepts and processes made experiential
(cognitively and physically) within that concept that we call place (the city). To archive
place as regimes of truth is to inquire into the very nature of reality. It is to conduct an
archaeology of the social order.
In the end, then, I agree with knowledge as the appropriate target of an archaeology, but
only as elaborated here. As the stew in which we exist physically and psychologically, as
embodied in place , and as therefore constituted by and constitutive of all of the key
sociological forms, processes and institutions outlined in the original and revised project
plans. (These include, but are not limited to: orders (political, economic, normative,
identity, interaction, technological, and so forth); forms (sociation, temporal, geometric,
organizational, and knowledge); institutions; concepts; and processes.) These forms,
processes and institutions, as discussed in the revised plan under the idea of place as
embodiment are to be understood not as subsets of place or knowledge, but the core
elements of them. It is in the idea of embodiment that these issues break free of place
and are seen as on par with it, ultimately leading to the pinnacle of the archaeology, at
which point place is to be understood as a system of knowledge on par with others in
constituting and illuminating the rules of knowledge and not as a superior or ultimate
force. Place then should be understood not as the research question, but as a key form
central to the conduct of a visual archaeology in so far as it is the locus of space, time,
self, mind and knowledge.
Having established a working definition of a sociological archaeology and its aims, I turn
now to a discussion of the meaning of art as a social form, and what it means to
incorporate it into the archaeological process and the social scientific framework that has
guided this project from the beginning.
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The Meaning of Art
Prior to my work on Picturing Chicago, my working methods revolved around science as
a system of knowledge and the scientific method as a means of questioning, researching
and establishing knowledge. This meant that I operated in accordance with science as a
form; as a framework through which reality could be rendered intelligible, as a driver of
questions and possible answers. In following the scientific method, I began with an
overriding research question an hypothesis that could be supported or disproved based
upon the preponderance of evidence collected and analyzed through specific, rigorous
means and without regard to preference for a specific outcome. The main objective was
to answer the question from a detached perspective, without a rooting interest in an
outcome. And, of course, in keeping with science as a form, it was necessary that the
research question be of a certain type, or category. In general terms, these questions of
science revolve around the issue of how how a thing (a community, a professional
group, a family, a nation, a technology and so forth) operates or functions.
When I began Picturing Chicago, I set about it in accordance with this narrow definition of
science as a form (but the definition prevalent in the world of academia). It was as a
purely social scientific exploration conforming to strict rules of project design, theoretical
framework and methodological standards. It was an examination of the nature of place,
especially place as a social form . However, since that time it has, and without my initial
consent, evolved from an academic examination of a research question to an attempt at
a different type of story-telling ; in effect, an in advance of my ability to understand or
account for what was happening, it took on a life of its own.
While this transformation seems remarkable, it came about for the most mundane of
reasons: the simple act of data collection (executing on the plan); casual interactions
with visitors to the website that houses the photos; and a natural, scientifically-based
curiosity that caused me to enlarge my study of the visual arts mid-way through the
project beyond photography to encompass the history of Western art over the last 200
years. As I continued to make photographs and as I studied art, I began (through a
combination of personal experience and detached examination) to see that they were
something more than mere data points in a scientific study of place as a social form .
The photos began to live and breathe for me. This unscientific feeling was confirmed by
unsolicited observations from outsiders who visited the website and shared with me the
meaning that the photo project had for them. Without fail, in the eyes of viewers, the
project was one of deep emotion and deep meaning. (Note: I might add that from a
Symbolic Interactionist perspective, the one from which this project drew heavily from the
outset in its theoretical framework and methodology, this change makes perfect sense
because, according to this theory, the meaning of things is not absolute, but created and
sustained in interaction. The meaning of a thing is in the response to it.) Thus a
detached, objective academic study transformed into a genuinely scholarly quest that
honored the art inherent in science (and vice versa) by understanding art not as
technique, but as social form.
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What is meant by art as a social form ? According to the most up to date information
that anthropology has to provide, that which we, today, recognize as art dates to at least
40,000 years ago. In contrast, that which we recognize as the first symbols for numbers
and script letters (which were themselves art (picture) based) appears roughly 5,500
years ago. Art, as we understand it, is the original, most fundamental form that human
individuals and communities use to analyze, interpret and render intelligible the world in
which they find themselves. As a collection of artifacts and as a social form, it is the
oldest system we have for defining and shaping reality. And yet today, we continue to
think of art as simultaneously a technique and product, not a system of knowledge. It is
my contention that art is a form, not a thing . It is an outlook, an approach to life, a
system of knowledge on par with other major systems, including religion, ideology,
science and mass media. It is a processual framework within which interaction occurs
and through which reality is rendered intelligible. Of what does it consist?
The easiest way to answer this is to convey the opposite to explain the art framework by
explaining what it is not. In a nutshell, art as a form is the antithesis of rationalization.
On this point, the work of two preeminent sociologists brings something to bear. Max
Weber (1864-1920) devoted his life to the study of modernization and Modernity how it
compared with social structures of pre-modern times and what its implications were for
the future. He argued that Modernity was not a period of time but a social process a
collective attitude toward life. It consists largely of what he termed rationalization ,
which he defined as the efficient application of means to ends as the dominant form of
thought and behavior. A goal-oriented rationality provides the motive, rather than
traditions, human values, emotions, and so forth . . . (Naturally, this is a complex idea
and what appears here is but a ridiculously brief summation.) Combine this idea with
Simmel s concept of the social form (a framework within which interaction occurs and
through which reality is rendered intelligible, a driver of questions and possible answers
in that their acceptance dictates what questions we may ask about the nature of reality
and therefore what possible answers may emerge), and we see that rationalization is a
social form. It is a set of rules that dictate all that can be known. It is an ideology. It is
the defining attribute of the Modern world and is founded upon the philosophies of
pragmatism and utilitarianism. It encompasses Enlightenment philosophy, science as the
dominant system of knowledge, the rise of high technology, bureaucratization,
industrialization, and most importantly for our purposes here, the rise of commodification
and classification.
Consider first the idea of a commodity and the process of commodification. In a
rationalized world, the social system (form) we refer to as the market is the sole arbiter
of worth. This market is said to consist of buyers and sellers who engage in a process
of exchange they transact with one another at arms length, logically and objectively (with
a rationalized system of money the barter system of pre-modern times being long since
passed), and the rate at which this transaction is struck is by definition the worth of the
product. Within the philosophies of pragmatism and utilitarianism, worth is reduced to
use-value. Brief reflection on the basic meaning of these words (pragmatism and
utilitarianism) serves to illustrate: unromantic, unidealistic, useful, sensible, functional,
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efficient, businesslike, logical, orderly, practical, and so forth. In short, in a rationalized,
pragmatic, utilitarian, market driven world, an idea is true insofar as it works and a thing
has worth insofar as it sells.
Art, as a thing to be sure, but more importantly as a social form, is by its very nature,
nothing less than the antithesis of rationalization. It is the Romantic, the idealistic, the
non-functional, the inefficient, the unique (non-commodity), the non-logical, the
disorderly, the unbusinesslike, and the impractical. Art is a social form: it is a framework
for understanding the world, a driver of questions, an approach to life. Art is a way of
seeing and doing and knowing that is violently opposed to rationalization, classification,
commodification and the market. It necessitates imagination, exploration, and
experimentation. Szymborska defines art as inspiration , and argues that it is not the
exclusive privilege of those working in a predefined class of activities. Art is a processual
framework within which work ( I argue all of life) becomes one continuous adventure as
long as one manages to keep discovering new challenges in it. A swarm of new
questions emerges from every problem (solved) . . . It s born from a continuous I don t
know . . . (Artists), if they re genuine, must keep repeating I don t know . Each attempt
is an effort to answer a question, but as soon as the work seems done, he begins to
hesitate, starts to realize that this particular answer was pure makeshift that s absolutely
inadequate to boot. So they keep on trying . . . (because) there is no obvious world.
There is no well known and universally acknowledged norm. In daily speech, we assume
such as a thing as the ordinary , but in art, nothing is usual or normal.
Thus art is not the opposite of science, it is the opposite of rationalization, and it is this
form rationalization that is the bane of both art and science. Only when art or science
are reduced to technique do they fall in line with the organizing principles of
rationalization.
What are typically seen as dichotomous systems of knowledge here are understood as
unified approaches. They are not opposite points on either end of a line, but instead are
realms within a circle. Each simultaneously challenges and supports the other, and both
are understood as viable and necessary means of approaching the agenda of this
project.
As this relates specifically to the task at hand, an archaeology of place, knowledge and
the social order, this unification of art and science (and the corresponding rejection of
rationalized academics as technique) is relevant because it moves the possibilities for
understanding (defining) the goal and its subject(s) beyond those understood from a
highly rationalized, academic framework. It gets to the art inherent in the highest forms
of theory and method. After all, it was Einstein who stated that the theory of relativity
came to him first as a feeling , or an emotion . Here this involves more well rounded
understandings of the goals of the project, its subject and the means of approach. Artful
science recognizes that, while the mind is intelligence and reason, it is also intuition, soul,
perception, instinct, and imagination. It recognizes that true human
perception/mind/intelligence transcends logical reasoning. It defies our conventional idea
of ultimate reality and one means of arriving at it (logic). Further, it recognizes that,
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given the connections between mind, place and knowledge outlined above, if mind itself
is beyond logical reasoning, so too must be the modes by which it thinks (knowledge)
and the conditions in which it lives (place). Knowledge, place, space and time, social
forms, institutions and process of all types all of these must be understood from
frameworks capable of moving beyond rationalized technique if they are to be understood
at all. So, when one asks why? why marry these things that are seemingly unsuited to
one another? The answer now is self evident. Because only by breaking the barriers of
form and content may we begin to see and then articulate things in new ways. And only
by such new sight and expression may we begin to get to new places/realizations than
can/have happen(ed) otherwise. Alterations in form lead to alterations in content and
meaning and ways of knowing. It is the discovery and expression of alternate ways of
knowing that this agenda is after.

Project Objectives
As is by now evident, the stated objective of this project has transformed from the pursuit
of a single research question to the conduct of an overarching visual archaeology of the
city and social order. This is simultaneously a more fundamental and more expansive
way of investigating the nature of the social order on a macro scale, the nature of
everyday life, and ties between the two. However, the underlying motives for this type of
work remain unchanged. I still wish to accomplish two basic goals with this work: 1.
Contribute to the body of knowledge broadly defined; and 2. Expand understanding of
what science, art and scholarship are all about.
Consider first the goal of contributing to the body of knowledge. From this project, this
goal can be achieved simultaneously in two ways. First, it can contribute to the social
science body of knowledge by working across disciplines and disciplinary frameworks. It
can add to the sociology of knowledge, the sociology of culture and sociological theory
generally by pursuing questions and meanings from an as yet untried approach. It has
the potential, with its radical definition of authentic visual sociology married to the formal
sociology of Simmel and the interactionism of Weber, to greatly enlarge the vision and
explanatory power of these theories. To yield to scholars an entirely new, unique body of
data that might be utilized in the study of a whole host of sociological and philosophical
concepts and ideas.
Second, it can contribute to what I can only describe as a lay-humanistic body of
knowledge. The photographs that make up the body of this project have the ability to
reach people, to convey meaning, across an array of perspectives or approaches to
seeing. For those not interested in pursuits relevant to the social science body of
knowledge described above, the photos may still serve a multitude of uses. Each
photograph is a document with multiple possible readings. One may read them as
scientific evidence, as art , as self expression, as historical data to be researched, as
personal monuments to life, and so forth. (Some people consider this quality of multiple
meanings a shortcoming of visual documents as opposed to those based on numbers or
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language. I argue it is a benefit. Not only is a picture worth at least a thousand words,
understanding the multiplicity of a single photograph may help to explain the complexity
of lived experience which is not linear as language is, but multi-linear as vision is.) In
short, these pictures have the potential to contribute to knowledge, awareness, and
understanding from any angle the viewer chooses to use.
Relatedly, this project can also serve to expand understandings of the nature of authentic
science, art and scholarship. I define true scholarship as that exploratory, ground
breaking, cliff jumping effort that leads toward discovery. W hat comes after that is
generally academia a stifled, rote, puny, single-answer, petty and repetitive exercise in
niche-building and side-taking that pales by comparison and serves largely to shrink the
world around us. This academization of the process of research is the university s
contribution to the rationalization of social life as defined by Weber that now pervades
every aspect of existence. In science and in art, there have been moments when true
scholarship emerged.
When path breaking work was done. When all that seemed true in the past was blown to
smithereens, let the chips fall where they may. Granted, most of this discovery is put on
the shelf by the contemporary colleagues of the discoverers (witness Darwin, Einstein,
Hawking, Monet, van Gogh, Matisse, Picasso and the like). But in the end, their
discoveries illuminate. Their work represents authentically intellectual, scholarly efforts
because they marry science and art, not as techniques, but as forms for knowing.
This project has the potential to expand sociology theoretically and methodologically by
employing a radical visual sociological method to create a body of data unlike any other.
This simultaneously pushes the boundaries of visual sociology, participant observation,
symbolic interaction, formal sociology and the sociology of knowledge. It challenges
current assumptions about methods, what constitutes data, and how we might define,
operationalize , and interpret numerous key social science concepts and themes. It
literally offers a new lens through which to view the city and social order. Likewise, it
elevates art from its status as thing or technique to that of a definite social form. In so
doing, it recognizes the art framework as an approach to life and knowledge that spans
many endeavors, and one that has a far larger contribution to make to science,
knowledge and life.
Finally, on a personal but quite related note, this generally conceived picture project that
is, the idea of scholarly work in the form of collected pictures allows me to branch out
across an array of subjects I believe are important and interrelated. It is an escape from
the linear structure of scholarly writing (the monograph) that I now find inadequate for the
kinds of research I need to do and for the means of articulating my findings that I now
believe are integral to progress in the development of a fuller understanding of the city
and social order. Pursuing this research provides the necessary means of escaping
these unwarranted restrictions. It allows me to pursue connections as they appear,
without regard to arbitrary subject boundaries and methodological limitations. And it
allows me to draw linkages between and among seemingly unrelated events and ideas
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by following the flow of ideas and discoveries which necessarily take the form of a web,
not a straight line. It recognizes that the truth is four-dimensional, not one.

Scope and Methodology
Scope of Work
Always considered a longitudinal project designed to span a significant amount of time (in
the same way Abbott s study of New York, Gilpin s study of the Navajo territory and
Atget s study of Paris did), the scope has nevertheless expanded in three other important
ways geographically, methodologically and philosophically. Where this project was
originally confined to the city of Chicago, it now includes cities, towns and rural areas
from around the United States and the world beyond. Methodologically, it has expanded
beyond the pure documentary to a more expansive documentary style. For details on
this see the section below on methods. Finally, philosophically the project has expanded
in terms of the number and fundamental essences of the basic theoretical frameworks
from which it is willing and able to operate. Where it once was only an academic
examination of a single research question, it has now broadened to an archaeology of
the city and social order. One that marries the best of the art and scientific frameworks
for knowledge to create a fuller, exploration of the world around us and a richer
contribution to the body of knowledge.
These expansions in scope, particularly with regard to the philosophical or conceptual
framework surrounding the notion of an archaeology, demand a brief overview of the
range of subject matter and concepts this project will attempt to explore. Bear in mind
that, from the perspective of this project, all of these archaeological components are
visually available within the concept of place (both material and non material cultural
elements). As such, the city will continue to be the arena of investigation, but will be
understood to include an unlimited array of other sociological concepts, forms and
processes. This explanation of the scope has the problem of making it seem as if all of
these other concepts, as they are to be worked out within the place as embodiment
framework, are somehow less than equal subsets of the concept of place. This is not
true. Place here is understood simply as the locus or nexus within which these other
concepts may be visually located from a photographic perspective. That is,
street/documentary photography as a method necessarily captures place. It cannot be
otherwise. But in so doing, it also captures the facts of both material and non-material
culture. Place is the stew in which these live. Thus, while a photo may be of a place or
a form of place , it is also simultaneously of culture and thus, of the concepts, processes
and forms outlined above. In the end, place must be understood as a system of
knowledge on par with those of religion, ideology, science and the like. In fact, place and
knowledge become unified. They are one and the same, with knowledge itself being the
stew in which we live. Knowledge is culture is place is space-time is mind. All of the
archaeological components discussed below are available (visually) within material
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culture (place) and are to be understood as non-material culture. All sub-orders, forms,
culture and institutions are simultaneously derived from the place as embodiment
framework and on an equal footing with place as a social form as a component of the
archaeology.
As discussed above in the section on theoretical framework, this archaeology is designed
to explore all traditionally defined and overlapping social orders , including political,
economic, normative, identity, technological, interaction, and the like. It examines all
social forms (sociational, organizational, geometric, and knowledge) including: religion,
science, ideology, media, space-time, hierarchy, network, market, crowd, mass ,
exchange, play, conflict/cooperation, problems, identity, and so on. Within these, myriad
philosophical and sociological concepts abound and these are also the subject of this
archaeology. These may include, but are not limited to: technology; community; politics;
self and identity; border and boundary work; cultural geography; religion; spirituality;
deviance and social control; collective behavior; crime and law; economics; emotions;
family; life course; conflict; race; gender; social class; sex; social psychology; change;
choice; connections; globalization; human nature; interaction; justice; modernity; power;
problems; semiotics, signs and symbol systems; violence; rationalization; virtualization;
nature; and so forth.

Methodology
This section discusses methodology as a general approach, as a strategy of research
that flows naturally from the philosophical framework described above. For details on
specific work to be done in keeping with this framework and approach, see the section
below on Execution.
This archaeological project, as stated above, is one that marries the social science
framework with that of the art framework. As far as a general methodological approach
goes, this means that this project remains grounded firmly in the Interactionist tradition of
participant observation. Unlike highly structural frameworks within sociology, which
either eschew grounded research altogether or mandate the use of experiments, surveys
and statistics, Symbolic Interaction inherently meshes well with the idea of this
incorporation because its key assumption that all reality is socially
constructed necessitates an approach to study that incorporates art as a form by default.
It is inherently open to situationality, inspiration, and invention. As philosophies and
methodologies go, Interactionism is artful. It is the antithesis of rationalization.
Further, the general approach called participant observation is capable of including
numerous other strategies, such as inventories and censuses, strict observation, the
observation survey and assorted unobtrusive measures (content analysis,
historical/comparative analysis, secondary data analysis, etc.). What all of these
approaches share is a nullification of the arbitrary distinction between data collection and
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data analysis. Participant observation the marriage of science and art recognizes that
the two are one and the same.
I began this project with a commitment to participant observation as a methodology and
the thick description as a product or outcome. Not a strict coding or classification of
official meanings of things, but a connected, multi-layered body of evidence constituted
by and constitutive of basic research. Discovery. Exploration. However, my idea of
what said thick description would consist in the beginning was quite limited compared to
the ideas I have now. My initial idea reflected a strong commitment to the straight
reporting of pure documentary photography. As I evolved through the project, I began to
understand that this original vision was in error, that I would not be capable of attaining
the stated goals unless I began to incorporate other visual styles. I wanted to incorporate
art as technique. While this strategy was a definite improvement, it still fell short of what
really needed to be done. What ultimately had to happen is what this final project plan
has sought to explain the incorporation of art not as technique, but as form. A basic
necessity for accomplishing the archaeology. An archaeology allows for no single, official
meanings. It does not afford the luxury of single answers to single questions. Thus, it
forbids the use of single means of approach. It demands an acceptance of multiple
angles of view, each yielding something of its own on the subject of reality and meaning.
None can be said to be more true or less manipulative than others, because such an
argument implies a single reality that does not exist. So, while pure documentary was a
necessary beginning to be sure, it is not a sufficient strategy, largely because the camera
used only in this way creates raw data that captures but a fraction of possible meanings.
It suffers the same problem as academic realism in painting; it denies what the eye
knows to be true.
As I stated in the revised project plan, Impressionists discovered that light was both a
continuous and dynamic phenomenon. It penetrates everything and as it changes, so do
the forms through which it passes. Forms are not static and eternal they change as light
changes. As the Cubists later stated, objects do not have one absolute form, but
many as many forms as there are planes in the domain of meaning.
There is no one meaning of any of the concepts outlined above, and no single way to
capture them. For this archaeology then, it is necessary to move beyond the straight
documentary photography. How to proceed? How to explore the nature and meaning of
everyday life and the social order? Through the application of assorted artistic traditions,
strategies and styles. Possibilities abound in both content and form. With the
photograph, for example, there may be variations in choice of what to photograph in the
first place, the conditions (light, weather) under which to photograph, how to frame
(viewpoint, angle, etc), cropping, serialization, and so forth. And thus in this process (as
they really are in all types of research), data collection, organization and analysis are all
one and the same.
This approach takes literally Mumford s statement, Mind takes form in the city; and in
turn, urban forms condition mind. For space, no less than time, is artfully reorganized in
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cities . . (Culture of Cities, p. 4). And with this statement in mind, the objective of this
project is to marry the logics of myriad visual philosophies as expressed through/utilized
in numerous movements or isms in the world of art (and their corresponding grammars
and perspectives) with the logics of all forms of space/place along the urban wild
continuum (and their corresponding grammars and perspectives) in order to conduct this
archaeology.
To continue with the photography example: the grammar of photography may be
employed in the pursuit of any number of artistic movements. This project began by
employing it according to the tenets of documentary realism (which itself may
include/assume assorted social science methods/objectives, including but not limited to
archaeology, anthropology, social ethnography observing, participating, noting signs
and artifacts content analysis, observation survey and life history). But other possibilities
abound. The photographic medium might also be directed toward the perspectives (or
isms ) of impressionism, surrealism, symbolism, cubism, and even abstract
expressionism, to name but a few. So it is now the task of this project to combine the
idea of the documentary/documentary style with the philosophies of the visual arts in
service of the range of artistic isms in order to conduct this basic research. This does
not mean aping, or imitating the technique or style of a particular movement. What I am
interested in is not technique, but the philosophy underlying the movement that which
guides the creative process and gives rise, in only the broadest sense, to a look that
eventually becomes classified and labeled as a particular ism . I am after the illumination
of the documentary approach/style/attitude/tradition in the visual realm via the attitudes of
others.
This use of visual isms beyond pure academic documentary is the equivalent of using
everything from straight reportage to fiction to poetry to highly abstract theory/academic
(scholarly) monographs in the realm of words to articulate knowledge of the social order.
Everyone recognizes that these different linguistic formats are capable of offering
different angles from which to understand and interpret the world around us, to the point
that they may offer different worlds at the most fundamental level. Everyone also
recognizes that this fact of multiple perspectives or angles does not diminish the world
around us or our understanding of it. It enlarges these things. It affords the opportunity
to piece together ideas and information on multiple subjects from multiple perspectives so
that each individual may draw his or her own conclusions. The methodology here the
incorporation of art as a framework and the myriad visual formats or mind-sets within that
framework serves the same purpose. It is an attempt to visually articulate as many
aspects of the social order from as many perspectives as possible. An attempt to
photograph material and non-material culture in every way imaginable, and in so doing
expand what those ideas constitute to begin with.
The goal is to explore all possible perspectives that materialize across the continuum to
see what truths emerge, the ideal outcome being to debunk/enhance traditional thinking
by replacing/incorporating it with an understanding that corresponds most directly with
the manner in which the social order is experienced viscerally. Visually.
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Execution and Influences
Project Execution: A Working Agenda
The section above on methodology spoke in general terms about the strategy for
achieving the goals of this project. This section discusses execution in a more specific
manner. It begins with a general overview of how the project has been executed up to
now, continues with an explanation of how this process will evolve over time, and then
concludes by offering a specific example of two new lines of photographic inquiry set to
begin, how those should serve the goals of the project and how they integrate the use of
various artistic/visual strategies into the work already done. Included in this discussion is
an elaboration of avenues/strategies I considered taking or employing but chose not to
(and the reasons for those choices), as well as an overview of what this latest
elaboration of theory, method and execution means for the database structure and
website design that represent the ultimate product of this project.
Working Method: The Past
Up to now, execution of this project has been a relatively simple, straightforward affair.
Grounded in the framework of participant observation, and influenced by the
corresponding methodological strategies of unobtrusive measures (inventories and
censuses, strict observation, observation survey, and the like), the task has been simply
to adhere to the principles of classic documentary photography (in composition, style and
subject matter) and to amass a large collection of photos evenly distributed (as much as
possible) across specific places, forms of place, and content categories using the
disinterested eye of a scientist. In practical terms, within Chicago, this has meant an
effort at canvassing all neighborhoods as evenly as possible and collecting a wide range
of pictures across a fairly exhaustive list of possible content categories and
subcategories. Beyond Chicago, it has meant a concerted effort at photographing as
many different places and forms of place as I could manage, always with the same
lengthy set of content categories in mind.
More specifically, this project began by employing the straight documentary style of
Atget, Abbott and Evans, which meant objective, frontal, detached recording in sunny
conditions. It also meant a concentration on specific types of subjects. Not only was
subject matter limited to direct accessible material culture, it was limited to mundane,
vernacular and distinctive aspects of that culture grounded in the identity of a specific
place. In the beginning, I declared to myself that I would go beyond what Atget did for
Paris he focused on Old Paris as it slowly gave way to the modern but to a large
degree, I haven t done that. I have not photographed extensively the transition from old
to new, nor the new alone. Further, I have focused extensively on his (and Abbott s)
overall style of the still, quiet city, neglecting to some extent the densely peopled world
that abounds in many of the neighborhoods. I eschewed news type events and
activities as beyond the realm of the true everyday . Even though questions about this
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approach began to percolate some time ago, I continued to suppress them in my actual
work while seeking some definite answer. I continued to expand the project
geographically, but limit it conceptually and methodologically.
Working Method: Evolution
Though the geographic expansion of the project that occurred after the first year added
another methodological dimension to the work, this will pale in comparison to the
changes required in actual execution as I implement the overhaul outlined in this final
project plan. For not only does the project continue its geographic expansion, it now
includes a methodological expansion on two fronts. First is the incorporation of a wide
array of artistic frameworks or strategies into the agenda in service to a much more
broadly defined goal an archaeology of the city and social order in both of Foucault s
meanings. Second is the incorporation of an attempt to move beyond the methodology
of photographing strictly with material content categories in mind, toward the act of
photographing material culture with an awareness of the inherent nature of
archaeological themes or concepts in mind.
Consider first the incorporation of various artistic or visual strategies. This is an
expansion that demands a move from the strict academic aims of the original project
toward authentic scholarship via the unification of art and science as forms, as
frameworks of meaning.
In a practical sense, this means that as I continue to canvass and re-canvass specific
places with a classic documentary framework in mind as I have always done, I must
simultaneously approach places from myriad other visual frameworks and attempt to
capture them in these new ways as well. It means that not only must I consider the
specific places, forms of place, and types of content I should include, I must likewise
consider my angle of view the strategy I will employ to explore the wide array of subject
matter this project seeks to cover. Moving about the city of Chicago, for example, I must
look not only as a classic documentarian, but as an Impressionist, a Symbolist, an
Expressionist, to name but a few. I must at once approach the subject from the mind set
and theoretical framework of the strategy/ism I am employing in order to see the same
things I have seen before in an entirely new light. And of course, this becomes even
more problematic for places I visit much more rarely, for I must literally do all of this
mental work (and photographic execution) simultaneously. And I must do all of this while
keeping in mind the myriad definitions of place I have established over time, and the
enormous range of sociological subject matter available through this lens.
When I began this project, my initial strategy was to select neighborhoods, one by one,
and photograph them to the fullest extent possible. Over time, I would return and both
re-photograph changed areas and capture new sections I hadn t worked before.
Simultaneously, as I categorized these photos by content category, I began to specifically
seek out examples for the categories in which I was lacking. In other words, I started
with nothing, gradually built a small database of neighborhoods and content categories,
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and then began to fill in the holes . I now begin this process again. The task is to roam
the city with a particular style of photo in mind (which includes both content and visual
arrangement or look , but with the aim being a mind set in service to documentary, not
the aping of technique for technique s sake) and begin to add to the database all of the
pictures that draw from such styles.
But to do so means focusing on art as a social form, rather than a technique. It means
that I will not pursue technique/style for its own sake. I will vary subject matter,
composition, framing, position of view and environmental conditions in which I shoot, but
always with the documentary goal paramount. These variations will always be within the
realm of how any individual might typically or plausibly see the city. I will work toward
expanding my documentary exploration of the social order by expanding the influences
that I allow into the pictures. I will utilize the frameworks of New Documentary (a la the
New York School); Realism as practiced by Ashcan, Precisionism, Regionalism and the
Cool Urban Realists; Impressionism and Pictorialism (as genuine appearance, not
manipulated technique); Symbolism; Expressionism/Fauvism and the Nabis; Cubism,
Constructivism and New Vision; Dadaism; Surrealism; Pop Art; and Abstract
Expressionism. These styles will be used not to create artificial images, but to inform my
documentary approach to the archaeology; this informing approach may include changes
to subject matter, conditions, and my approach to seeing. Under no circumstances will it
include faked pictures. (E.G., no Cubism in the sense of superimposing multiple views
one atop the other, but shooting multiple real world perspectives of a thing and showing
them serially. Or no Surrealism in the sense of digital manipulation of a picture into a
dreamlike presence, but by using the Surrealist technique of automatic work without
conscious thought as a means to photograph.) The key challenge in this will be to
expand the photographic repertoire in a manner that adds value to the documentary
objectives of the project: (not merely variety for the sake of variety, but variety that
means something that meets the project objectives.)
In order to accomplish this, one must fully embrace the notion that the barriers thrown up
between art and science are genuinely false. One must do away with ideas that
documentary is not (cannot be) artistic, nor art documentary in nature. Ideas that
objectivity and subjectivity exist and are polar opposites. Since beginning this project, I
have learned that the documentary and artistic impulses are one and the
same intertwined to the degree that I cannot distinguish between the two and have
decided it is a trivial waste of time to continue to try. Likewise, the objective-subjective
dualism which is largely a creation of the academic framework for defining knowledge
and truth is also limited and sorely lacking in power.
In adopting this methodology, execution will be simultaneous, not sequential. I will
alternate among styles and exploratory strategies as the situation and mood warrant.
That is, objectives dictate strategy. No one strategy is capable of exploring the full
agenda of this project; meaning derives from multiple sources. Likewise, seeing also
derives from multiple sources. Some seeing derives from the literal plan that is culturally
conditioned to respond to signs. Other seeing derives from marriage of eye and
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untrained (or unconstrained) mind and results in an entirely different truth. And no one
subject can be explored in full in isolation, as all meanings are connected to all others.
Thus, I will employ whatever means necessary, as this project has been liberated from
suffocating academic strictures. The whole goal here is to work across the complete
continuum of objectivity subjectivity. The goal is to explore. To discover.
Consider now the added challenge of photographing consciously with archaeological
themes/concepts in mind. As challenging as it will be to photograph from the theoretical
agendas and emotional mind-sets of numerous visual movements in service to the
documentary aims of this project, it will be yet more challenging to confront the
possibilities and uncertainties inherent in the stated goal of photographing the specific
sociological concepts of which this archaeology consists. In general terms, I have
wrestled for some time with the logical possibilities of photography from a contentoriented perspective. That is, I have gone back and forth and round and round the
debate of whether it is possible to photograph directly anything beyond material culture.
The question I put to myself is this: is it possible to directly photograph the numerous
ideas, themes and concepts outlined above in the section on project scope? Can I enter
the field with a mission to photograph, for example, power ? Or the political order ? Or
gender ? Or must my focus remain strictly on aspects of the direct physical
world material culture in the form of storefronts, homes, street scenes, architectural
details and the like with the idea that the sociological concepts within the photos will
emerge after the fact? Can I photograph an abstract theme intentionally and deliberately,
or do I photograph the material specifics of everyday life and leave theme as an
emergent property?
The bald answer is that I do not believe any longer in this distinction. Academically
minded sociologists even those schooled in symbolic interaction would likely claim that
this task is not possible. They would claim that photographing two individuals on the
street in conversation with one another does not equal photographing interaction or the
interaction order , because interaction is ultimately a psychological process not directly
accessible through sensory data. That it is invisible. My response to this is the following:
if abstract themes or concepts are inaccessible via sensory data, why is the framework of
symbolic interaction joined at the hip to the method of participant-observation? Why the
focus on this method as the only viable one if observation does not grant the researcher
access to anything besides material facts that cannot be argued to be related to
supposedly more abstract qualities of social life. In the end, I must return to the
argument made in my initial project design:
These assertions assume that there are levels of reality that there is the
surface and then there is something deeper . Yet no one has ever offered
proof, sociologically or photographically, that there is any such thing as
levels . I disagree with such arguments and assertions, and I intend, using
the methodology and organizational framework outlined in this document, to
prove that they are not the case. That photographs collections of
photographs may in fact reveal structures . I agree with Prosser when he
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states that the focus in visual sociology has been on ideal types and
cultural practices because and only because it has been assumed that
social organization (macro level structure) is not visual and thus not visible.
I argue that it is visual, and thus visible and thus recordable. In fact, the
entire premise of this project is that one can see the social order. And one
need only examine the street/documentary photography of Evans, Abbott,
Atget and Smith to believe that this premise has a valid foundation. As
noted by Henri Cartier-Bresson, photographs, either individually or in
series, are capable on their own of telling a full story. Those who believe
otherwise simply do not know how to properly read photographs. The
ultimate challenge of this project is to avoid the linguistic understanding of
the social order and concentrate on articulating a visual understanding to
document non-material structure by photographing material culture. As
Lisette Model argues, and I agree: People say that one has to uncover
something, discover something, hidden things which are under the surface.
I don t believe that there is anything that is under the surface. Because
everything is on the surface. And it is exactly to discover all the surface
that is here, everywhere. (Livingston, Jane. The New York School
Photographs: 1936-1963, p. 330)

Having said that, I do believe absolutely in the possibility of photographing archaeological
concepts or themes. I would not have devoted (so far) eight years of my life to a project I
found theoretically unsound. The only remaining question is whether these things may
be photographed directly, intentionally, rather than indirectly by focusing on material
culture. This question goes to whether one considers photos as proof of a concept or
theory, or whether one considers photos as a reservoir of data for the formulation of
theory. Whether, in plainer terms, photographs can simultaneously be icons, indices,
and symbols. One could argue that assuming photos as proof runs the risk of looking
for evidence to support a belief rather than looking objectively at what is out there in the
world in the first instance, a theory is formulated and corresponding evidence is
obtained, and in the latter, data is amassed and subsequent theory formulated. The
problem with this distinction is self evident: on some level, theory dictates that which may
become data data are only data in light of theory. Simultaneously, theory is only theory
as it relates to some perceived body of data. There is no such thing as objectively
created theory or objectively collected data.
It is interesting to note that this issue is only seen as such by academics supposedly
studying photography (or any other visual forms of communication). Non-academics
recognize that a prime reason for the existence of much visual art is to confront directly
the abstract or non-material aspects of culture to convey ideas about some aspect of
social life in its psychic realm. They further recognize that a photograph is capable of the
same thing the entire world of street photography is predicated on it. This is not to say
that photographic meanings as they relate to abstract ideas are absolute. Like anything
else, meaning is determined in large measure by the context in which a thing is placed.
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But visual media are no different than numbers or words in this regard. So the task here
is the same as it is for photographing with specific visual styles in mind: to photograph
with specific concepts or themes in mind, with an awareness that material and non
material culture are one and the same. Again, this mission is exploratory. The goal is to
experiment with what may be done and to discover whether the results lend anything new
to the understanding sought rather than to discount the methods before they are ever
tested. (Note: for additional thoughts on this point, see the section below on paths not
taken .)
Working Method: Detailed Example
As is evident from the agenda outlined above, there are a great many approaches to
expanding this archaeology. The question now is, where to begin? It is my hope that
this detailed example will serve as a guide to understanding the connections among the
work plans outlined above and the visual/creative influences discussed in the section
below, how they may be combined and recombined and how all relate to the conceptual
framework, project objectives and methodology discussed throughout this document.
At the end of 2006, I developed my annual plan for 2007. This document included work
in a number of areas, but focused on photography as one of the key areas in which I
would continue to operate. It was written at a time when I had already planned for a one
year hiatus on the Picturing Chicago project as classically structured, conceived and
implemented. In its place, I chose to shift my work in documentary/street photography to
two new styles of work, both of which are included in the discussion below on
visual/creative influences. This brief discussion serves as a more specific articulation of
my strategy for these new threads of work and how they fit into this archaeology.
It is worth noting right at the start that I did not set out consciously to proceed with the
Picturing Chicago plan when I chose these two styles of work. My main goal was to
create the rationale needed for an extended hiatus from the classic photographic work I
had been doing. My reservoir of desire to continue with the project had been completely
drained, and yet I still believed in it and wanted to find some means of continuing.
Reflecting on what I had accomplished to date, and where I wanted to go in the future
with street photography, I developed a list of a number of strategies I could use to
continue working on the project without continuing as I had been. Independent of all of
my detailed plans (at least consciously), I settled upon two threads of work: a) peopleoriented street photography and b) expressionist style documentary. I had in mind two
kinds of pictures I wanted to take, based on my studies of photography and my by now
extensive analysis of my own work. And then it hit me. I had unconsciously selected the
two very styles of work that parallel the history of the evolution of both
documentary/street photography and painting. That is, the people-oriented work
coincides precisely with the next phase in photography (beyond the
classic/academic/scene-oriented style I had focused on until now) that arose out of the
development of the hand-held camera, which allowed for a whole new style of
photograph to emerge. And the expressionist style work coincides precisely with the next
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phase in painting (beyond classic realism) that arose with the near simultaneous birth of
Impressionism/Fauvism/Expressionism. Having focused almost exclusively until now on
the classic realism agenda common to both photography and painting, I am now
simultaneously taking the next evolutionary step in each field, thus evolving this project
along the same evolutionary time line as was made possible by the original developments
in these media, only consolidated to a focus on one specific agenda for emphasis.
To review, the kind of work I have focused on to date is Classic Documentary
Photography. It utilizes a highly pragmatic, realist approach to the explication of
vocabulary, syntax and inflection. It is scene, or context, oriented. The photographer is
a neutral, impartial observer. Pictures are frontal, detached, and consisting of clear
subject matter. This project began by employing it according to the tenets of
documentary realism (which itself may include/assume assorted social science
methods/objectives, including but not limited to archaeology, anthropology, social
ethnography observing, participating, noting signs and artifacts content analysis,
observation survey and life history). (Atget, Abbott, Evans)
My first new thread of work will be what I label people-oriented photography. This work
will encompass two general, overlapping styles, New Documentary Photography 1: Street
as Theater and New Documentary Photography 2: Street Life and the New York School.
The first is in the tradition of Henri Cartier-Bresson and Robert Frank. The peopled
scene is of paramount importance (though presented in different ways). Not selfreferential, but outward looking. It overlaps considerably in theory or philosophy with
Surrealism: no manipulation, anti-photography the artless art. Spontaneity of the work
process is paramount, the opposite of the sentiment/control of Pictorialism. Exotic
wildness and unpredictability are essential, resulting from intuition and improvisation.
Meaning is uncertain, remaining context-laden. This style is on the road toward abstract
expressionism, and is steeped in mystery and ambiguity, free of cleverness and specific
definition.
The second is in the tradition of Friedlander, Winogrand, and others. It is anti-scene, anti
context, and lacks traditional framing and subject. There are no studies of buildings or
street scenes or objects of the urban street. No direct frontal views. Instead, it consists
of broken, fragmentary framing and forms with an emphasis on activity and action the
crowd. People are at the core of this, but not in context. Fragmented people at odd
angles and without a context that gives obvious meaning. Meaning is up for grabs, or
perhaps non existent. Rhythm is sporadic, tempo accelerated. Confusion, maybe even
chaos reign. This is an expressive framework compared to the classic documentary style
with regards to pacing, choppiness, abruptness, clutter. It is an all over approach
relative to the classic documentary style which had a clear subject.
My second new thread of work will be what I loosely label expressionist or expressive
photography that which is the antithesis of objective, classic, pure documentary. This
style will encompass several systems in painting that have, to me, a common focus and
objective, though their end result styles vary considerably. These include the Ashcan
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Realists, the Impressionists, the Symbolists and the Expressionists/Fauvists/Nabis.
(Note: traditional art history argues clear differences among these groups, especially
between the Impressionists and Post-Impressionists. But as far as I am concerned, all
are interested first and foremost in the scene the intimate scene/landscape (no grand
scapes, no things in isolation or fully abstracted from reality). They are interested in real
life , whether that life is mainly what one sees in front of one s face or what one sees
behind one s eyes. All take life as the ultimate subject, and the intimate scene in
particular the feeling of a thing and not its objective description and so any differences
are largely a matter of degree and technique, not kind.) A few notes will serve to
highlight.
Take for instance the Ashcan Realists. They focus on the scene, but not with the artist
as neutral observer. Instead, this is an expressive framework of color and line. It
focuses on the peopled scene, often the dark or gritty aspects of life, and it utilizes color
accordingly. Yet these are celebratory pictures, seeing beauty in the ugly . Everyday life
is the sole source of inspiration. Then there are the Impressionists and Pictorialists.
Though Impressionism is more spontaneous than Pictorialism, with its sense of formal
control, they are still very similar in content and sentiment. The intimate scene is the
content. May be interior or exterior, peopled or not (though human presence is always
visible in some way). These are narrative pictures. No grand/impersonal scapes . No
details/objects in isolation. Always context, on human scale. They possess a quality of
romance, dreaminess, softness in both palette and line. Their vocabulary consists in the
objects of everyday life personal objects in context. Next consider Symbolism. Here
color becomes bolder, less harmonious, less realistic and more expressive (used as a
symbol). Lines are bold. Forms, less real. Subject matter is no longer the scenes of
everyday life, at least not directly, but everyday life as it appears in the dreamworld.
These are still scene oriented, still mainly peopled, but articulated as a dreamlike
existence. Scenes serve as symbols of deeper meaning rather than as documents of
everyday life. Pictures remain narrative with recognizable subject matter mingling with
more vague, dreamlike, symbol systems. Not a direct description of life but symbolic
reference to it. The creation of a general mood, not illustration of a specific moment.
Finally, we have the Expressionists, Fauvists and Nabis. Here, feeling reigns over
thought. The expression of emotions over describing of situations is the aim, resulting in
content: that evokes strong feeling. Color over line. Elimination of reliance on objective
reality (i.e. perspective). It is the ecstatic use of color, the emotive distortion of forms.
There is an emphasis on personal vision and inner experiences well beyond the
Impressionist emphasis on personal perception. This results in a liberation of color/form
from objective reality. Nature is only a pretext for expression. Content is related to
everyday life the scene usually and varies in degree of imagination/dreamlike quality
added (among the various sub groups). Themes range from death to fear to the highly
spiritual, but most are emotionally charged in some way or at least charge a previously
uncharged subject. There are few abstract or neutral subjects.
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Paths Not Taken
In making decisions about what this final project plan would include, I also decided to
exclude certain ideas that I debated for some time. These ideas dealt with both the
conceptual framework of the project and the paths for utilizing the photographs once
taken.
Two issues were salient in the development of the conceptual framework that guides this
project. The first was, as discussed above, the debate as to whether it is possible to
photograph non material culture ( abstract components of the archaeology) directly .
The second was the role that outside research should play in the formulation of what
such concepts may mean. Return first to the idea of direct v. indirect photographing of
abstract concepts.
I went around and around on this issue for some time, and as the reader by now knows, I
decided that the answer is I don t believe in this distinction . The reason I do not believe
(where so many others do) is that I no longer assume a false dichotomy the defining of
things as either material or non-material. This assumption once caused me to believe
that if I attempted to photograph abstractions directly (consciously, intentionally), I would
be succumbing to the notion of technique for its own sake and to dictating truth, rather
than considering its multiple planes. I assumed that I could only photograph the
tangible , as if this were somehow separate from the intangible, or as if the intangible
could only mysteriously emerge from the process without any intent on my part. This
assumption is neither scientific nor artful. Thus the path not taken here is a conceptual
one, and one that many others, including many symbolic interactionists, travel even
without recognizing it. I will not travel the path of false dichotomies.
Now on to the issue of outside research , and how much of a role, if any, this should play
in my understanding of the archaeological components to be explored. In reflecting on
this issue, I recognized that I had to consider it from both meanings of the archaeology a
straight examination of the content, and a rules examination of how we know. A
straight archaeology a recording of the facts or content, or what we know (what passes
for knowledge) leads to an archaeology of the rules. As such, both demand either an
historical or comparative component. An examination of the rules of knowledge cannot
be properly conducted if the only case studies are limited to snapshots of short duration
and limited scope. One needs a range of information to make this possible. Clearly,
however, a photographic project of this type cannot avail itself of data from a time before
it began. Therefore, it must develop its longitudinal component moving forward in time.
The same may be said of the comparative element. Therefore, it is not possible to utilize
outside research in a direct way. The data of which this project consists will be
collected, analyzed and interpreted such that it remains all of a piece; it can be no other
way.
But what of an indirect influence of outside research? What are the possibilities for
studying what others have said about the archaeological components under
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consideration here? For example, might not an awareness of the history of a place,
people, or culture aid in my identification of contemporary issues and ideas of which to be
aware? Or, might not Foucault s discussions of power have something valuable to
contribute to my attempts to formulate a visual articulation of the concept? Having an
historical awareness does seem to be a good starting point for assessing and comparing
various current day components of social order. But only situationally, and not to the
extent that it clouds or colors independent observation and assessment. The same
conclusion is reached regarding study of particular concepts across scholarly fields. The
goal is to have a general platform of knowledge from which to launch the exploration, but
not so much as to weigh down or eliminate the possibility of discovery, which is after all
the ultimate goal of exploration. Thus the path not taken here is the one taken by all
classical academic studies the thorough and exhaustive literature review of a subject
such that by the time one is ready for original research , one is so embedded in doctrine
that one is quite literally incapable of original .
Regarding the uses to which photographs might be put, the areas of debate fell generally
under the headings of manipulation and classification. First a brief commentary on
photographic manipulation. Instead of going into the field and photographing with a
particular ism in mind, I briefly considered using the wealth of software available to
achieve the same effects. What I quickly recognized was that this strategy is tantamount
to aping style as technique rather than genuinely engaging the framework and mind-set
behind a technique. Which means that it accepts the traditional definition of art itself as a
thing , rather that the more radical definition of art as a system of knowledge. Thus, after
brief consideration, this idea was tossed aside.
Now on to the idea of classification. Each photograph within the Chicago database has
had from the beginning a code by which it was copied from its neighborhood grouping
into the appropriate content category. For a brief time, I considered (based upon the
revised project plan and its emphasis on three meanings of place and other debated
modifications to the project) adding additional codes to each photo. These would include
codes by style of photo, by abstract archaeological concepts, and so forth. I opted
against this agenda in the end for one fundamental reason: it violates the symbolic
interactionist foundation upon which the project rests, and its now essential demand that
the art framework of knowledge be placed on par with that of science. The essence of
this framework is violently opposed to the notion of single, inherent meanings, ways of
seeing and ways of knowing. The goal of this archaeology is what interactionists call
thick description , a description that must serve not to narrow the meaning and
understanding of the subject, but to enlarge it. Thus, any system of dictation of the
meaning of things is not only an affront to the principles of the design, but an affront to
the work that the engaged viewer is required to do. This is a project that does not dictate
truths, realities and meanings, but asks viewers to consider the connections among
things and their various legitimate interpretations. It does not assert truth, it releases it,
in all of its possibilities. This is a project that recognizes that the meaning is in the
response, one committed to exploring, not explaining.
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A Note on Website Design and Database Structure
As highlighted in the section above, I considered numerous and significant changes to
the photographic database created from this project and the website that houses and
displays it. In the end, though, none of those changes will be implemented. My intent is
to stick with the current organizational structure division into Chicago (with further
subdivisions into neighborhoods and content categories) and Non-Chicago , all of which
are further subdivided by blocks of time. However, I continue to work with the photos in
different ways that move beyond the documentary agenda set out for this website. For
more information on those ideas, click on the link in the main menu bar called Mystical
City . This will take you to a new but related website in which I continue to explore the
city and social order via alternative methods.

Visual/Creative Influences
Photography
At the outset, of course, this project was concerned only with pure documentary
photography. As a result, it was (and still is) influenced most heavily by the work and
attitude of three key photographers: Atget, Abbott, and Evans. As Atget focused his
attention on Paris, this project focused on Chicago. It imitated Atget s concept of
overlapping albums in both structure and content. In so doing, however, it employed
Atget s style. It used what Walker Evans referred to as the cold, clinical eye to
objectively document album themes without regard to personal opinion or impression and
without regard to making a statement in any political sense.
From Abbott the project took an overall organizational structure, her desire to create
artistic documents and her nonscientific approach to the themes. (By nonscientific, I
mean that detailed agendas of where/what to photograph day-by-day were not laid out in
great advance. That is, all that this use of the term nonscientific means, and thus is,
does not conflict with the claims made throughout this document that this project is
grounded, theoretically and methodologically, in the social science called sociology.)
Though her end product, Changing New York, was organized by neighborhoods or
districts within New York City, the subject matter she documented in each area of the
city was guided by her overarching themes. This project does the same.
And from Evans the project took his self-assignment strategy from his early work. For
this work, he simply walked the streets of New York (and later other places), using the
camera as a sketch book, responding to things and photographing them intuitively. In
this body of work, Evans negated the distinctions common to discussions regarding
documentary photography v. street photography. He proved that deep is not
necessarily any more meaningful, valuable or insightful than broad , thus negating the
mandatory distinction between street and documentary photography. With his focus on
the vernacular, Evans examined larger issues such as work, tradition, death, religion,
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race and community. He was interested in the deep structures of the social world and
the mental worlds in which those structures were reflected. Thus it was from Evans
tradition that this project began with content that is vernacular in nature and attempted to
formally make the leap from photos of the vernacular, of everyday life, to macro level
sociological structures.
As useful as these early frameworks were, continued work on this project forced me to
recognize that they were not going to be enough. I came to understand that I had to
incorporate more into this classical style of photography if I were to achieve a true
archaeology of the city and social order. I had to begin taking into account later changes
in the realm of street photography changes from depicting central events/people to
depicting groups, masses, and panoramas of crowds. From the context laden work of
Atget, Abbott and Evans to the alienation scenes of W inogrand and Friedlander. From
the straight forward, frontal, eye level view to steep angular shots. From pictures that
made great statements to those that represent little, dislocated and fragmentary
moments. These became references of interest in my newly developing strategy in
short, anything and everything in the realm of photography became of interest. Other
specific photographers of relevance (at the beginning and more so as the project
evolved) include: Henri Cartier-Bresson (for his legitimation of the invisible camera , of
taking pictures without intervention, and for his ability to create decisively intellectual
photographs, unified by the concept of the decisive moment ), Robert Frank (for his
unflinching look at culture and his argument for photography s ability to use series of
purposely open-ended pictures that cannot stand alone in order to adequately
tell/discern meaning), Laura Gilpin (for her vision/ability to stick with a longitudinal (40
year) project documenting a culture in much the same way Atget did for Paris), Helen
Levitt (for her style), Brassai (for his willingness to make visible the invisible attributes
and problems of photographers their insoluble interior conflicts, multiple selves in
conflict with one another the artist and the thinking, intellectual self , their essential
qualities of insatiable curiosity about the world, life and mankind, and an acute
awareness of form, and their unwillingness to be businessmen ), W. Eugene Smith (for
his struggle with the Pittsburgh Project); Kertesz (for his unique vision of life in the
streets); and Clergeau and Doisneau (for their continued work in the tradition of Atget
and beyond).
Painting
Interestingly, though photography obviously evolved within the context of the art world
generally, the history of photography as a discipline is generally not given to categorizing
specific photographers or styles within movements to the degree that the history of
painting is. Rather, it tends to break down more along the lines of content what people
were photographing and in what way. For purposes of this project, I do not enter the
debate about whether photography is art , because for me, art is a framework, not a
thing. This project makes no claims to being Art with a capital A , as it seems
abundantly clear that each and every individual decides for him or her self what
constitutes art , and this is as it should be. This is a research project that aims to
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contribute to the body of knowledge and thus to society all-round in some way; it has
sociological, historical and cultural aims and simply uses art practices in its methods. I
break the creative influences down between photography and painting and move on from
there. And within this world of painting, I follow standard convention and highlight
sources of influence across two main periods of (W estern) art:; Realism and Modernism.
Realism
Realism for this purpose is understood as relating to Courbet s statement, painting is an
essentially concrete art, and can only consist of the presentation of real and existing
things. The accent is on the present (in conjunction with the rise of photography, with
which this movement has always been closely associated). And to Baudelaire s essay as
well, painter should be a faceless man in the crowd; a dandy, aloof and uncommitted. . .
His subject matter should be drawn from contemporary life and fashion . . .
Realism itself is a broad category and contains numerous sub-movements . Of
particular interest here are the decidedly non-academic realist approaches of the Ashcan
School, Precisionism, Regionalism, and the cool Urban Realists.
The most important influence at the outset was the Ashcan School. Some (Lucie-Smith)
suggest that the Ashcan School got its name from the fact that its members used
ashcans as a metaphor for the grimier realities of urban life . In other words, because
they depicted everyday life realities of the working class. (Scenes that the critics called
vulgar ). Others (Piper) suggest that the name was derived, in addition to their treatment
of harsh aspects of American life (urban or rural), because they used a somber palette
to do so.
From this approach, I take the interest in everyday urban life and the use of a somber
palette in its depiction. However, I do not set out to portray the grimy or harsh or
vulgar aspects of that life. Nor am I interested in (or do I believe in) the common theme
in many urban art-scapes of social isolation, loneliness, anomie, and the like. From my
observation, urban living offers lifestyles and experiences that range the full
spectrum from posh to impoverished. My objective is not to select scenes specifically
from any point along this continuum, but to select those which I have best captured with
my camera. Those that are both compositionally (formally, aesthetically) pleasing and
those that depict something about the social order.
As for the somber palette, it is also my experience that the social order (especially the
city) exists mainly in blacks and whites and shades of gray and brown. Thus, (and
because I am working from black and white photographs) I believe the use of what I
would prefer to call a muted palette (not somber, as this implies judgment) is accurate
for the task at hand. The city does not consist of pastels.
The objective, in general keeping with the School, therefore, is not to make a statement
one way or another; this work is decidedly anti-statement. (Here it should be noted that
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Robert Henri, founder of the School, did not take these grimy themes as his own,
instead creating pictures that (like Walker Evans photographs) put an emotional distance
between himself and the subject.) And though other Ashcan artists did use those
themes, they, too, were generally amoral in overtone. In general, then, the Ashcan
School dealt with people, typically in urban settings, and often with a lively sense of
movement . It is in this regard that I follow Henri and the Ashcan School, the goal being
to portray the life, the feel, the personality of space/place, its neighborhoods, its streets,
its buildings, its inhabitants. I am interested in the everyday life experience. I am
interested in art as an interpretation of contemporary life. As a means to organize chaos,
to offer meaning, understanding. This is yet another way to create visual artifacts that
can capture perceptions of place and life.
Regionalism also has something to say in this project. A phenomenon of the American
Midwest, Regionalism (like the Ashcan School) focuses on scenes and scapes that
portray the importance of everyday life. It explores the texture of American life, without
political or social commentary (despite the fact that it was alternatively seen by
outsiders/critics as satirical, decorative, conservative, sentimental, and so forth.) The
idea was the same as that of the Ashcan movement contemporary life. To paint what
one saw, especially if it had not previously been thought of as a subject for art. It was a
means for celebrating the region and all that it had to offer. While not necessarily
celebratory in tone, this project seeks to apply the principles of the Regionalist style to
all aspects of the project (a task that, with the exception of Hopper, from whom this
project takes careful instruction, few practitioners engaged in.)
Precisionism also brings something to this project. The art of stillness , Precisionism s
main subjects were buildings and machines settings in which the human presence is
only implied (often playing only a minor part in the composition when they are there at
all.) Because the photographic database on which this project rests includes vast
numbers of photographs that easily fall within this description, this experimental body of
work shall take this emphasis in content from Precisionism. (Note: it will also, however,
apply the movement s grammar to non-industrial content.)
As Lucie-Smith noted, Any painter whose subject matter is chiefly urban is apt to find
himself or herself characterized as a social realist. This is misleading in the case of a
number of prominent American artists of the 1930s and 1940s. Their subject was the
city. . .but what they painted was seen in a relatively neutral way, leaving the social and
moral commentaries to others. Those artists to which Lucie-Smith alludes are known as
the cool Urban Realists. Known as the Fourteenth Street Group, they rendered New
York scenes and figures in a relatively detached and dispassionate way . Hayes Miller s
paintings with consumerism as the theme and Marsh s depictions of ordinary life in New
York are prime examples. Though both dealt with scenes that included large, underlying
themes, neither sought to condemn the society they saw. That attitude is in contrast to
others in the Urban/Social Realism School, who sought to use art to make statements
about perceived problems in society. It is these cool Urban Realists that are the fourth
source of inspiration for the Realist phase of this body of work.
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Modernism
Modernism is the second broad category of artistic movements relevant to this project.
For my purposes here, Modernism is to be understood as a large grouping of the most
recent (last 200 years) movements: Impressionism, Symbolism/Art Nouveau,
Expressionism/Fauvism, Cubism, Futurism, Constructivism, Dada, Surrealism, Abstract
Expressionism, Minimalism/Conceptualism, and Pop-Art , and the so-called post-modern
phenomena of pluralism.
Specific influences from this long and complex period of art are simply too numerous to
mention. My intent is to draw upon any and every resource possible to make my
exploration of the social order as thorough as possible. Having said that, however, there
area few key sources of interest.
From Impressionism (or more accurately the pre-Impressionist moment in which
individuals first started to break free of academic art) are Cezanne, Gauguin and Van
Gogh, for their role in bringing felt knowledge to the world of painting, and for rebelling
against the official truths available through art up until that time, both in terms of that
which constituted worthy subject matter and that which was deemed the appropriate
style.
From Expressionism and Fauvism, strong sources of influence are Matisse, Bonnard the
Nabis and the Blau Reiter group (along with others instrumental to German
Expressionism). All of these approaches derive from the same basic source felt
knowledge, the intimate, the personal. They represent, as an overarching conceptual
framework, the polar opposite of that with which this project started and as such, will be
instrumental to a richer archaeological excavation.
From Cubism a far more analytic approach-- the most obvious influence is Picasso. He
was a master of picking and choosing elements from the world of ideas, incorporating
them in different ways, and pushing to the limits the possibilities for depiction of a given
subject/theme. So, like Picasso s work, my project will ultimately be a dual system of
figuration and abstraction (Warncke and Walther). From Picasso, I take his
strategy/method of rational, logical, and methodical approach to the creative process. A
systematic approach of serial production, intensely pursuing individual subjects/themes.
He drew from multiple styles and trends, harmonizing various elements into wholes and
creating new styles. He imitated to create new. He combined a confrontation with social
reality with experimentation in new visual approaches. His was not a possessed,
spontaneous method, but slow, plodding, rational and analytical. He also explored
iconography conveying meaning through standard (though reworked) images, re-using
the idiom of existing visual ideas (what has stood for what in the past). He stuck with a
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few subjects and pushed them as far as he could in whatever stylistic/formal direction he
took up. As he dis/reassembled the human figure, I will dis/reassemble the social order.

A second Cubist source of inspiration is Leger and his focus on the everyday life
experience of modernity as a subject. The new visual state of modern life. He, like
Picasso, attempted to reconcile abstract style with subjects of contemporary significance.
His art was a witnessing , even when it was abstract in style. Like Leger s, my work
sees place as the locus of conflict, human needs, moral values, nostalgia, desire, power
and social division. Place is the locus of meaning itself. A meaning in which contrasts
(of shapes, figures, text and events), fragmentation and simultaneity were the essence.
A crowded sensory landscape. Not confusion, but simultaneity. A metaphor of human
desire and human history. From this, I take the strategy/goal of re-presenting the noise,
flux and activity of place through an accumulation of fragments, envisioning space via a
rupturing of surfaces and texts. I seek to explore/uncover the contemporary emblems
(and ideal types) of place, the metaphors. I seek to create art that excavates and
navigates place.
From Abstract Expressionism come Kandinsky, Klee and Pollock. Like the
Expressionist/Fauvist camp, these sources of influence are instrumental in conducting
the archaeology from a decidedly subjective camp. Their work will guide the exploration
of the emotional and spiritual dimensions of the project, bringing the element of
Romanticism and visceral abstraction to the table.
Further Thoughts
For those interested in additional details on these schools of thought/visual approaches
to the social order, the section below consists of rough notes and thoughts on each one,
and how they might pertain to the mission of this project. Note that these are rough
sketches, and are not intended to be the full or final assessments of any given movement
or influence.
1: Classic Documentary Photography
Utilizes a highly pragmatic, realist approach to the explication of vocabulary, syntax and
inflection. It is scene, or context, oriented. The photographer as neutral, impartial
observer. Frontal, detached. Obvious subject matter. This project began by employing
it according to the tenets of documentary realism (which itself may include/assume
assorted social science methods/objectives, including but not limited to archaeology,
anthropology, social ethnography observing, participating, noting signs and
artifacts content analysis, observation survey and life history).
Notes on Atget: Conflicts on morning v. mid-afternoon light. Also, given the technology,
hard to discern for oneself. But most photos have washed appearance of either bright
midday sun or overcast days. In either case, means there are possibilities for low/flat
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light days that remain true to documentary (lyric in which different looks/feel are worthy
subjects)
Notes on Krull: Abstractions and concerned photography.
Notes on Tice: abundant possibilities for flat light documents with lyric quality
Notes on Philly documentary books: despite context, some pictures cross over from
documentary to art. Photo-journalism in style. The news . Consider this, but more
importantly, execute on Doisneau s idea: effect of _X_ on everyday life (coincides with
my sociological concepts of place as 3 interconnected things). Everyday life as cause
and effect photos of cause/effect, not the thing itself.
2. New Documentary Photography 1: Street as Theater
In tradition of Henri Cartier-Bresson and Robert Frank. The peopled scene is of
paramount importance (though presented in different ways). Not self-referential, but
outward looking. Overlaps considerably in theory or philosophy with Surrealism: no
manipulation, anti-photography the artless art. Spontaneity of the work process,
opposite of the sentiment/control of Pictorialism. Exotic wildness and unpredictability.
Intuition and improvisation. Meaning is uncertain, though remaining context-laden. On
the road toward abstract expressionism. Steeped in mystery and ambiguity. Free of
cleverness and specific definition.
Notes on Henri Carter Bresson: brings questions of 1) light and 2) subject ( news ,
photojournalism, people-y pictures). Definitely has many good flat light pictures,
proving it can be done those in which light or mood doesn t become the subject, but
instead remain documentary. As for subject, where is line between events and news?
Between everyday life and reportage. Between reportage as picture story (the rule) and
reportage as exception to the rule. How far is his stuff subject-wise from Weegee? The
distance between documentary, street photography, reportage and photojournalism
Notes on Doisneau: idea was to make picture-novels. Same ability as HCB to use
flat/diffuse light for pictures that are still documentary, not about mood . But, question is,
is the mood of a place not a valid subject for documentary of a place, and how to do
beyond light/weather? How to do mood via content? Does the mood of a place emerge
naturally, in the process of documenting it? Also, like HCB, a lot of photo-journalism.
But his is within the idea of the documentary. Not so much the event itself, but the effect
of events on everyday life Makes use of a variety of viewpoints, such as views from
above, and even uses the much maligned telephoto lens. Makes evolutionary series
like mine showing construction, demolition, change over time. Yes, he is extraordinarily
documentary with all types of subjects as much as Atget but still remaining artistic, too.
He believes in marriage of person/detail and the environment. No out of context shots.
(For me, abstraction = not technique or look but that which is absent context.
Therefore, no people/details, etc in isolation, but as part of group or series that
illuminates context.)
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Notes on Erwitt: book is congested; makes it hard to see what he is doing. But he has
something to say on quality (documentary) flat light pictures. Book organization is a
stretch makes hard to see deeper possibilities in the pictures. Must get past arbitrary
designations. Also, much of it is people-y and abstract (without context). But all of it is
definitely everyday life-oriented, not newsy or concerned .
3. New Documentary Photography 2: Street Life and the New York School
Anti-scene. Anti context. No traditional framing, no traditional subject. No studies of
buildings or street scenes or objects of the urban street. No direct frontal views. Broken,
fragmentary framing and forms. Emphasis on activity and action the crowd. People are
at the core of this, but not in context. Fragmented people at odd angles and without a
context that gives obvious meaning. Meaning is up for grabs, or perhaps non existent.
Rhythm is sporadic, tempo accelerated. Confusion, maybe even chaos reign. An
expressive framework compared to the classic documentary style. Pacing, choppiness,
abruptness, clutter. An all over approach relative to the classic documentary style which
had a clear subject.
Notes on Friedlander: the all over approach that makes strong use of foreground clutter
and confluence of appearances of things. Questions: is the clutter and confluence
representative, or mere coincidence? That is, is the subject photography or how things
really look. How hard did he have to look to see in this way and is it of value? Done
properly, foreground elements might enhance so long as it serves as one view in a miniseries (not as entire look ) as one of several that lend overall look to a place and set the
table for seeing detail. As a means of setting the scene or situation, but not a solo
strategy.
Notes on Winogrand: multiple subjects or stories in a single picture. Pictures that can
combine description with decorative impulse (document with art/expressive). Still, feel
they are context-less. Of course, his subject is not place. W hat is it? The feel of the
times supposedly.
4. Realist Painting: Ashcan, Precisionist, Regionalist, Cool Urban Realists
Ashcan/Cool: The scene, but not with artist as neutral observer. An expressive
framework of color and line. The peopled scene, often the dark or gritty aspect.
Corresponding colors. Beauty in the ugly . Celebratory, though the subject would seem
to defy it. Decay . Subjects taken directly from life. The everyday as sole source of
inspiration. . . . .
5. Impressionism and Pictorialism
Though Impressionism more spontaneous than Pictorialism, with its sense of formal
control, still very similar in content and sentiment. The intimate scene is the content.
May be interior or exterior, peopled or not (though human presence is always visible in
some way). These are narrative pictures. No grand/impersonal scapes . No
details/objects in isolation. Always context, on human scale. A quality of romance,
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dreaminess, softness in both palette and line. Vocabulary is the objects of everyday
life personal objects in context. People at work or play. No buildings in isolation, devoid
of context. May have depictions of the facts of modernity , but never in a modern style.
A pastoral quality, even in the city, where snippets of everyday life are the subject of
choice. Artist is still a neutral observer using his eyes like a camera and jotting down
what he sees. The pictures have an all over quality, withy each part carrying equal
weight. A soft palette, muted colors, brush strokes with sense of urgency, depicting
movement, color harmony, soft forms. The overall quality is still (compared with what
comes later) realistic.
Fleeting combinations of air, light and human beings endlessly split and re-composed.
Most artists no longer try to capture them.
Degas and Impressionism have something in common with HCB and NY School styles of
street photography: capture of a fleeting and arbitrary moment. Nabis, on other hand, do
fragmentary aspects that are representative of wider context (classic documentary, Atget,
Evans, etc.)
Impressionism overthrew all canons of academic painting: supremacy of subject and its
rendering, chiaroscuro, composition, drawing and modeling. Instead, the visual
sensation, spare, spontaneous and direct. But remains within bounds of realism, sticking
only with what can be seen with the naked eye. Reality enters by the eye, directly,
without interference from thought and leaves pure visual impression in a picture (speed
of work prevents conceptual knowledge from hijacking the subject no time spent trying to
re-create colors on palette or establish contours on canvas.) Characteristic sketchy
style is the result (ironically evolves into the opposite in which great time was spent using
patterns of line and color to veil the world more so than academic realism did. Seurat et
al.) This at least is the ostensible look further research indicates that often times, great
pains were taken in the studio to achieve these results. An interesting marriage of
spontaneity and control, intuition and technique.
6. Symbolism and Art Nouveau
Color becomes bolder, less harmonious, less realistic and more expressive (used as a
symbol). Lines are bold. Forms, less real. Subject matter is no longer the scenes of
everyday life, at least not directly. Everyday life as it appears in the dreamworld. Or,
more likely, the pure dreamworld or imagination as a source still scene oriented, still
mainly peopled, but articulated as a dreamlike existence. Scenes serve as symbols of
deeper meaning rather than as documents of everyday life. Pictures remain narrative.
Still convey a story of sorts. Recognizable subject matter mingled with more vague,
dreamlike, symbol systems. Not a direct description of life but symbolic reference to it.
The creation of a general mood, not illustration of a specific moment. An all-over
compositional quality. The marriage of myth and the everyday. Line and pattern are
paramount. A decorative quality. Retains the external world as subject but paints not
with a dispassionate eye, but what one feels. Not a real landscape, but an emotional
one. Anti-naturalism (Impressionism). An aspiration toward self expression (going
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further beyond academic art than Impressionists did). To do pictures as poets do with
metaphors; accentuate, compare, simplify.
Where Impressionists ask what do you see , Symbolists ask you not to see not officially
or consciously. Do not ask the question what do you see , simply shoot unconsciously,
without the question entering in. Then, look at the pictures to see what you saw.
Shooting without taking camera from eye (in single spot) don t look then frame, but
frame, then look. All views are momentary flux of visual experience forms are not fixed
in relation to one another (this in common leads to Cubism). Foreshortens space, frame
the scene. Focus on process of seeing. An alternative to unconscious (Symbolist) or
sketchbook (Impressionist) use of camera (both quick) is to prolong the process. Study
subject carefully before shooting (can t keep going back as with painting and adding on,
but could return regularly to shoot over and over.) Abandon pre-set/fixed (academic)
compositional proportions (Academic = pure reason; Impressionist = pure sensation;
Symbolist/Nabi = sensation and reason, expressive and detached, interpretation and
nature) Symbolists: the thing itself and the idea behind it. Anti-Cartesian unification of
objects and ideas (means new awareness of taking only pictures of things
directly other two concepts of place.)
Show things not as they are but allow real meanings hidden behind appearances to
show through . Problem with real and hidden , but otherwise . . .
Goes beyond Impressionist use of color to express feeling or idea, not just visual
sensation. Nature s style, not its appearance. Reveal underlying truth via stylization (recreation). Not the transient, but the permanent. Not episodic, but an orchestration.
From memory (for solidity/essence), not direct (the moment). Draws from nature by
dreaming before it and thinking about it, not painting directly from it (how to apply to
photography)? Imagination leads to essence, not mere glance at truth. Synthesizes
impressions of real objects by extracting significant components form it via not values or
modeling, but style (simplified, decorative). Born of desire to see things with grandeur
and grasp their effect as a whole. (Opposite of NY School of photography more in line
with classic photography, and HCB/street theater styles.) The expression of an idea
through forms and symbols according to generally understood rules, with object not
conceived as such but as symbol of idea as perceived by painter and decorative having
a quality of emotional expression.
7. Expressionism, Fauvism and the Nabis
Feeling over thought. Expression of emotions over describing of situations. Content: that
which evokes strong feeling. Color over line. Elimination of reliance on objective reality
(i.e. perspective). Ecstatic use of color, emotive distortion of forms. Emphasis on
personal vision and inner experiences well beyond the Impressionist emphasis on
personal perception. Fauvist liberation of color/form from objective reality. Nature only
as pretext for expression. A focus on color. . . by color alone . . . Content usually
related to everyday life the scene usually and varies in degree of imagination/dreamlike
quality added (among the various sub groups). Themes range from death to fear to the
highly spiritual, but most are emotionally charged in some way or at least charge a
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previously uncharged subject. Few abstract/neutral subjects. Emancipation from literal
depiction (which was the academic realist strategy of assuming that there is such a thing
as what something really looks like . According to Matisse: a path to abstraction
through observation. Suggest things, rather than name them. No perspective , no
modeling, etc. All via line/form/color. Goal: harmonize flux and stasis, change and
constants, ephemeral and essence (all that had come before).
Notes on Gauguin: expressive possibilities in line, form, color and composition. Sought a
style that could express the concealed world of ideas. Inspired by Asian art (as are
others) because it does away with 1 point perspective as dictated by Western art. Goal
is to see from multiple angles get to the essence of things and emotions they trigger, not
arbitrary appearance of conventional perspective. Beyond Impressionist realism.
Express the world, not reproduce it. Controlled and cerebral (compared to van Gogh).
Beyond mere descriptive accounts (that old dualism again).
Notes on Van Gogh: Pictures as religious calling. Unity of life and art. Close affinity with
subject, feeling, expression of love, solidarity and universality. Done by working quickly
(after periods of prolonged thought). Spontaneous, felt, expressive. Rapid recording of
on the spot mood to put part of himself on canvas. Beyond mere descriptive accounts
(that old dualism again).
Notes on Nabis: Goal to create a world apart from nature, unto itself. Integration of art
and life (in subject matter and uses.) Beyond Impressionism s innocent fascination with
everyday life scenes and beauty of ordinary. Beyond contemplating nature from the
outside. A reaction to nature from the intellect was the goal. A split with the realism of
Impressionism. Personal interpretation. Not what color is X (what is the Reality), but
what color do you see X (what is your reality). No longer a question of a new way of
painting, but new conception of painting. The picture as world unto itself. A more
spiritual foundation than Impressionism; aim is expression of ideas thru forms and
symbols generally understood and consequently decorative. (A Symbolist approach).
Built environment only minimally seen only in intimate way. People always part of scene.
Nabis, as style changed, went on to announce Fauves (bold violent color); Cubists
(things seen from different angles); and Expressionists (distortion). Style, though
abstracting from nature via simplification, remains true to life everyday life as subject
and always a context. Abstract in style, but not content. (Note: this could be possible via
work with zoom lens (foreshortening/flat) and/or portrait mode). Renounced the charm
of Impressionism, and went further with color. Beyond reaction to the moment. Stricter
composition. Let intellect in to achieve refinement, conceptual agenda. The moment, but
also, the idea behind the moment. What the moment stands for. (Note: think about the
fact that Impressionists paint on the spot, and Nabis use sketches/sketchbooks to design
paintings. Use camera as sketchbook not literally but to get Impressionist type
pictures the fleeting glimpse, non composed Automatic. In common with Symbolists.)
Notes on German Expressionists: pictures about ideas or states of mind. Spontaneity. A
visceral response to things (be it the world around or world within not sure how clear this
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distinction is.) It is felt, not thought. Opposite of planned work (i.e. academic,
Impressionist). Not the thing itself (object) but the response to the thing.
Notes on Soutine: Expressionism about the world around him. Physical and tangible. A
combination of expressionism emotional intensity and formal order/structure of old
masters. A heightening of observed reality. Completely dependent on observed nature.
Makes distinction between landscapes and still lifes more choice and control in still lifes
and could get closer to objects select objects and placement in relation to one another.
But this is also true of landscapes to me can freely choose what to paint and even
placement by moving around the subject. (Closeness with lenses?) Highly charged
content and restricted formal structure. High level of meaning paired with reduction to
few basic compositional schema. Fluid, dynamic interaction with chosen motifs.
Received sensation from outside world plus aggressive projection of internal experience
upon it. A back and forth volley of sensation between artist and motif. Concrete
perception and inner realities/feelings. Gave himself up to what he painted, without
completely losing himself always the external reality remains. Portraits in isolation and in
environment. Issues: compositional scheme, light and dark, scale, an object in space,
relationship between figure and surface. For Soutine, everything is a portrait.
8. Cubism, Futurism, Constructivism and New Vision
Cubism as a complete absence of perspectival devices no depth whatever. Use of
patterns in which objects in 3d could be displayed in 2d. Art about the substance of
things, not their real life appearances . Real life objects the real world retained as
subject, but goal is their substance, not appearance. Form is key, not color. Its goal is
the analysis of things, not an expression of them or any inner feeling generally.
Representation, but in manner not dependent on raw information from the eye. For
objects don t have one absolute form, but many they have as many forms as there are
planes in the domain of meaning. (Nietzsche) Must go beyond seeing as verification
against a pre-existing idea into the realm where eye meets mind, the realm of multiple
realities. In the Renaissance, picture is functional content oriented, illusionistic
reproduction of things to make them comprehensible, tell stories. After that, no more
narrative, only representation. Then with Kant: aesthetic impact is key form is content.
Analytic Cubism: games with form. Dissection of subject, looked at as collection of
pieces, not a whole. Still preserving essential characteristics. Subject no longer
separate from setting, but fused with it. No more perspective , but multiple views at
once. Synthetic Cubism: picture as system of signs. Not dissection, but re-assembly.
Multiple materials placed together to re-present a thing. Not deconstruction of whole into
parts, but creation of new whole from random parts. Frankenstein. Contrast between
things represented and materials used. More expressive (via use of varied materials)
than A. Cubism. Futurism: art as a form of action. The dynamic sensation of things.
An attempt to show the world not as it really was but as it was really experienced .
Again, the idea that reliance on literal sight is insufficient.
Constructivism: must move beyond concrete/natural representation to get to the
universal of something. Its essence. Beyond the world of the senses. The spiritual in
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art. Marriage of senses with consciousness. Shapes and forms paramount. Line and
color. These are the essences of things. (Note: in a photo, all things are in roughly
equal clarity and therefore status. A sampler of forms all of equal value and only the
response of the viewers eye introduces differentiation. Camera can therefore create
surprising perspectives and even Cubist visual experiences by purely representational
means. Photo = polarity and uniformity (all recognizable details distinct and yet sheer
number of details defies the eye.)
Notes on Picasso: infinite curiosity, experiment, persistence, energy and command of
every available style. Versatility and variety. Borrowed what he could use from all to
combine in new ways. Realism of everyday life given monumental treatment (true of all
since academic art.) more evidence that those who think black and white photography is
unwarranted gravitas are complete and utter fools. Tradition of everyday life as all
there is goes way back, both in humanities/arts and social sciences. In fact, sociology
as discipline is born out of the ideas that actual lived life might actually be significant, not
just religion, philosophy and history. Picasso draws from Gauguin, Van Gogh,
Symbolism, formal training, Impressionists, Cezanne, Fauves . . . His goal: autonomy of
single work plus creation of sequences that amass. Main goal not expression, but focus
on form making progress in formal experiments. Feeling and spontaneity are irrelevant.
He is ultimately a scientist out for discovery. This he has in common with Matisse, but
Matisse has both concerns simultaneously. He is a deliberate worker, sketches and
studies culminating in major works . Calm, rational worker, not the possessed
spontaneous one. His pictures are composed of elements that don t intrinsically belong
together as much representational nature as necessary for it to be comprehensible and
non-representational material as possible without going all the way to abstraction. No
perspective/spatial depth, only overlapping of figures, no fixed point of view. Single
picture as end of long process of development and simultaneously signal of new start.
Emotion plays no part in his work. Form is autonomous, not a trigger for subconscious
associations or emotions. Form appeals to emotions to begin an intellectual process. In
other words, Picasso does what he does to make you think; Surrealists to make you feel.
His signs are direct to the message conveyed. (In Surrealism, signs are codes requiring
inward meditation to decode.) Style is childlike symbolism in simultaneous dissociation
and figuration (contradictory in nature) simultaneously non representational. A synthesis
(like Matisse, only with a different approach) between figuration (perspective and
balanced proportions) and subjective (as beholder sees it). Depiction of features of
objects that seem important. Playing with the basics of visual experience. His work
proceeds along intellectual lines and is all about forms. Color is secondary. Compared
with intellectual act of evolving the concept, the work of producing the final object was a
negligible business. (I might have agreed with this at one point, but not anymore.
Execution is what separates the pretenders from the real deal.) Creative power
accompanied by sense of compulsion. Work already done cannot substitute for present
work. Prove self anew over and over again. Always retains the figure, the analysis.
Rigorously thought out concept under a series of pictures.
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9. Dadaist
Cultivates indifference to subject matter. No aesthetic emotion. Use of everyday objects
as anti-art. Use of machines to make paintings. A focus on the absurd in society, the
pretense of classic art . An anti-art. Provocative statements. Satire. Anti-aesthetic. An
attempt to destroy the reasonable depictions of man and recover the natural and
unreasonable order . Various styles and materials. Taking things at random and building
them into a picture. An automatic way of working. A nihilistic approach; all sides are
false. Represents the perceived chaos, nihilism of the world around them (W WII)
10. Surrealist
Disorient the viewer to destroy conventional ways of apprehending the world. Against
shoving personal experience into preconceived pattern. Used Freud s idea of untapped
reservoir of experience and thought hidden away. Wanted to help viewer uncover this.
Art as psychotherapy. A dream state. The absence of all control exerted by reason.
Beyond aesthetics and moral preoccupations. Automatic works, without conscious
thought. Begin without an image or plan in mind and work rapidly according to impulse.
Operating unconsciously, subjects ranging from figurative to abstract. The revelatory
power of the image. Works that give a pure visual perception of the exterior world via
the unconscious dream state. It underlines the importance of the eye. The dream deals
with the subject by condensing, distorting and allowing contradictory facts and
impressions to exist side by side without conflict. Surrealism reveals hidden (latent)
meaning under manifest content. Not a style but an approach to art.
Opposed to all art procedures based on conscious reason. Saw Picasso as kindred spirit
for playing with form and its meaning. Did have/get influence, but many differences
between the two (Surrealism and Cubism) as well. Their aims and intentions dramatically
opposed. (In Surrealism, signs are codes requiring inward meditation to decode.) Leads
to Abstract Expressionism.
11. Abstract Expressionist
Post WWII: born of a loss of belief in the earthly realm, a desperate frame of mind.
Toward felt experience, away from intellect. Self realization through art. Taken from
Surrealism. Painting without preoccupations. Emphasis on gesture, on the act of
painting. The process is the thing, not the product. A sequence of free, unconditioned
choices based in Sartre and existentialism. Consciousness as subjective. The result is
not a picture but an event. Unlike Surrealists, followed Jung and the idea of the
unconscious and universal myth. A happier content thus emerges a positive one.
Unlike darkness of Surrealism and much of Dada. Marries automatic painting with basic
biomorphic forms (plant and animal structures, primitive symbols). A primitive approach.
Automatism. Loss of distinction between figure (subject) and field an all-over style.
Marriage of figuration and extreme gestural style (not all pure abstract) Spontaneity and
lack of clear imagery. Repudiation of good painting in order to express what is visually
true. Evolves into focus on color fields (Rothko)
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The subconscious rules the day. Anti-intellect/logic/analysis. Emotion, mood and pure
impact of color and shape. A rejection of representation (but not necessarily the rejection
of content). Art without recognizable subject matter, with formal composition as sin qua
non. Independent of the world, not a picture of a world outside the picture plane. (Can t
go total, but can engage in abstracting summarizing, abbreviations and/or stylizing.
How to use in service to documentary?) This definition of abstraction doesn t really help
because it s true of all art (distilling a picture from some source). Focus exclusively on
arrangement of shape, line and color. Objective description and subjective impression.
Means the apprehension of deeper reality via emotions. Reality understood by instinctive
means. Emotion embedded in the picture, having responded deeply and subjectively to
some motif in the world. Rational as passive, yielding static vision of reality while intuition
reveals dynamic qualities. French = science = reason = physics = Cubism; German =
spiritual nature = intuition = metaphysics = abstraction. Can be abstraction for its own
sake (formal) formalist with no subject (cool, detached, concrete , minimalism/futurism/
constructivism); or for expressive sake (mystical) where subject is basic emotions.
Notes on Pollock: no waves of slow growth or decline, no branching lines of evolution.
Just one great, overpowering idea. A romantic. Art dependent not on acquired talents
but inner resources. Pictures startling because of force/originality of feeling behind them,
not novelty of means. The Big Subjects are always the premise. Automatic
painting abandon conscious control and unconscious mind guides the hand. Moved
from realism to symbolism to abstract expressionism. Question changed from what to
make (content) to how to work how it felt best to work. Spontaneity. Chance. These
were the main tools. What makes them art, not documents, is the subjective response
of the viewer.
Notes on Klee: A romantic at heart. Idealist. Yet always tied to realism. To life.
Romantic motifs as well as sub-text. A cool-romantic. Distant and introverted in order to
self-reveal and move others. An observer. Longing as driving force. Unattainable goals,
the infinite. Made complex intellectual relationships visible via simple signs and images.
A symbolist approach. Disengaged but not distant. Used cool observation to come to
terms with romantic longing and earthly experience/feelings. Romantics generally
specialize in fragments, aphorisms, short stories, sketches, drawings and small pictures.
Playfulness. Experimental. Expansion of the mind, not realization of ideal/perfection.
Unification of polarities: art/reality; universal/individual; archetypal/particular; infinite/daily
life; what should be/what is; spirit/body; mind/experience; ideal/real. The disconnect
between these things. Pictures that unify these. Combination of figuration and
abstraction. The variety in his work allows him to escape all labels according to isms .
An outsider. Spent long time as apprentice, learning from all that came before in order to
not leave anything out. Draws from Dadaism, Surrealism (direct transposition of inner life
to picture. Automatic. No mediation via convention or realism. In drawing, this doesn t
mean frenzied scribbling. Stems from fact that drawing is inherently abstract an
invented expression.), Expressionism/Fauvism, etc. (Note: big question: many isms rely
on concept of automatic . What exactly can this mean?)
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12. Pop-Art
Figurative and realist. Rooted in urban environment, aspects of pop culture not usually
seen as proper subjects of art (Ashcan). Subject matter is motif (excuse for painting) and
one which draws attention to itself and away from formal qualities of the painting.
Abstraction in a very realist manner. Commonplace objects made
uncommon abstracted from context. Reaction against abstract expressionism (inner
impulses and state of mind, intensely personal and unworldly). Pop the exact opposite.
The extremely public and familiar iconic even. Impersonal. Dispassionate presentation.
Dry. Imitation of other media, repetition of motif, high color expressive. These are some
strategies of syntax and inflection. Humble objects and objects implied via general
shapes. The specific and familiar in everyday life as a departure point toward the
universal (British Pop) embodiment/metaphors for the whole of life. Deadpan, frontal
and or repetitive presentation. Mass, transient, expendable, low cost, mass produced,
young, witty, sexy, gimmicky, glamorous, big business.
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Summary
As I said at the beginning, this project has evolved significantly since I first began
planning it in the spring of 2000. Though the initial influences from sociology and
photography still remain strong and lend a great deal of structure to the project, they are
now accompanied by (and to my way of thinking enhanced by) a wealth of other ideas
and influences. I hope that the outline above explains at least some of what the project
is all about at this stage how and why the changes that have taken place came into
being and where things might go from here.
Recognizing that this short description only scratches the surface of all of the research,
learning, reflection and analysis that has gone into this project, I have also included
below a series of appendices that add at least a little more detail to what has been
highlighted above. These appendices are included in chronological order, beginning with
the original project plan that I started out with (and which was originally posted on the site
a few years ago) and including all of the major subsequent additions to and expansions
of that plan to bring us to where I now stand. I have included these so that people
interested in such matters can see a little bit of the process involved, and how thinking
evolves over time with continued steady work on a thing.
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Appendices
Original Picturing Chicago Project Plan
Original Project Plan for Space Place as Visual Form (Expansion of Theory and Artistic
Styles)
Addendum to Space-Place Project Plan: Notes on Research Questions and Place
Addendum to Space-Place Project Plan: Art and Conceptions of Place
Revised Master Project Plan: 2005
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Introduction
Overview and Background
One of the marks of an advanced science is the use of photographic and
cinematic methods of recording and analyzing data. Astronomers, for
instance, work by making photographs of the sky. Nuclear physicists
photograph the collisions that take place in particle accelerators and
inspect those images for traces of the unusual events that give them clues
to the structure of elementary particles. Biologists rely on photographs
made through the electron microscope for their data and evidence. The
social sciences have lagged behind the natural sciences in the use of visual
materials. For a long time, sociologists viewed visual imagery as the mark
of a reformist perspective that, they were taught, was not real science .
Real scientists were objective and unsentimental, and photographs seemed
to make people sympathetic to the usually down-and-out folks contained in
the images found in the great social surveys of the early twentieth century .
. . What s so good about visual materials for sociologists? For one thing,
photographs, more aptly than words, display social phenomena in context.
Howard Becker, a long time advocate of incorporating the visual into sociological
research, made this observation when asked (in Contemporary Sociology: A Journal of
Reviews, March 2000, p. 333) what sociology should look like in the future. However,
his claim that the social sciences have lagged behind the natural sciences in the use of
visual materials is not entirely true. Cultural anthropologists, for example, came early to
the use of film and still photography in their work. As a result, visual sociology is rooted
in both the practices of visual anthropology and in the great social surveys photo
documentary projects to which Becker alludes above. What follows is a brief overview
of these fields and their relationship to/influence on visual sociology.
Visual anthropology is broadly conceived as:
. . .the anthropological or cross-cultural study of: visual symbolic forms,
visual theories, and the relationships among different channels and modes
of communication; of the visible expression of emotion; of proxemics and
other analyses of space and territory; of kinesics and other systematic
study of body motion communication and gesture, including dance; of the
structuring of reality as denoted by visual productions and artifacts; of art,
artifacts, or performance, including cinema; of forms of social organization
involved in planning, producing, and using visual signs and systems of
signs; of visual approaches to the ethology of human and other life forms;
of film/video/photo archiving; of anthropological teaching with visual media;
of visual analyses and methods in the professional practice of
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anthropology; of the use of media in cultural feedback; of the study,
production, and use of ethnographic, archeological, or other anthropological
film, photography, or video. (Society for Visual Anthropology Web page)
In reality, the vast bulk of work within visual anthropology has consisted of using
still photography and motion picture film to create/document ethnographic studies of
foreign cultures. Both still photography and motion picture film were pressed into
service by cultural anthropologists as soon as they were easy enough to use under
typical field work conditions (1890s). Having no discernable anthropological style , such
photos were/are generally used to induce responses in an interview, as an aid to memory
(similar to written field notes), and occasionally as a means of presenting findings. In
other words, visual anthropology is most commonly a method in service of data collection
and is often used as a means of presenting findings on an individual case study basis.
Similarly, photo documentary got its start as soon as it was feasible to port the
required equipment out of the studio and into the street/field. Tasking themselves with
the critical investigation of society , journalists and social workers/reformers wielding
cameras made their way into the world to make political statements and campaign for
social reform (a la studies by Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine). This tradition reemerged in the
politically charged decades between the two world wars, when the FSA staffed up with
dozens of photographers sent around the country on sociological missions. Similar
traditions within photography (in the sense that they involve a modernist style see
below) are photojournalism and street photography, though they tend to have the flavor
of the here and now as opposed to a lasting record for the future. In other words, while
photojournalists and street photographers also create photographic records, or
documents, the tendency has been to define true documentary photography in the
following terms: . . .the defining characteristic of documentary is . . . go deep, not
broad. (Documentary photography) implies a contract with the viewer that these
photographs will take you inside a world , which differentiates it from street photography,
which is preoccupied with the surface appearance of things . . . [Note: This assumed
distinction between documentary and street photography will be addressed more fully in
the pages that follow, as will the idea that all such work in these categories is
sociological .]
Visual sociology draws from both of these very similar traditions. Devoted to the
visual study of society, culture, and social relationships, visual sociology is broadly
conceived as simultaneously a theoretical framework and a methodology that
incorporates the study, production, and use of visual images, data, and materials in into
an understanding of the social order. More specifically, the approach seeks to foster the
development and use of still photographs, film, video, and electronically transmitted
images in sociology . This development and use includes but is not limited to:
documentary studies of everyday life in contemporary communities; the interpretive
analysis of art and popular visual representations of society; studies of the messages,
meanings, and social impact of advertising and the commercial use of images; the
analysis of archival images as sources of data on society and culture; and the study of
the purpose and meaning of image-making such as recreational and family photography
and videography.
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In practice, however, visual sociology (like visual anthropology) has primarily
revolved around the use of still photography (and occasionally motion picture film) as a
data collection method and memory aid in the traditional field work case study as a
means of documentary in studies of everyday contemporary life. Where visual
anthropology got its start early on, when visual media were first made widely available to
the public, visual sociology was slower off the mark. Only in the 1960s and 1970s did the
idea of incorporating the visual into sociology take hold. It has languished in the
backwaters of sociology since then, and only now, at the turn of the century and with
tremendous advances in the area of new media , is the discipline beginning to recognize
the importance of incorporating the visual into research on the nature and meaning of the
social order. As the quote above indicates, the discipline of sociology has yet to embrace
the visual as lying at the core of the social order, as being anything more than a
complement (to text) in the micro-analytical case study. With this basic outline as a
backdrop, what follows is an explanation of the conceptual framework that informs this
project, a discussion of project objectives, and an account of project methodology, style
and influences.

Framework and Design
Conceptual Framework
From a sociological perspective, this project is grounded in the work of Georg
Simmel and Robert P. Snow. Simmel argued that sociology is not a theory (or body of
theory) but a methodology. This methodology consists of the documentation and
analysis of the geometry or grammar of social life of the social order. The key element
of this geometry or grammar is forms. Thus, sociology is the methodology of form
analysis.
A form is not structure but a framework within which social interaction occurs and
through which reality is rendered intelligible. They may be forms of sociation
(intimacy/distance, exchange, cooperation/conflict, sociability (play) or domination
(super/sub-ordination)), geometric forms (dyad, triad, small group, large group), forms
of organization (crowd, network, market, hierarchy) knowledge forms (magic, religion,
science), linguistic forms , or visual forms those frameworks that are understood or
grasped first and foremost through the visual sense. Examples include forms of
place/space (city, town, suburb, rural, natural ecosystem), status forms (gender,
race/ethnicity, age, class), and so forth.
Consequently, the arena of visual sociology consists of the documentation and
analysis of the visual forms of social order, of the visual apprehension of these forms, of
the visual nature of reality. Visual sociology asks and answers the question, what does
the social order look like? in order to contribute to the answer of the ultimate sociological
question, how is social order possible? . It establishes the role of the visual in the
apprehension of the complete geometry/grammar of social life, and documents/interprets
that role on both the level of everyday life and, subsequently, on the level of macrosociological structure.
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But what is meant by the geometry, or grammar, of forms? For this, we turn to the
work of Snow, who argues that, as frameworks for interaction, forms operate according
to a particular logic in much the same way as language does. That is, forms are a logic
constituted by and constitutive of the grammar and perspective of social life. Grammar
consists of syntax (the organization and scheduling of content/information/activity) +
inflection (the rhythm and tempo of content/information/activity) + vocabulary. In an
abstract sense, these terms are defined as follows:
Syntax: orderly or systematic arrangement of elements that elicits/dictates their
relationship to one another and the overall structure of the whole
Inflection: rhythm and tempo of the overall structure and changes/variations
therein. A change in form that indicates changes in relationships among
elements. Tempo: rate of speed/activity. Rhythm: flow/movement characterized
by regular recurrence of patterns
Vocabulary: words used by particular person, profession, class, organization, etc.
It can be argued that everyday life and macro-level structure have visualizable
(visible) vocabularies.
Perspective: outlook. (Note: This term has a dual meaning here. In one way, the
notion of perspective relates to sociological/photographical influences on the
project, discussed in a later section. In another way, perspective refers to the
world of literature to the ideas of voice, psychic distance and the like. Again, see
later sections)
For purposes of this project, these terms are applied not to language systems, but
to the logic of everyday life and to the logic of the overarching social order. Taken
together, Simmel s and Snow s concepts of form, logic and grammar offer a framework
within which still photography may be used to connect the sociology of everyday life to
the social order on a macro-level of institutional and formal arrangements.
Design and Objectives
As alluded to above, this project revolves around one central research question:
What does the social order look like? Given the assumption that people apprehend the
social order visually, as well as, and in a different framework than, they do linguistically,
(recently developing theories arguing that social worlds groups of people bound together
by shared norms and practices are simultaneously reflected in and shaped by visual
conventions and that new visual conventions (forms) are emerging), answering this
question should yield insight into the ultimate sociological question: How is social order
possible?
But because this question is so large and so abstract, it must be broken down into
more manageable portions in order to be answered. Thus, this project will operate from
the ground up by employing multiple phases of data analysis and interpretation, from the
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micro-level (everyday life) to the macro-level. That is, the question What does the social
order look like? is broken down across four subsets of the social order the political
order, the economic order, the normative order, and the identity order. Research
questions then become, for example, What does the economic order look like? , What
does the normative order look like? , and so forth. Additionally, this overarching question
will be addressed to concepts and themes that are either not included in any of these four
orders or those which cut across these orders.
Within each of the four social orders (political, economic, normative and identity),
the goal is to photograph everyday life <---->institutions<---->forms, as depicted in the
following diagram.
(Note: Institution is defined as a problem solving strategy that conforms to/upholds
dominant belief/value structures. It is first and foremost a psychic phenomenon and
secondarily a physical extension . Institutions are simultaneously constituted
by/constituted of both everyday life and social forms.) Still, these are large and abstract
questions. For each one, then, a list of subjects (themes of material culture) has been
devised, the contents of which are photographical in a concrete sense. (See the albumby-album outline for further details.) By applying such a framework, the project will
achieve an analysis of visual and social forms that will yield a better understanding of
how visual apprehension contributes to the social order. Specifically, it will contribute
information to the following questions: What is the logic of the social order on a macro
scale? What is the logic of everyday life? How do we tie the two together? If such a
logic constitutes what Foucault, in his assessment of the sociology/archaeology of
knowledge, called the rules , then may we ascertain the nature of everyday life, the
social order, and the connections between the two visually?
In seeking this primary objective, three additional, interrelated objectives are also of
concern. First, the project seeks to move the use of photography in visual sociology
beyond the case study. The vast majority of documentary/street photographers and
visual sociologists have documented the existence (or lack thereof) of micro-structures
and processes everyday life.
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This project will use photography to transcend the everyday to capture macro-level
social structures, institutions and forms. It seeks to illuminate, or articulate, the macro
level of social structure by photographing the micro, everyday life, level. To document, or
chronicle, the structure of the social order through a modernistic approach to
photography (detailed and precise description of the subject (non-pictorialism)). Where
Simmel desired to write the grammar of social life , this project strives to photograph it.
To conduct what Foucault called an archaeology of the social order (an uncovering of the
rules, the forms) through straight documentation.
Having said that, the second goal of the project is to create an historical record of
the city of Chicago. This does not contradict the above statements about moving beyond
the case study format within visual sociology, as this goal will be achieved largely as a
by-product of the other stated objectives. The objective is to create a record equal to
those created by Atget (for Paris) and Abbott (for New York). But, where these
photographers had this objective alone in mind for their work, it is, again, a by-product
(though an important one) in this project. In other words, two photographic records will
result from this project: (1) Chicago as microcosm of the social order (a la Chicago
School sociology in the tradition of urban/human ecology) a visual record of the social
order obtained by concentrating on Chicago as a specific, but representative instance of
that order; and (2) Chicago as Chicago a visual socio-historical, longitudinal, creative,
artistic record of Chicago. A museum of the streets . (See the sections on project
scope and influences for further details).
Thirdly, and relatedly, this project seeks to move beyond the verbal-visual
dualism , in which words are said to do the analyzing, while the picture is the object of
that analysis. This dualism is quite obviously present within sociology, and is used as a
rationale for excluding the visual from the vast majority of sociological research into every
topic. And when the visual is used in sociology, as in Goffman s Gender Advertisements,
critics challenge the validity of the method by arguing that the visuals do not tell us
anything real about the subject, but only about how the viewers of the research go about
using what Garfinkel (1967) called the documentary method of interpretation in which
they make sense of things in a two-tiered process. The upper tier consists of surface
particulars, the lower tier consists of the presumed underlying structure or pattern
indexed and developed by surface particulars.
One expects such arguments within the discipline of sociology. But, oddly
enough, the verbal-visual dualism is also a paramount framework within the world of
photography particularly the tradition of documentary photography from which visual
sociology tends to draw. Forays into the world of thought on documentary (and street)
photography generally yield the following set of assumptions and rules :
Begin with an idea that is cogent, concise, and visually translatable. (It)
Must have depth, so that visual redundancies can be avoided. Each
photograph should bring a new dimension of understanding. Photo essays
need time to permit exploration of every nuance, to allow story elements to
reveal themselves. Photo essays should be voyages of discovery, not
confirmation of what one already believes one knows. Success depends
on attention to detail, solid structural foundation . . .
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Other than possible confusion over/disagreement with the point about visual
redundancies (What is it? Is it even possible? Is not redundancy (replication) important
in a scientific investigation? Doesn t repetition say something about the truth claims of
the essay?), I agree with the above. What I do not agree with is a point also frequently
made, as follows:
. . .great photographic essays are dependent on words to amplify the
photographs, to interpret photographic ambiguities, to form a journalistic
whole, where words and pictures are perfectly matched . . . Pictures
aren t best at conveying information, but mood and feel or look . . . the story
is going to be told by words . . . photography is no good at revealing
structures and underlying situations .
Statements such as these, and those made earlier that assert a fundamental
difference between street photography and documentary photography, rest on a
fundamental assumption that, sociologically, seems unfounded. Recall in the brief history
of photographic influences on visual sociology that street photography is considered to
be broad and concerned with the surface appearance of things and formal (stylistic)
considerations , while documentary photography is deep and promises the viewer an
inside look or behind the veil. With street photography, so the story goes, one can get
new facts but only about the arrangements of the world, about the surface of the world .
Documentary, on the other hand, gets behind the veil . Street photography is focused
on fragments of narrative which can be misread or which tease . Documentary
photography consists of pictures that encapsulate an entire narrative in a single picture.
These assertions assume that there are levels of reality that there is the surface
and then there is something deeper . Yet no one has ever offered proof, sociologically or
photographically, that there is any such thing as levels . I disagree with such arguments
and assertions, and I intend, using the methodology and organizational framework
outlined in this document, to prove that they are not the case. That
photographs collections of photographs may in fact reveal structures . I agree with
Prosser when he states that the focus in visual sociology has been on ideal types and
cultural practices because and only because it has been assumed that social
organization (macro level structure) is not visual and thus not visible. I argue that it is
visual, and thus visible and thus recordable. In fact, the entire premise of this project is
that one can see the social order. And one need only examine the street/documentary
photography of Evans, Abbott, Atget and Smith to believe that this premise has a valid
foundation. As noted by Henri Cartier-Bresson, photographs, either individually or in
series, are capable on their own of telling a full story. Those who believe otherwise
simply do not know how to properly read photographs. The ultimate challenge of this
project is to avoid the linguistic understanding of the social order and concentrate on
articulating a visual understanding to document non-material structure by photographing
material culture. As Lisette Model argues, and I agree:
People say that one has to uncover something, discover something,
hidden things which are under the surface. I don t believe that there is
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anything that is under the surface. Because everything is on the surface.
And it is exactly to discover all the surface that is here, everywhere.
(Livingston, Jane. The New York School Photographs: 1936-1963, p. 330)

Scope, Methodology and Influences
Scope of Work
In outlining the scope of this project, three basic questions should be addressed.
These are where? , when? , and what? As for where , this project is city-wide. It will
encompass the entire city of Chicago, which, for purposes of organizational convenience
only, (and not to make any statements regarding content or theme), has been divided
into nine city regions as follows: Loop, Near North, North Shore/North Side, Northwest
Side, Far Northwest, West Side, Southwest, South Central, and South Shore/South Side.
Viewers may use the pull-down menu of regions (under the Browse by Neighborhood
menu button) for descriptions of these regional boundaries. (Note: Excluded from the
project are surrounding towns, villages and suburbs commonly referred to collectively as
Chicagoland ).
At the time of organization for this project, and throughout the first year of
photographing, these nine city regions combined to contain a total of 182 neighborhoods
corresponding with those found on the Chicago Neighborhoods map (Big Stick, Inc.,
1992). However, in 2001, Big Stick produced a new Chicago Neighborhoods map that
contained a total of 223 neighborhoods. Some of the original neighborhoods were
eliminated, others had their boundaries slightly altered, some were simply renamed, and
others were newly created. Because the project was well underway at this point, and
strict adherence to the new neighborhood map would mean a complete reorganization of
the project (and with full belief that the neighborhood map will be altered repeatedly
throughout the course of this project), I have elected to continue organizing, categorizing
and displaying photographs according to the original (1992) neighborhood map.
However, in lieu of a complete reorganization and so as not to simply ignore important
changes in the map, I have elected to use changing neighborhood boundaries as
sociological data points . That is, a master list of neighborhoods by region using both the
1992 and 2001 maps has been created that notes any and all changes to names and
boundaries. This master list is then coded into the database information of each
individual photograph so that, as the project progresses over the years, this kind of
information can be used to sort and categorize visual aspects of social change within and
across changing neighborhood boundaries. Given the obvious fluidity of neighborhood
boundaries (and the fact that the City s official administrative map recognizes only 77
distinct neighborhoods), this solution presents itself as the most efficient, malleable, and
insightful for a longitudinal ethnography such as this.
The question of when addresses the issue of time in two key ways. First, this
study is longitudinal. It is designed to span across a significant amount of time, in the
same way Abbott s study of New York, Gilpin s study of the Navajo territory and Atget s
study of Paris did. Though it cannot be stated with absolute certainty at this point what
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period of years will be encompassed within this project, it can be stated that the project
was begun in the Year 2000 (in a rough way) and will continue as long as possible (with
luck, this means decades). The second issue with regard to time is time-ofday/week/year. In the interest of thoroughness, photographs will be taken across all
times of day, across all days of the week, and across all seasons. Many documentary
photographers have elected to focus either on daytime pictures or nighttime pictures.
This project will capture both. Other photographers, due to time constraints, have
amassed photos taken primarily on weekends. This project will capture the city
throughout the week. Finally, many a street photographer has elected to shoot only
when weather and lighting conditions are ideal (avoiding overcast days, choosing not to
photograph in the winter, and so forth). This project will continue, rain or shine,
throughout all season of the year.
Finally, let us turn to the question of what , meaning an overview of the general
content of the project. Though the album-by-album outline which follows offers a detailed
content list, it should be understood that this project is a sociological one. As a
consequence, the overall objective in terms of content is of a sociological nature. It is to
document the scene the context, the parameters, the structures of both everyday life
and the larger social order. It is not an attempt at psychoanalysis that focuses on
creating portraits of individuals aimed at uncovering some deeper meaning . Thus, for
example, broad content categories will include skylines, open space-scapes (parks, for
example), street-scapes and intersections, building fronts, window displays, signage of all
types, groups of people engaged in various activities, and so forth. In short, content
centers on the sociological, on the group, on the scene, on the context, on the situation,
and not on the individual.
Methods and Influences
Methodologically speaking, this project is informed by both sociology and
photography. In establishing, documenting and interpreting the role of the visual in the
grammar/geometry of social life, this project is grounded sociologically in three
approaches: field/human/urban ecology; symbolic interaction; and a broad set of
methods generally classified as unobtrusive measures . Urban ecology here refers to
the early Chicago School sociologists who approached the city (primarily Chicago) as an
ecological system in much the same way biologists and ecologists study the natural
environment. As such they engaged in comprehensive inventories (censuses) of the city
(or at least selected patches of habitat/community within the city) in an effort to document
change over time. Early Chicago School sociologists were also firmly rooted in the
theoretical tradition of symbolic interaction, practitioners of which generally employ the
method of participant-observation (or in some cases, strict observation) to understand
the social structure of a given place. Finally, other sociologists practice similarly
unobtrusive research methods, including content analysis, historical/comparative
analysis, and secondary data analysis in the archaeological/anthropological sense, in
order to ascertain the nature of the social order.
This project will make use of all of these methods, each of which complements the
other. In the sense of urban ecology, the photographs will serve as a method of data
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collection, as an inventory or census method (thus achieving a sense of quantitative
certainty/validity from a qualitative data collection method). From an interactionist
perspective, which argues that the researcher return repeatedly to the place of
observation, thus developing an in-depth understanding of that which is being studied,
the photographs are an archive that presents evidence of a longitudinal study. And from
the standpoint of unobtrusive measures , the photographs provide a framework for
practicing content analysis, across space and time, in order to move the findings from the
everyday life level to the level of overarching social structure.
One final point should be made regarding the sociological nature of this project.
This point is that this project is actually grounded in sociological concerns, theory and
methodology. The claim or label of sociological has been attributed to the vast majority
of both street and documentary photography. With rare exceptions, most notably the
works of Atget, Abbott and Evans on which this project is based, this claim or label is
patently false. Most street/documentary photography is not sociological, but political and
opinionated. Most has nothing to do with sociology as a science, as a body of theory, as
a body of knowledge, as a methodology or even as a viewpoint. Though they may be
concerned with social issues, causes or concerns, the works themselves are not
sociological. This one is. It is conducted by a sociologist, whose job is not to judge, to
praise or to censure, but simply to observe. As closely, thoroughly and honestly as
possible. To see and understand things just as they are. To strip away personal
considerations. In literary terms, the sociologist is the detached, objective, third person
voice that minimizes psychic distance (level of emotional identification with the subject)
and utilizes a neutral tone. The sociologist, as a creator of images, challenges things
that have become too familiar, restores the power of the ordinary, disregarded things,
and surprises with what people are tired of seeing everyday or that which is no longer
even noticed. The sociologist makes the invisible visible.
Turning now to photographical underpinnings, this project is informed primarily by
the work of three people: Eugene Atget, Berenice Abbott and Walker Evans. Atget is
influential in terms of both the project organization and its content. For nearly 40 years
(circa 1888 to 1927), Eugene Atget systematically photographed Paris, creating a visual
record of that city that, to this day, remains unsurpassed in terms of its historical, artistic
and sociological complexity and import. Atget s work is today recognized as the definitive
record of his Paris and as the model for the vernacular tradition within photography that
was to follow. Atget organized his photo documents into seven albums, all of which
overlapped, and each of which concentrated on a specific theme within the rubric of
Vieux Paris. The albums were organized as follows: L Art dans le Vieux Paris (facades,
doorways, stairways, ornamental detail of architecture, fountains, door knockers,
sculptures, exterior hotel decoration, windows, sculpted masks, carvings, wrought iron
work, etc.); Interieurs Parisiens (Paris interiors decorative arts, furnishings,
organization, and style, with a special focus on sleeping areas, sitting/living rooms, and
some kitchens. Wall hangings, collections of curios, knick-knacks on shelves and atop
dressers); La Voiture a Paris (carts and carriages, in isolation and not in the context of
the street taxis, working vehicles, push carts and wagons); Metiers, Boutiques et
Etalages de Paris (street vendors, shop windows and shop displays, market stands, and
kiosks); Enseignes et Vielles Boutiques de Paris (cabaret, pub and restaurant fronts,
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featuring grills (bars) and old signage); Zoniers (those living on the outskirts of Paris.
The lowest class. The ragpickers, their habitats and way of life); and Fortifications (the
countryside, parks, rings of wasteland, ramparts, embankments and walls outside Paris).
Though relatively little is understood about Atget s methodology, it is generally
known that he arose early each morning and simply wandered the streets of Paris,
looking and making note, photographing that which captured his eye. While his
photographs were ostensibly taken with clients in mind (artists, historians, and the like),
Atget ultimately photographed that which moved him. His vision was guided by a love of
things past, focusing on the particular (not on panoramic views) and documenting the
mass of common detail that was Paris vanishing.
As Atget focused his attention on Paris, this project focuses on Chicago. It will
imitate Atget s concept of overlapping albums in both structure and content. But it will go
further than Atget s project. That is, beyond creating a visual, longitudinal record of the
city (Atget s sole concern), it will move photography beyond the case study, beyond the
verbal-visual dualism, by documenting the connections across everyday life, social
institutions, and forms within the social order. In so doing, it will, however, employ
Atget s style. It will record using what Walker Evans referred to as the cold, clinical eye
to objectively document album themes without regard to personal opinion or impression
and without regard to making a statement in any political sense. Further, the album
format of Atget will be expanded and, more importantly, articulated according to a
sociological framework of orders (see the album-by-album list and discussion below for
details). In this way, the project will transcend the photographic documentation of
everyday life and get at macro-social structures.
Taken with Atget s record of Paris, Berenice Abbott set out to make a similar
record of New York City. Basing her photographic plan on Lewis Mumford s three part
schema (the place, the work, the people), Abbott structured her project as follows:
Material Aspect (buildings (historical, picturesque, architecturally significant) and city
squares); Means of Life (transportation (land, water, rapid transit, airways),
communication (mail, phone and telegraph), and service of supplies (food, water, heat,
light)); and People and How They Live (types, city scenes (street, night, civic), interiors
(high and low life), recreation (theaters, movies, music halls, Coney Island, sports,
parks), culture and education, religion.)
Though declaring herself a documentary photographer, her goal was to create
photographs that were simultaneously documentary and artistic, meaning that they had
elements of formal organization and style . Aimed at realism, they were not devoid of
esthetics. Each was intended to tell facts , but as an organic part of the whole picture.
In order to accomplish this, she worked intuitively (as did Atget) off of this broad outline,
adding and deleting themes as she went, photographing extensively in some while
ignoring others. Her progress was random, with no specific approach to themes.
This project takes from Abbott her overall organizational structure, her desire to
create artistic documents and her nonscientific approach to the themes. (By
nonscientific, I mean that detailed agendas of where/what to photograph day-by-day will
not be laid out in great advance. That is, all that this use of the term nonscientific
means, and thus is, does not conflict with the claims made throughout this document that
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this project is grounded, theoretically and methodologically, in the social science called
sociology.) Though her end product, Changing New York, was organized by
neighborhoods or districts within New York City, the subject matter she documented in
each area of the city was guided by her overarching themes. This project does the
same. As noted above, content for this project is divided into neighborhoods for initial
data collection. Neighborhoods may then be cross-referenced and interpreted to get at
larger sociological themes. Grounded in the sociological traditions listed above, work will
be done intuitively. I will go about with the camera to various locales in no particular
order, but always with certain organizational themes guiding the work.
Walker Evans, in a sense, worked in the same tradition as both Atget and Abbott.
Though he did not confine his agenda to a specific locale, he was fully committed to a
program of detached, anonymous social observation . Though he was occupied with
much of the same content as Atget and Abbott, he was, like them, unwilling to sacrifice
esthetics for document. That is, he approached photography as a photographic editing
of society, as a clinical process, as social surveillance that combined cool detachment
with a focus on vernacular culture. But within those parameters, Evans made a clear
distinction between the document and the documentary style . Believing in the value of
art for its own sake, his work is based in Atget s marriage of classicism, realism and
surrealism. A document is simply a picture with a use. But a picture done in the
documentary style is art (meaning it has no use). He went on to point out that art
involves lyric documentary , in which lyricism is usually produced unconsciously,
unintentionally and accidentally. When the photographer presses for it, s/he usually
misses it. Lyricism is purity, severity, rigor, simplicity, directness, and clarity without
artistic pretension . Evans photographs are artistic documents. They lead a double life,
and so must these.
Though he created photo documentary in the classic tradition with his work for the
FSA and interesting photo essays during his tenure at Fortune, much of his best work,
and that from which this project takes its cue, were his self-assigned projects from his
early work. For this work, he simply walked the streets of New York (and later other
places), using the camera as a sketch book, responding to things and photographing
them intuitively. In this body of work, Evans negates the distinctions articulated above
regarding documentary photography and street photography. He proved that deep is
not necessarily any more meaningful, valuable or insightful than broad , thus negating
the mandatory distinction between street and documentary photography.
Finally, with his focus on the vernacular, Evans examined larger issues such as
work, tradition, death, religion, race and community. He was interested in the deep
structures of the social world and the mental worlds in which those structures were
reflected. Thus it is from Evans tradition that this project begins with content that is
vernacular in nature and attempts to formally make the leap from photos of the
vernacular, of everyday life, to macro level sociological structures.
Notes on Other Traditions/Influences
A few comments are also in order regarding street photography (regardless of
whether it can be separated in any meaningful way from documentary photography).
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The street is any public place where a photographer could take pictures of subjects
unknown to him . In theory, these photos are candid , but it seems that this classification
limits the subject of street photography to people, and I disagree with it. Atget and
Abbott were classic documenters of the street, and people were relatively unimportant in
their projects.
Regardless, over time, the focus of street photography has changed from
depicting central events/people to depicting groups, masses, and panoramas of crowds.
From the context laden work of Atget, Abbott and Evans to the alienation scenes of
Winogrand and Friedlander. From the straight forward, frontal, eye level view to steep
angular shots. From pictures that made great statements to those that represent little,
dislocated and fragmentary moments. Regarding these points, this project is to be
understood as a throwback . Photographs, though taken from a variety of angles, will be
context laden. Steeped in the sociological framework, they will represent not little
dislocated fragmentary moments , but meaningful elements of an overarching order.
They will simultaneously be sociological documents (pictures with a purpose) and artistic
documents (done in the documentary style) that take into account issues of formal
composition.
Atget, Abbott and Evans, while they are the primary photographic influences on
this project, are not the only sources of inspiration and knowledge. Also relevant are
Henri Cartier-Bresson (for his legitimation of the invisible camera , of taking pictures
without intervention, and for his ability to create decisively intellectual photographs,
unified by the concept of the decisive moment ), Robert Frank (for his unflinching look at
culture and his argument for photography s ability to use series of purposely open-ended
pictures that cannot stand alone in order to adequately tell/discern meaning), Laura
Gilpin (for her vision/ability to stick with a longitudinal (40 year) project documenting a
culture in much the same way Atget did for Paris), Helen Levitt (for her style), Brassai (for
his willingness to make visible the invisible attributes and problems of
photographers their insoluble interior conflicts, multiple selves in conflict with one
another the artist and the thinking, intellectual self , their essential qualities of insatiable
curiosity about the world, life and mankind, and an acute awareness of form, and their
unwillingness to be businessmen ), and W. Eugene Smith (for his struggle with the
Pittsburgh Project).
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Album-by-Album Outline
Album Construction: A Multi-Phased Approach
As stated above, this project revolves around one central research question:
What does the social order look like? Because this question is so large and so
abstract, this project will operate from the ground up by employing multiple phases of
data analysis and interpretation, from the micro-level (everyday life) to the macro-level.

The Social Order

Political
Order

Economic
Order

Identity
Order

Normative
Order

That is, the question What does the social order look like? is broken down across four
subsets of the social order the political order, the economic order, the normative order,
and the identity order, as depicted in the diagram above. Research questions then
become, for example, What does the economic order look like? , What does the
normative order look like? , and so forth. Still, these are large and abstract questions.
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For each one, then, a list of subjects (themes of material culture) has been devised, the
contents of which are photograph-able in a concrete sense. These themes of material
culture may cut across more than one aspect of the social order. And the strategy of this
project is to amass quantities of photographs that may then be cross-referenced to a
number of themes, across varied social forms and institutional arrangements within those
orders. The following diagram suggests the general framework.
The Social Order
(Politic al, Economic, Normative, Ident ity)

Forms of Sociation
(Intimacy/Distance, Exchange,
Conflict /Cooperation , Soc iability,
Domination)

Forms of Organization

Geometric Forms

Visual Forms

(Dyad, Triad, Small
Group, Large Group)

(Space, Ident ity)

Values and Beliefs

+

(Science, Power, Progress, Truth, Justice, Rights,
Equality, Liberty, Reason, Individualism)

(Crowd, Network, Market, Hierarchy)

Institutions

Institutions

(Political Order)

(Econ Order)

Institutions
(Normative Order)

Material Culture Visual Forms
(Scapes, Building Fronts/Profiles, Building
Detail, Media, Transport, People, Objects,
Urban Nature, Time)
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Institutions
(Identity Order)

List of Albums
Any time one sets out to do a piece of research, particularly one that is exploratory
and/or documentary in nature, one is confronted with the dilemma of theory v. empirical
data. How far should one go, before setting out in the field, in planning out or anticipating
possible outcomes? To map out a detailed framework of albums and themes at the
outset is a double-edged sword. Doing so can lend much needed structure to the field
work, especially in instances such as this, where the researcher has little to go on in
terms of theory and even less in terms of practical experience of how the research
should be done. One can go out looking for certain things, and this allows for focus in an
environment with potentially limitless stimuli. On the other hand, such preplanning can
also serve to eliminate the possibility of new discovery. If we say these themes and only
these themes are relevant to the exploration at hand, there is enormous potential for
overlooking unanticipated themes that might otherwise constitute significant portions of
the agenda.
Recognizing this conundrum, this project has been organized in a way that will
allow for the regular addition of specific themes of Material Culture as they become
apparent. These themes may then be nested within broader content categories and
ultimately, within and across macro-scale areas of the social order (suborders, forms and
institutions).
Forms
Forms of Sociability
Intimacy (Distance)
Exchange
Conflict (Cooperation)
Sociability (Play)
Domination (Super/Sub-Ordination)
Geometric Forms
Dyad
Triad
Small Group
Large Group
Visual Forms
Forms of Place/Space
--Urban
--Suburban
--Rural
--Natural Ecosystem
Status/Identity Forms
--Gender
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--Ethnicity
--Age
Forms of Organization
Market
--Capitalism
Democracy
Hierarchy
--Bureaucracy
Patriarchy
Class Stratification
Network
--Community
Crowd
Institutions
Economic Order
Corporation
Financial Markets
Money
Political Order
Nation
State
Non/Trans-Governmental Organizations
W ar
Normative Order
Family
Religion
Law (Deviance and Social Control)
Education
Identity Order
Social Self, Other and Generalized Other
Established and Outsiders (Borders and Boundaries)
Political Order
--National Identity (Imagined Community, Citizenship)
Party
Economic Order
--Class/Status (Ascribed, Achieved)
Occupation
Physical Self (Body)
Ethnicity
Gender
Age and Life course
Elderly
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Children, Teenagers
Material Culture (Visual Forms)
Scapes
Skylines
Open Space Scapes
Parks and Gardens
Cemeteries
Beaches/Waterfront
Plazas
Streetscapes and Intersections
Sidewalks (General Views)
Construction and Demolition
Building Fronts/Profiles
Commercial
Theaters
Storefronts
Eating Establishments/Bars/Clubs
Make-Shift/Portable Structures
Hotels and Motels
Corporate
Industrial
Residential
Churches
Historic
Official
Created
Government/Public/Education
Building Detail
Window Displays, Front Stage Displays
Commercial
Residential
Architectural Detail
Historical
Vernacular
Graffiti
Interiors
Commercial
Residential
Backstage Detail
Backs of Buildings
Backyards
Alleys
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Media
Personal Media
Fashion
Body Art
Signage
Vernacular
Billboards and 3-D
Painted on Buildings
Personal Technology
Transport
Auto and Highway
Public Transport
People
People at Work
Crowds
Non-Directed Activity
Directed Activity (e.g. protests)
Groups
Friends
Family
Couples
Events (Identity/Community Rituals, not news )
Parades
Holidays
Festivals
Games
Recreation and Leisure
Ideal Types
Objects
Public Art
Murals
Sculpture
Fountains
Vernacular Objects
Street Lights
Mailboxes
Fences
Junk
Laundry
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Urban Nature
Created Nature
Green Spots
Hanging Baskets
Plants and Animals

Electronic Album Design and Layout
Given the complexity of this project, the layered nature of its themes and
organizational structure, Web publication is an ideal presentation format. W eb
presentation allows for both serial and non-serial display of photographs. In his attempt
at a comprehensive documentation of Pittsburgh, W. Eugene Smith struggled with this
very issue. How to portray complex interrelationships among themes/lines of
photographs in the linear format of a magazine or book. How to create a truthful and
complete context (by organization and display in real time/space) without appearing
newsy or journalistic. The idea being not so much Evan s photographic editing of
society, but an attempt not to edit. To get it all. Atget experienced the same dilemma
with linear formats, as he constantly re-worked his album themes in order to account for
their overlaps and juxtapositions. A Web document overcomes these problems.
Hypertext links and browse-able databases combine to allow simultaneously for seriality
(in space and time) of presentation (an inventory , a census a record of documents )
and for non-seriality the overlap and juxtaposition of space, time, patterns, themes and
sociological fields of investigation. Serial displays allow the visitor to click through
space-time in a linear manner, while non-serial links allow the visitor a view of the overlap
and juxtaposition of space, time, patterns, themes, and so forth.
In keeping with the basic principles of media logic (See also Surratt, Internet and
Social Change, McFarland, 2001), the Web page will be formatted along the lines of a
zine . While many possibilities of standardized page formats exist, the magazine format
is simultaneously the most professional (and therefore legitimate) and the most visually
compelling. Web pages standardized in a magazine format allow for visual
attractiveness (being more focused on pictures and less focused on text), efficiency in
organization and navigation of content, and pleasing storage and presentation of vast
quantities of archival information.
The main page will consist almost exclusively of photos, each of which will
represent an album, and all of which will be updated on a regular basis (probably
monthly) to reflect new content within. This page will utilize a standardized, menu bar to
offer links to the project plan area, (which is this document, summarizing the objectives,
scope and methodology of the project.) ; regularly updated feature galleries ; a list of
Chicago neighborhoods by region (which can then be used to browse galleries by
location); a list of broad content categories (which can be used to browse galleries by
content); and a guest book . Text will be kept to a minimum on the Web site, meaning
that photos will be accompanied only be a factual caption (title, location and date).
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Feature galleries, however, will be accompanied by a brief explanation of the nature and
intent of the photos contained therein.
The browse-able neighborhood gallery links will allow for serial/linear exploration
of the galleries by location, while the browse-able content gallery links will allow for nonserial/non-linear exploration of the albums by content category sociological themes
across space/time. (Note: this project will eventually involve a second phase. Where
phase one consists of photographs available by neighborhood and content in the form of
browse-able galleries, phase two will (once sufficient numbers of photos are available)
consist of new browse-able galleries that focus on broader sociological themes across
content categories and neighborhoods. This phase will allow the viewer to browse photo
galleries (selected from pull-down menus) that cut across location and content (material
culture) to get at larger sociological concepts (forms, institutions, and so forth). In other
words, phase two moves the project from the bottom of the diagram on page 15 of this
document to the top; from elements of material culture in the List of Albums to social
institutions and social forms in that same List.)
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Addendum to Project Plan for:
Picturing Chicago: A Visual Record of Everyday Life and the Social Order
Further Notes on Project Goals and Methods

Carla G. Surratt, Ph.D.
11/03/03
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From the outset I had two categories of goals in mind for this project: historical and
sociological. It has been three years since data collection began, and the time is now
right to reassess those goals, my progress toward them, and possibilities for future
direction in the project to narrow the gap between original goals and achievements to
date. What follows is an elaboration of what were originally vague ideas, divided
(arbitrarily) by category.
Historical
Originally, I felt that a thorough pictorial archive of the city of Chicago was the primary
goal. Now I realize, I was confusing goals with tools/means. The archive is the tool for
historical study, with historical study itself being the goal. Further, I did not delineate
what constituted a thorough archive. I simply said thorough, and let it go at that. In
order to correct these two oversights, I offer the following new thoughts.
First, some notes on the rationale for historical study. According to Stearns, there are
two general reasons for studying history; reasons that underlie all of the most specific
rationales claimed. First, history helps us understand people and societies it serves as a
storehouse of information, as a laboratory of data, dealing with how they behave. It is
the base for theory and analysis of how societies function. Second, studying history
helps us understand change and how things came to be the way they are. It is the raw
material for the study of the human condition. These goals underlie other, more specific
aims, such as: history as a terrain for moral contemplation/understanding, history as a
means of providing identity (individual and collective), history as a lesson a way to learn
from others mistakes, history as a means of exploring the possibility of constant and
universal principles of human nature, as a means for understanding how to exist in the
present to learn still applicable truths and just our customs/values against those of
others. A means of putting things in perspective, of solving problems, avoiding errors,
increasing understanding and tolerance of others. A means to travel to another place
and time, to judge what has been done and what is being done. As a means to, in a
sense, see the future.
Now, having absorbed that, the next question becomes obvious: Is the Picturing Chicago
Project on the right track to help those who want to study history achieve these goals?
When the site is, in fact, historic, will it serve as a useful tool for the study of history?
Can anything be done to improve its utility? This brings us to the second logical fault in
my original project design: the articulation of a thorough or comprehensive archive. It
seems to me that only a comprehensive project will fully serve the purposes/ goals of
historical study. In order to do so, the following criteria must be met:
1) Comprehensive in Space: the project must cover all of the 182 neighborhoods
originally outlined in the project design, as depicting in the 1992 version of the Big
Stick neighborhood map.
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2) Comprehensive in Content: a representative sample, including key elements, must be
obtained from every neighborhood (i.e. not just one category of content, one
street, one park, etc.)
3) Comprehensive in Time: the project must cover enough time that sufficient change will
have had an opportunity to occur. It seems unlikely that this could be any shorter
than 10 years. Therefore, coverage of the neighborhoods and content categories
will remain continuous (i.e. will not halt after initial canvas of all neighborhoods and
then pick up again at a later interval) throughout the duration of this project.
However,
duration applies to the project overall, and not to exact timing of canvassing and
re-canvassing of individual neighborhoods.
Assuming that a database that meets these qualifications can be built over time, the next
question becomes, can anything else anything besides a raw (but well organized)
database be done or created to enhance the project s ability to meet the needs of
historical researchers? At this time, the answer seems to be no . Currently, there are no
additional means of using the photos that would enhance historical goals (this includes
further categorization of the photos, photo essays, etc.) However, as time passes, it will
become useful to add a browse-able time dimension to the site, in which photos can be
explored by year (or group of years) in addition to being explored by neighborhood and
content category. Further, the passage of more time may warrant the creation of
historical interpretive essays photo essays that either depict a snapshot in time of an era
long past or depict change/continuity over time. Such essays would be distilled versions
of the raw database, in which photos are selected/arranged in such a way as to enhance
historical interpretation/understanding.
Sociological
One lingering doubt or question from the original project design that turned out to be on
target was regarding the separation of history from sociology. I believe now that I have
largely solved that problem as it relates to this project. While I agree with the idea that
the fundamental preoccupations of history and sociology are the same, I also understand
that there can be ahistorical sociology (in the sense that historical comparisons are not
methodologically explicit.) There is a tremendous overlap but there are also goals which
I believe are exclusively sociological in nature. Most of the sociological goals for this
project also have an historical component: the documentation of everyday life,
documentation of change and stability over time, documentation of social structure , and
the documentation of the city of Chicago both as a distinct place and as one instance of a
general form and cultural framework larger than itself. These goals can be achieved via
the comprehensive database of raw visual material described above. But, taken a step
further, the sociological angles on these goals must be achieved through various means
of data manipulation. In other words, an archive of raw data is the key historical goal, but
when it comes to interpretation and analysis, the project takes, in my opinion, a decidedly
sociological turn. Generally speaking, history as a discipline is largely devoid of theory
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and methodology. It is not a science. It is straight reporting, and in this project I am a
visual reporter. But sociology is first and foremost theory and methodology it is as
scientific as a discipline that seeks to account for human behavior can be. It is a
framework for interpreting raw data, for testing and retesting theory.
Many of the aforementioned goals documenting everyday life, social change and
stability, and social structure may be achieved via the photographic essay. Because,
while the raw database achieves these goals in one sense, only through further
distillation and organization can the multiple meanings of such things be explored. It is
possible that different photos arranged in varying configurations may offer multiple
interpretations of events. Essays go beyond raw data they offer up educated
interpretation of the mass of random information, but still retain their documentary or
factual reading of events.
There is one sociological objective, however, that demands a reading of events beyond
the straight documentary, and that is the objective of understanding the city as a social
form. As an interpretive framework through which interaction occurs and reality is
rendered intelligible. Specifically, as noted in the Project Plan, the city is a specific type
of visual form a framework that inhabitants grasp and make sense of visually, rather
than linguistically. What I believed at the start of this project was that this exploration of
the city as a form could be achieved by following the same procedures I would use to
achieve the other objectives straight documentation. I have since realized that pure
documentary is not a sufficient tool, largely because the camera, as a mere machine, is
incapable of capturing, assimilating, and knowing the city in the same sense as the
human brain can. No. For this objective to be achieved, it is necessary to move beyond
the straight documentary use of the photograph, even beyond the use of straight photo
essays. How to proceed? How to explore the city as a visual form? Through other
visual styles, of course.
This document serves as a link between the original (finalized) Picturing Chicago Project
Plan and what is now loosely termed the Master Plan (the first complete section of this
document), my outline for exploring space/place as a visual form through pictures (rather
than linguistic media). It is this project plan that outlines the details for executing this
task of exploring the city as a distinct visual form through the use of various traditions of
artistic practice.
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Project Plans
for

Space-Place as Visual Form
(An Exploration of Sociology through Photography)

C. G. Surratt, Ph.D.
(4/15/04)
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Background
The central questions around which this project revolves are: W hat does the social order
look like? Can space/place (including all formats of the built and natural environments)
be understood as visual forms? If so, what are the appropriate strategies of data
collection, analysis and reporting of findings? Do these strategies of data collection,
interpretation and reporting strategies of visual media lead to multiple (alternative or
conflicting) understandings of space/place as visual form? In attempting to answer such
questions, this project should be understood as an expansion of the original,
documentary-centric Picturing Chicago project that recognizes the necessity of using a
visual, rather than linguistic, strategy for collecting/analyzing data and reporting findings.
It is grounded in the belief/understanding that a true visual sociology must not only use
visuals as a data collection technique (as input ), but as a means of documenting the
resulting conclusions (as output ). It is an attempt to expand my exploration of the visual
nature of the social order through the use of different visual styles. It is an
acknowledgment that, while other historical/sociological goals of
PicturingChicago/PicturingUS can stop at the borders of straight documentary
photography, this most complex of sociological goals the exploration of space/place as
visual form cannot. Straight documentary is not a sufficient tool/method because the
camera, as a mere machine, is incapable of capturing, assimilating, and knowing the
various formats of space/place in the same sense as the human brain can. No. For this
objective to be achieved, it is necessary to move beyond straight documentary use of the
photograph and into other visual styles. Only then can these research questions be
answered most clearly and thoroughly.
This document serves as an outline of how these questions are to be understood,
addressed and answered. It is a program for exploring space/place as a visual form
through visual media (rather than linguistic media). As such, it offers an articulation of
the theoretical framework that guides this project (in contrast to traditional frameworks for
space/place and visual studies) which draws from the fields of sociology and art, an
outline of the methodology to be employed, and an agenda for achieving these goals in
the form of a list of specific series of sub-projects to be executed. (Note: those who are
interested are referred to the Picturing Chicago Project Plan for a synopsis of traditional
views on/strategies of visual sociology/anthropology/studies/culture and to Chapter Two
of The Internet and Social Change (Surratt, 2001) for a synopsis of traditional means of
understanding/exploring space/place in order to better understand how and why this
approach differs from those.)

Conceptual Framework
In contrast to traditional conceptions of space/place and visual studies, this project is
grounded in the work of Georg Simmel and Robert P. Snow. Simmel, a generally
forgotten father of sociology, argued that sociology is not a theory (or even a body of
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theory) but a methodology. This methodology consists of the documentation and
analysis of the geometry or grammar of social life of the social order. The key element
of this geometry is forms. Thus, sociology is the methodology of form analysis.
A form is not a structure but a framework within which social interaction occurs and
through which reality is rendered intelligible. They may be forms of sociation, geometric
forms, or forms of organization. To this list I add knowledge forms. I submit that vision is
one such form of knowledge, equal to that of language. That is, as Simmel also noted in
his sociology of the senses , the eye is a sociological organ with its own strategy of data
collection and interpretation and that this strategy is the equal of language. Vision, as a
system of knowledge, interprets the world as a complex of visual forms those
frameworks that are understood or grasped first and foremost through the visual sense.
Consequently, the arena of visual sociology consists of the documentation and analysis
of the visual forms of social order, of the visual apprehension of these forms, of the visual
nature of reality. Visual sociology asks (or should ask) the question, what does the
social order look like? in order to contribute to the answer to the ultimate sociological
question, how is social order possible? . It establishes the role of the visual in the
apprehension of the complete geometry/grammar of social life, and documents/interprets
that role on both the level of everyday life and, subsequently, on the level of macrosociological structure.
But what is meant by the geometry, or grammar, of forms? For this, we turn to the work
of Snow, who argues that, as frameworks for interaction, forms operate according to a
particular logic. Drawing on language as a form, he argues that, by analogy, all forms
are a logic constituted by and constitutive of the grammar and perspective of social life.
Grammar consists of syntax (the organization and scheduling of
content/information/activity) + inflection (the rhythm and tempo of content/information/
activity) + vocabulary. In an abstract sense, these terms are defined as follows:
Syntax: orderly or systematic arrangement of elements that elicits/dictates their
relationship to one another and the overall structure of the whole
Inflection: rhythm and tempo of the overall structure and changes/variations
therein. A change in form that indicates changes in the relationships among
elements. Tempo: rate of speed/activity. Rhythm: flow/movement characterized
by regular recurrence of patterns.
Vocabulary: words (or gestures) used by a particular person, profession, class,
organization, etc. It can be argued that everyday life and macro-level structure
have visualizable vocabularies.
Perspective: Outlook, attitude or mind set.
Form analysis and the accompanying theoretical constructs of grammar and perspective
relate to space-place as a visual form by analogy: what is generally understood as the
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urban-rural continuum is, in fact, a series of forms (in Weber s ideal types sense) of
space/place:
City <------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------>The
Wild
Suburb
Town
Rural
Created Nature
These forms may be divided into 2 broad categories built space/place (City, Suburb,
Town and Rural) and natural space/place (Created Nature and The Wild). Both are
socially/culturally constructed via language, and these resulting constructions are based
first and foremost on the visual information that each type (and its included sub-types)
presents to its viewers (for discussion and classification via language). It should also be
noted that each form may include multiple formats. For example, the city as a form may
include as visually disparate places as New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Each
of these visually and psychically constitutes a city within the form of the city . The same
principle applies to suburbs, towns, rural areas and natural areas. One goal of this
project is to illuminate these differences within form and similarities across them and vice
versa.)
Along this continuum, these forms of space/place consist of visual vocabularies,
arranged in typical ways (syntax and inflection vary by form) to yield perspective as
follows.
Visual Vocabulary (elementary building blocks of visual form the content categories of
material culture outlined originally in the Picturing Chicago photo project):
Building Fronts and Profiles (Commercial (Theaters, Storefronts,
Eating/Bars/Clubs, Make-Shift Portable, Hotels/Motels, Corporate),
Industrial, Residential, Churches, Government/Public/ Education);
Building Detail (Window/Front Stage, Architectural Detail, Interiors, Backstage);
Media (Personal (Fashion, Body Art); Signage (Vernacular, Billboards and 3D,
Painted on Buildings));
Transport (Auto and Highway, Public);
Objects/Street Furniture (Public Art (Murals, Sculpture, Fountains), Vernacular
Objects);
Visual Syntax and Inflection (the ways in which these elements of vocabulary are
arranged across space-time syntax containing elements of space AND time, and
inflection being a time-only element):
Scapes (Skylines, Open Space (Parks and Gardens, Cemeteries,
Beaches/Waterfront, Plazas), Streetscapes and Intersections, Sidewalks,
Construction and Demolition (changes to the scape));
People (At Work, Crowds, Groups, Events, Recreation and Leisure)
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Taken together, these elements of grammar may combine to yield perspective. (That is,
visual logic as a knowledge form has implications for other knowledge forms (political
ideology, religion, science and media)as well as for organizational, geometric and
sociational forms. One point to note is that the Big Three Marx, Durkheim and
Weber argued that after the medieval city, forms of space/place became homogeneous
with regard to perspective at least in the macro sense of all forms subscribing to the
dominant themes of industrial capitalism. If this is the case, then one must find another
way to account for the decidedly different psychic experience derived through
participation in each form. If it isn t macro psychic phenomena, it must be something
micro psychic. Even this must be derived from the physical experience of place. Visual
experience. What must be understood is that, like language, vision is a form of
knowledge that guides content not all possible definitions of the situation are possible in
a specific language. The same is true for culturally constructed vision there are visual
rules that guide the definition of the situation, the self and the generalized other in the
same manner as language. And while it is an objective of this project to uncover the role
of vision in perspective, this project is not about the so-called consequences of different
forms (and included formats) of space/place. I am interested only in exploration. This is
to be understood as basic research , the mission of which is discovery: finding out
through observation what exists in the world. None of my research has ever been about
consequences .)
(Note: Implicit in the theoretical framework for this project are Durkheim s ideas on
dynamic, material and moral density (as they relate to the community society dualism);
Weber s notion of ideal types as applied to space/place; Schutz s typifications and
recipes; portions of the Chicago School approach to urban studies; elements of Becker s
ideas regarding visual sociology; and the general symbolic interactionist tradition of social
construction. In incorporating the interactionist tradition, this project seeks to overcome
its long history of ignoring the rules of form (linguistic and visual) that guide content and
thus definition of the situation, the self and the generalized other) and the importance of
vision as a system of knowledge equal to that of language.)

Methodology
Strategy
As a logic, the notion of visual forms of space/place, with the component elements of
vocabulary, syntax, inflection and perspective, parallel similar notions within the realm of
visual media. That is, each visual medium (photography, film, works on paper, painting,
sculpture, installation, mixed media and so forth) may also be understood as a form (a
framework through which reality is rendered intelligible). Taken together, generally
speaking, they share a common grammar: vocabulary being equal to line, shape/form,
iconography, texture, and color, (possibly others); syntax and inflection equaling frame,
composition (a broad term that includes patterning, perspective and the like), and scale.
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For example, in the photographic medium, vocabulary includes color or black and white
film, type of lens, and so forth; syntax and inflection include the choice of content how it
is framed in the viewfinder and cropped in the darkroom, angle of view, etc. Likewise, a
photo essay would also include sequencing and sizing of photographs, repetition of motif,
means of display, possibilities of surrounding wording, and so forth.
This project takes literally Mumford s statement, Mind takes form in the city; and in turn,
urban forms condition mind. For space, no less than time, is artfully reorganized in cities
. . . (Culture of Cities, p. 4). And with this statement in mind, the objective of this project
is to marry the logics of myriad visual styles as expressed through/utilized in numerous
movements or isms in the world of art (and their corresponding grammars and
perspectives) with the logics of forms of space/place along the urban wild continuum
(and their corresponding grammars and perspectives) in order to explore space-place as
a visual form. To continue with the photography example: the grammar of photography
may be employed in the pursuit of any number of artistic movements. This project began
by employing it according to the tenets of documentary realism (which itself may
include/assume assorted social science methods/objectives, including but not limited to
archaeology, anthropology, social ethnography observing, participating, noting signs
and artifacts content analysis, observation survey and life history). But other possibilities
abound. The photographic medium might also be directed toward the perspectives (or
isms ) of impressionism, surrealism, and even abstract expressionism, to name but a
few. So, with regard to photography, it is the task of this project to employ its grammar
in service of the range of artistic isms in order to explore the nature and meaning of
space/place forms. The goal is to explore all possible perspectives on space/place that
materialize across the continuum to see what truths emerge, the ideal outcome being to
debunk/enhance traditional thinking on space/place by replacing/incorporating it with a
theory of visual forms.

Creative Movements
Within the framework of this project, creative movements in the world of art, also known
as isms , are to be understood as strategies of using artistic grammars (vocabulary,
syntax and inflection see above) to alter content in such a way that something new may
be said about it. As attempts at offering a new perspective or new understanding of
perspective, its role and significance for our understanding of social reality. As such, this
project attempts to incorporate the traditions of as many movements as possible within
(and possibly beyond) the bounds of the Western artistic framework. Specifically, it will
work within the two broad categories of Realism and Modernism.
Realism
Realism for this purpose is understood as relating to Courbet s statement, painting is an
essentially concrete art, and can only consist of the presentation of real and existing
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things. The accent is on the present (in conjunction with the rise of photography, with
which this movement has always been closely associated). And to Baudelaire s essay as
well, painter should be a faceless man in the crowd; a dandy, aloof and uncommitted. . .
His subject matter should be drawn from contemporary life and fashion . . .
Realism itself is a broad category and contains numerous sub-movements . Of
particular interest here are the Ashcan School, Precisionism, Regionalism, and the cool
Urban Realists.
The most important influence at the outset is the Ashcan School. Some (Lucie-Smith)
suggest that the Ashcan School got its name from the fact that its members used
ashcans as a metaphor for the grimier realities of urban life . In other words, because
they depicted everyday life realities of the working class. (Scenes that the critics called
vulgar ). Others (Piper) suggest that the name was derived, in addition to their treatment
of harsh aspects of American life (urban or rural), because they used a somber palette
to do so.
From this approach, I take the interest in everyday urban life and the use of a somber
palette in its depiction. However, I do not set out to portray the grimy or harsh or
vulgar aspects of that life. Nor am I interested in (or do I believe in) the common theme
in many urban art-scapes of social isolation, loneliness, anomie, and the like. From my
observation, urban living offers lifestyles and experiences that range the full
spectrum from posh to impoverished. My objective is not to select scenes specifically
from any point along this continuum, but to select those which I have best captured with
my camera. Those that are both compositionally (formally, aesthetically) pleasing and
those that depict something about space/place.
As for the somber palette, it is also my experience that space/place (especially the city)
exists mainly in blacks and whites and shades of gray and brown. Thus, (and because I
am working from black and white photographs) I believe the use of what I would prefer to
call a muted palette (not somber, as this implies judgment) is accurate for the task at
hand. The city does not consist of pastels.
The objective, in general keeping with the School, therefore, is not to make a statement
one way or another; this work is decidedly anti-statement. (Here it should be noted that
Robert Henri, founder of the School, did not take these grimy themes as his own,
instead creating pictures that (like Walker Evans photographs) put an emotional distance
between himself and the subject.) And though other Ashcan artists did use those
themes, they, too, were generally anti moral overtone. In general, then, the Ashcan
School dealt with people, typically in urban settings, and often with a lively sense of
movement . It is in this regard that I follow Henri and the Ashcan School, the goal being
to portray the life, the feel, the personality of space/place, its neighborhoods, its streets,
its buildings, its inhabitants. I am interested in the everyday life experience. I am
interested in art as an interpretation of contemporary life. As a means to organize chaos,
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to offer meaning, understanding. This is yet another way to create visual artifacts that
can capture perceptions of place and life.
Regionalism also has something to say in this project. A phenomenon of the American
Midwest, Regionalism (like the Ashcan School) focuses on scenes and scapes that
portray the importance of everyday life. It explores the texture of American life, without
political or social commentary (despite the fact that it was alternatively seen by
outsiders/critics as satirical, decorative, conservative, sentimental, and so forth.) The
idea was the same as that of the Ashcan movement contemporary life. To paint what
one saw, especially if it had not previously been thought of as a subject for art. It was a
means for celebrating the region and all that it had to offer. While not necessarily
celebratory in tone, this project seeks to apply the principles of the Regionalist style to
all forms of space/place (a task that, with the exception of Hopper, from whom this
project takes careful instruction, few practitioners engaged in.)
Precisionism also brings something to this project. The art of stillness , Precisionism s
main subjects were buildings and machines settings in which the human presence is
only implied (often playing only a minor part in the composition when they are there at
all.) Because the photographic database on which this project rests includes vast
numbers of photographs that easily fall within this description, this experimental body of
work shall take this emphasis in content from Precisionism. (Note: it will also, however,
apply the movement s grammar to non-industrial content.)
Further, it takes from Precisionism (and the Ashcan School described above) the lack of
involvement with social issues of the day . Again, this work is like the photo project: antistatement. And, at least in the work of Sheeler, it takes from Precisionism the use of
photography. It acknowledges photographs as finished products in their own right, but
also utilizes them as sketches for experimental works in other media. Not in the sense
that Photorealists do replicating photos, but utilizing photos to derive something wholly
different in style.
As Lucie-Smith noted, Any painter whose subject matter is chiefly urban is apt to find
himself or herself characterized as a social realist. This is misleading in the case of a
number of prominent American artists of the 1930s and 1940s. Their subject was the
city. . .but what they painted was seen in a relatively neutral way, leaving the social and
moral commentaries to others. Those artists to which Lucie-Smith alludes are known as
the cool Urban Realists. Known as the Fourteenth Street Group, they rendered New
York scenes and figures in a relatively detached and dispassionate way . Hayes Miller s
paintings with consumerism as the theme and Marsh s depictions of ordinary life in New
York are prime examples. Though both dealt with scenes that included large, underlying
themes, neither sought to condemn the society they saw. That attitude is in contrast to
others in the Urban/Social Realism School, who sought to use art to make statements
about perceived problems in society. It is these cool Urban Realists that are the fourth
source of inspiration for the Realist phase of this body of work.
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Modernism
Modernism is the second broad category of artistic movements relevant to this project.
For its purposes, Modernism is to be understood as a large grouping of the most recent
(last 200 years) movements: Impressionism, Symbolism/Art Nouveau,
Expressionism/Fauvism, Cubism, Futurism, Constructivism, Dada, Surrealism, Abstract
Expressionism, Minimalism/Conceptualism, and Pop-Art , and the so-called post-modern
phenomena of pluralism.
At the time of this writing, I do not have the requisite base of knowledge to articulate the
specific ways in which the various Modern art movements listed above will contribute to
this project. My objective at this point is to begin within the Realist framework outlined
above, in the meantime studying the Modern movements more fully and incorporating
their grammars into the project work as I go. Having said that, though, it should be noted
that I do have a few key influences in mind within the rubric of Modernism.
The first of these is Picasso. He was a master of picking and choosing elements from
the world of ideas, incorporating them in different ways, and pushing to the limits the
possibilities for depiction of a given subject/theme. So, like Picasso s work, my project
will ultimately be a dual system of figuration and abstraction (Warncke and Walther). To
that end, I will select elements from any movement or ism of value to me (a process
that, in all likelihood, could go on endlessly). From Picasso, I take not only assorted
stylistic effects, but more importantly, his strategy/method of rational, logical, and
methodical approach to the creative process. A systematic approach of serial
production, intensely pursuing individual subjects/themes. He drew from multiple styles
and trends, harmonizing various elements into wholes and creating new styles. He
imitated to create new. He combined a confrontation with social reality with
experimentation in new visual approaches. His was not a possessed, spontaneous
method, but slow, plodding, rational and analytical. He also explored
iconography conveying meaning through standard (though reworked) images, re-using
the idiom of existing visual ideas (what has stood for what in the past). One goal of this
project will be to explore the icons of space/place to use and reconfigure those from the
history of art. He stuck with a few subjects and pushed them as far as he could in
whatever stylistic/formal direction he took up. My goal is to do the same with space/place
as the subject. As he dis/reassembled the human figure, I will dis/reassemble
space/place, using elements of visual vocabulary, syntax, inflection and perspective.
A second known source of inspiration is Leger and his focus on the everyday life
experience of modernity as a subject. The new visual state of modern life. He, like
Picasso, attempted to reconcile abstract style with subjects of contemporary significance.
His art was a witnessing , even when it was abstract in style. Like Leger s, my work
sees space/place as the locus of conflict, human needs, moral values, nostalgia, desire,
power and social division. Space/place is the locus of meaning itself. A meaning in
which contrasts (of shapes, figures, text and events), fragmentation and simultaneity
were the essence. A crowded sensory landscape. Not confusion, but simultaneity. A
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metaphor of human desire and human history. From this, I take the strategy/goal of representing the noise, flux and activity of space/place through an accumulation of
fragments, envisioning space via a rupturing of surfaces and texts. I seek to
explore/uncover the contemporary emblems (and ideal types) of the space/place, the
metaphors. I seek to create pictures that excavates and navigates space/place for the
present/future dweller.

Series Plans
Series I: The City
1.

Vocabulary of the City
This series will consist of visual depictions of the core elements of city vocabulary:
Building Fronts and Profiles (Commercial (Theaters, Storefronts,
Eating/Bars/Clubs, Make-Shift Portable, Hotels/Motels, Corporate),
Industrial, Residential, Churches, Government/Public/Education);
Building Detail (Window/Front Stage, Architectural Detail, Interiors, Backstage);
Media (Personal (Fashion, Body Art); Signage (Vernacular, Billboards and 3D,
Painted on Buildings));
Transport (Auto and Highway, Public);
Objects/Street Furniture (Public Art (Murals, Sculpture, Fountains), Vernacular
Objects);
Urban Nature (Created Nature, Plants and Animals).
Its purpose is two-fold. First, it must depict examples of all of the taken for
granted categories of structures and objects common to the city as elemental
components of the city as a visual format. This is vital, as these key elements
serve as the foundation for later series, in which they are clustered across spacetime to yield a broader understanding of the city as a visual form. Second, it must
challenge the viewer as to how we know what we know about these
elements how do we know one from the other simply by its appearance? How
does that knowledge guide our interpretation of the situation?

2.

Elementary Syntax and Inflection of the City
This series builds upon the last. Instead of depicting key elements of vocabulary
in isolation, visual media in this chapter will depict basic concepts of city syntax
and inflection. It will do so by concentrating on two types of data/content scapes
and peopled scenes:
Scapes (Skylines, Open Space (Parks and Gardens, Cemeteries,
Beaches/Waterfront, Plazas), Streetscapes and Intersections, Sidewalks,
Construction and Demolition (changes to the scape));
People (At Work, Crowds, Groups, Events, Recreation and Leisure)
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3.

Grammar of Neighborhoods
With the key elements of vocabulary, syntax and inflection laid out in the previous
two series, this series focuses on individual neighborhoods. It will consist of
arrangements of visual media that document the typical layout of neighborhoods
within the city the geometric organization of commercial, industrial, and residential
areas in relation to one another and how they are connected (or not connected).
Here the organizing idea is that of chaos theory patterns within patterns. This
series will marshal the visual evidence required to support a theory of a dominant
organizational/geometric pattern (or handful of patterns) according to which
neighborhoods are experienced by their inhabitants. The series will likely be
organized so that individual neighborhoods may be compared to one another via
maps/diagrams.

4.

Grammar of Space
Having explored the grammar of individual neighborhoods in the prior series, this
series seeks to expand the notion of Visual Logic across spaces within the city.
Accordingly, arrangements of visual media from the cross-cutting category will be
used to compare/contrast neighborhoods across the city as well as the corridors
and arteries of the city and how they connect (or don t) individual neighborhoods
and city regions.
The purpose of this series is not only to make hard comparisons regarding the
grammar of space across the city (and its implication for operationalization of
perspective by inhabitants), but to offer evidence as to the visual nature of
psychic phenomena (institutions of the political, economic, and normative orders)
that will then be referred to in Series 6.

5.

Grammar of Time
As Series 4 did for space, this series seeks to examine the visual logic of time.
Accordingly, it will consist of arrangements of visual media from the time
category, utilizing all three elements (time of day, seasonal, longitudinal) to
document rhythm and tempo as important element of city format. The series will
likely focus on the time-of-day aspect as the most important (in the sense that it
will be the most different from the other formats). One key distinction moving
along urban-wild continuum is decreasing tempo. Thus, this series in the city
should help to prepare for later time-oriented series, in which both rhythm and
tempo of city format may be compared to others.

6.

Visual Nature of Psychic Phenomena
This series will use arrangements of visual media (some of which will be derived
from Series 4, others of which will be located in the Essays and Albums Plan) that
are capable of depicting the visual nature of social institutions of depicting the
overall visual nature of the economic, political and normative orders. Selections
that highlight macro scale economic arrangements, the political nature of social
life, and the norms and values of The City. These must be capable of offering
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comparisons to later series, which will have similar sub-plans they should make
possible the comparison/contrast of economic, political and normative
arrangements/rules across the formats. Possibilities include:
Forms (Sociability, Geometric, Organizational) that cut across orders and
institutions. (Depictions of people and media may aid in the depiction of
sociability, media, vernacular objects and building detail may aid in the
depiction of organizational forms, and it is likely that geometric forms will
have been dealt with to a certain extent in Series 3 on neighborhoods)
Institutions (Of the: Economic Order, Political Order, Normative Order, Identity
Order.) (Will likely utilize visual media arrangements that include scapes,
building fronts, media and vernacular objects.)
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Project Plans
for

Visual Sociology
(An Agenda for Basic Research through Photography)
C.G. Surratt, Ph.D.
(6/17/05)
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Background

This document is an expansion and refinement of the original Picturing Chicago Project
Plan from August, 2001, and reflects an enhanced conceptual framework. In fact, it
represents the latest in the entire evolution of this project since that beginning plan,
including the other appendices above. Specifically it includes a more sophisticated
understanding of the nature and significance of place as the foundational concept, as
well as the interconnections among numerous other key concepts. It also includes a
correspondingly more sophisticated set of project objectives and methodologies that
reflect this enhanced framework.
As with the original photographic project, the central question around which this project
revolves remains: Can one see the social order and, if so, what does the social order
look like? The hypothesis is that people apprehend the social world visually (social order
is visual and thus visible), as well as, and in a separate framework than they do
linguistically. (Recently developing theories argue that social worlds groups of people
bound together by shared norms and practices are simultaneously reflected in and
shaped by visual conventions and that new visual conventions (forms) are emerging.)
Vision is its own language, its own system of knowledge; it is not translatable to the
linguistic framework without significant loss of meaning, and that because visual input is
vital to apprehending the social order, it is equally vital as output . This project intends to
explore/uncover the visual frameworks we use to render reality intelligible. Visual
intelligibility of the social order; visual apprehension of the rules. The visual rules
themselves. A visual articulation of the visual order. It is an argument for the
significance of the visual in understanding how order is possible, how it is constructed,
maintained, altered, interpreted. Visual social construction (Berger and Luckman); visual
structuration (Giddens).
In the original framework for Picturing Chicago, my objective was to explore forms of
place (city, town, rural) as visual forms as frameworks that are apprehended and
interpreted first and foremost via the eye. It took place as a concrete given . It took
place as the ultimate subject. Within this framework was the ill-defined notion that more
abstract social phenomena social institutions and forms that together constitute what
we call culture were somehow in the mix, yet in some way external to or beyond the
visual exploration of place. But the very process of executing on that design, taking
photographs, building a database, analyzing and reflecting on the pictures, has led me to
understand the error in judgment implicit in this design. The social concept of place is
not the ultimate subject, nor is it separate from the other concepts of interest; rather, it is
the stew in which they exist. And for this reason, it is even more vital to a visual analysis
of the social order than I had previously thought.
Place, as Mumford noted, is best understood as a specific re/ordering of space and time.
It is the intersection of space and time arranged in a particular style or configuration.
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Sociologically speaking, these two elements, space and time, are of primary significance
to the social order for one simple reason; they are the locus of everyday life, the locus of
meaning, and (as Einstein noted) the core modes by which we think. Space and time
combine to create the very conditions in which we live, physically and psychically. In the
sociological sense then, place (the spatial-temporal intersection in which all interaction
exists) is all there is.
Updated Theoretical Framework
As such, place (for purposes of this project) can be thought of in three interrelated ways:
as a specific, concrete place (one located on a map, one understood as an ecology, a
mythology, a theater, a self; one that connotes intangibles such as home, community,
and so forth); as a general form of place (a system of interlocking visual vocabularies
articulated via syntax (space) and inflection (time) (see the conceptual framework
below)); and as the locus, nexus, and embodiment of what Hertzler called psychic
phenomena (social forms, institutions, and so forth that togther make up what we
understand as culture) or what Foucault referred to as a regime of truth (an archive of
the rules of knowledge). Place is a record of the attitude of a people toward life. It is a
reorganization of space and time that embodies all elements of non-material culture
(values and belief systems). It is a record of attitude, or perspective (non-material
culture) via visual grammar the visual vocabulary articulated by a people in relation to
spatial-temporal modes of thought (syntax, inflection). As such, place is simultaneously
concrete, lived, felt; yet also the embodiment of the abstract . It is the intersection of
psychic phenomena and their physical extensions (Hertzler). Place itself is the
demonstration that attempts to separate the concrete from the abstract are futile
because no such logical distinction between these two exist. It is a demonstration that
where duality should reign, a false dualism presides. A dualism created by thought
processes enmeshed in the language of writing, rather than the language of vision, of
pictures.
It was my contention from the outset that place was apprehended first and foremost
through the language of vision. And, because of its status as the nexus of material and
non-material culture, so, too, are all of the respective social rules and concepts. That is,
all of social life is apprehended through the language of vision. Because of this, any
research into the nature and meaning of place (in every sense) must also be
accomplished through visuals. Visuals that are simultaneously the data themselves and
the findings . I remain committed to this argument. And, as such, this project will rely on
visual depictions of the arts to articulate a visual theory of the social order.
The original project design, in its quest to explore Chicago as a form, also targeted two
other goals. This expansion of the project continues on that road. The first was to move
the use of visual sociology beyond the case study. Beyond the idea of an accessory tool
to provide evidence of . . . toward a truly visual sociology: one that articulates the visual
nature of the social order. A visual articulation of order. A visual theory. One that does
not distinguish between micro and macro , or concrete and abstract . The second was
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to move beyond the related verbal-visual dualism , in which words are said to do the
analyzing, while the picture is the object of that analysis. This dualism is quite obviously
present within sociology, and is used as a rationale for excluding the visual from the vast
majority of sociological research into every topic. And when the visual is used in
sociology, as in Goffman s Gender Advertisements, critics challenge the validity of the
method by arguing that the visuals do not tell us anything real about the subject, but
only about how the viewers of the research go about using what Garfinkel (1967) called
the documentary method of interpretation in which they make sense of things in a twotiered process. The upper tier consists of surface particulars, the lower tier consists of
the presumed underlying structure or pattern indexed and developed by surface
particulars. This dualism, though perhaps expected in a social science, is equally
present in certain quarters of the field of photography:
. . . great photographic essays are dependent on words to amplify the
photographs, to interpret photographic ambiguities, to form a journalistic
whole, where words and pictures are perfectly matched . . . Pictures
aren t best at conveying information, but mood and feel or look . . . the story
is going to be told by words . . . photography is no good at revealing
structures and underlying situations .
These assertions assume that there are levels of reality that there is the surface and
then there is something deeper . Yet no one has ever offered proof, sociologically or
photographically, that there is any such thing as levels . I agree with Prosser when he
states that the focus in visual sociology has been on ideal types and cultural practices
because and only because it has been assumed that social organization (macro level
structure) is not visual and thus not visible. I argue that it is visual, and thus visible and
thus depict-able through pictures. In fact, the entire premise of this project is that one
can see the social order. As Lisette Model argues, and I agree:
People say that one has to uncover something, discover something,
hidden things which are under the surface. I don t believe that there is
anything that is under the surface. Because everything is on the surface.
And it is exactly to discover all the surface that is here, everywhere.
(Livingston, Jane. The New York School Photographs: 1936-1963, p. 330)
Ultimately, I am after the following: How reality, the social order, is constituted and
interpreted visually, with the locus of this activity being at the intersection of space and
time that we call place. It is not place per se that I am after, but place as an amalgam
of space and time, as the nexus for meaning and order, either as its self , as a general
form or as the embodiment of culture. This document serves as an outline of how these
questions are to be understood, addressed and answered. It is a program for exploring
space/time as a visual experience through visual media (rather than linguistic media). As
such, it offers an articulation of the theoretical framework that guides this project (in
contrast to traditional frameworks for space/time and visual studies) which draws from
the field of sociology, but which is supplemented by exploration across multiple
disciplines photography, art, other social and physical sciences an outline of the
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methodology to be employed, and an agenda for achieving these goals in the form of a
list of general series of sub-projects to be executed. (Note: those who are interested are
referred to the Picturing Chicago Project Plan for a synopsis of traditional views
on/strategies of visual sociology/anthropology/culture and to Chapter Two of The
Internet and Social Change for a synopsis of traditional means of understanding and
exploring space/time in order to better understand how and why this approach differs
from those.)
(A note on words v. pictures: I am well aware that picture taking/making is itself a code
practice, and as such, is ultimately incapable of separating data collection from analysis,
from findings (using codes to decode codes, as it were). But, pictures are absolutely no
different from words in this regard. Letters, words, sentences all are segments of the
abstract codification system of spoken/written language. W ords are not magically
immune from these claims to bias. Thus, I dismiss at the outset the contention that
pictures are somehow less real , more biased , less scientific than codification of ideas
and information via letters made into words and sentences. In this regard, I am as far
removed (from bias) as one can be. Foucault studied word codes discourse and written
text, but then used words to convey his findings; he used words (spoken, written) to
explain words. I am doing no less with pictures. I study visual codes and then use
visuals to convey findings. I use visuals to explain visuals. There is no way out of using
codes, and the only ridiculous thing would be to use words to explain that which is
inherently visual. Vision is its own code, its own language, not translatable/reducible to
linguistic/cognitive/semantic models.)
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Art and Conceptions of Place
C.G. Surratt
(10/10/05)
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The goal of this brief document is to account for how the newly revised project plan came
to revolve around a new research question, include a greatly expanded theoretical
framework and incorporate multiple methodologies. See the project plan at the top of this
document for all of the details.
During the course of the first five years of this project, I came to recognize its limitations
in theoretical scope and methodological strategy for two reasons. First was the simple
act of data collection; spending five years actually taking my own photographs, analyzing
those pictures and getting a lot of good feedback from visitors to the website that houses
them made me realize that the theoretical focus of the project was too narrow, its
assumptions too limiting. The second was the act of enlarging my study of the visual arts
these last three years beyond photography to encompass the history of painting over the
last 200 years. This additional research lead me to the same realization; my original
framework and strategy were too small. From these experiences, I recognized that the
real research question is not what does the social order look like , but what is place . It s
an elementary question and probably for this reason is simultaneously taken-for-granted
and very difficult to research and answer. But doing my own research and studying the
visual arts in greater depth lead me to recognize that I needed a more well rounded
approach to this study. I began to concentrate on this idea of place what others have
had to say about it generally in the various fields of the humanities, liberal arts, and social
sciences beyond sociology, and specifically what artists and art movements of the past
have had to say about it.
Typically, place as a subject matter only materializes in art during periods of perceived
large social changes. During these times for example the rise of industrialization when
the German Expressionists and American Urban Realists were at the height of their
powers place is given careful examination in pictures as it holds a mirror up to these
changes in underlying social structure and allows us to see them more clearly. At other
times, place is invisible in art; it is not considered worthy subject matter. Regardless,
when place does appear in pictures, it appears not via a framework of cool, analytic
objectivity (as it does in general in the social sciences), but via the framework of lived
experience. In art, place is not an abstraction. It is a visceral, guttural realm. At times,
for example during the height of Impressionism, this visceral response is warm, loving,
romantic. At other times, the response the depiction of place is one of horror and
revulsion. Regardless of where the pictures fall on this emotional continuum, they are
emotional in approach and framework nonetheless: they do not analyze, they express.
It is this large aspect of the meaning of place that was missing from my original project
plan (2001), the expanded space-place plan (2004) and all included addendums. The
newly revised plan (2005) incorporates this learning in changes to the research question,
conceptual framework and methods. It takes place as the ultimate question, and adds
to the two original and more abstract sociological possibilities for meaning (place as form
and place as embodiment of psychic phenomena) the idea of place as specific place .
Place in the lived sense as home, theater, identity, and so forth. It expands the
framework to encompass the entire abstract/analytical < > subjective/emotional
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continuum. These possibilities are not contradictory to one another, but instead are fully
integrated and dependent on one another. Each helps us make sense of the others.
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Conceptions of Place:
Explorations Through Photography
C. G. Surratt, Ph.D.
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Overview and Background
Overview
As the appendices at the end of this document show, this is a project that has, in its
roughly five years of existence, gone through numerous iterations cycles of thought,
analysis and reflection--and revisions. Though the road has been bumpy, I believe that
overall, this somewhat meandering course has been good for the project because it has
expanded its scope, meaning and ultimate value well beyond that which was originally
imagined and conceived. It has evolved from a project based almost solely on
sociological theory to one balanced more equally between sociology, history and art.
From one grounded purely in theory and analysis to one that blends with these strategies
of knowledge those of visceral feeling and lived experience. It has moved beyond pure
documentary photography to more creative formulations toward what Evans referred to
as lyric documentary (document v. documentary style). It has expanded as well beyond
the confines of Chicago to other locations around the country and across the world;
beyond the big city to small town, and rural landscape. Perhaps most importantly, it has
evolved from a project with somewhat static research questions mired in an isolated
disciplinary framework to a far more expansive (if harder to answer) type of question that
brings to the table numerous frameworks for thinking, analyzing and knowing. The
sections that follow outline the background of this project as it has continued to evolve;
its current conceptual framework, design and objectives, scope, and methodology; and
the various influences that have come to play a role in its development. Those interested
in such matters may refer to the appendices, in their original forms and their original
chronology, for a more detailed understanding of how this project has grown and
changed over time.

Background
This project has evolved markedly over the last five-plus years. Most fundamentally,
there has been a change in the essential research question that it seeks to answer.
Relatedly, the conceptual framework, project objectives, scope of work, methods
employed and body of influences have evolved as well. All of this has happened during
and because of the process of executing the original project strategy.
The original project plan took as its central research questions: Can one see the social
order and, if so, what does the social order look like? Can space/place be understood as
visual form? If so, what are the appropriate strategies of data collection, analysis and
reporting of findings? Do these strategies of data collection, interpretation and
reporting strategies of visual media lead to multiple (alternative or conflicting)
understandings of space/place as visual form? The hypothesis was that people
apprehend the social world visually (this does NOT translate to literal vision), as well as
and in a separate framework than they do linguistically. (Recently developing theories
argue that social worlds groups of people bound together by shared norms and
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practices are simultaneously reflected in and shaped by visual conventions and that
new visual conventions (forms) are emerging.) That vision is its own language, its own
system of knowledge; it is not translatable to the linguistic framework without significant
loss of meaning, and that because visual input is vital to apprehending the social order,
it is equally vital as output . The project intended to explore/uncover the visual
frameworks we use to render reality intelligible. Visual intelligibility of the social order;
visual apprehension of the rules. The visual rules themselves. It was an argument for the
significance of the visual in understanding how order is possible, how it is constructed,
maintained, altered, interpreted. Visual social construction (Berger and Luckman); visual
structuration (Giddens). This basic argument still holds.
In attempting to answer such questions, the project took as its method the longitudinal,
documentary photographic case study; as its scope the confines of the city of Chicago;
as its objective the pure and thorough record; and as its framework the notion of social
forms from an interactionist perspective. And while this was a very good start and much
of the most basic aspects of this original plan still holds true, it has also mutated and
expanded significantly. As mentioned above, the most significant change has been in
the nature of the basic research question the project seeks to explore. As will be
discussed in detail in the section below on Conceptual Framework, the question has
become even more elementary than it originally was it has shifted from assuming place
as a given and asking what the social order looks like in one representative place to
asking what is place to begin with?
This change came about in the act of project execution. It became clear as I continued
to collect and analyze data (take and study my own pictures), and as I began a full study
the history and traditions of all of the visual arts (beyond photography, which was the
knowledge base I was confined to when this project began) and reflected on all of this in
combination that my original research questions took too much for granted. What also
became clear was that confining the scope and methods to Chicago and pure
documentary photography respectively would also render the questions unanswerable.
The question demanded that the project branch out geographically, methodologically and
theoretically. The details of the thinking behind such changes is addressed in detail in
the sections that follow.

Framework and Objectives
Conceptual Framework
When this project began, its conceptual framework (unlike most standard research into
the nature of space and place) was based purely in the sociological theory of Georg
Simmel and Robert P. Snow. In a nutshell, Simmel argued that sociology is not a theory
(or body of theory) but a methodology. This methodology consists of the documentation
and analysis of the geometry or grammar of social life of the social order. The key
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element of this geometry or grammar is forms. Thus, sociology is the methodology of
form analysis.
A form is not structure but a framework within which social interaction occurs and
through which reality is rendered intelligible. They may be forms of sociation
(intimacy/distance, exchange, cooperation/conflict, sociability (play) or domination
(super/sub-ordination)), geometric forms (dyad, triad, small group, large group), or
forms of organization (crowd, network, market, hierarchy). To this list I added
knowledge forms. I submitted that vision is one such form of knowledge, equal to that of
language. That is, as Simmel also noted in his sociology of the senses , the eye is a
sociological organ with its own strategy of data collection and interpretation and that this
strategy is the equal of language. Vision, as a system of knowledge, interprets the world
as a complex of visual forms those frameworks that are understood or grasped first and
foremost through the visual sense. Consequently, the arena of visual sociology consists
of the documentation and analysis of the visual forms of social order, of the visual
apprehension of these forms, of the visual nature of reality. Visual sociology asks and
answers the question, what does the social order look like? in order to contribute to the
answer of the ultimate sociological question, how is social order possible? . It
establishes the role of the visual in the apprehension of the complete geometry/grammar
of social life, and documents/interprets that role on both the level of everyday life and,
subsequently, on the level of macro-sociological structure.
But what is meant by the geometry, or grammar, of forms? For this, we turn to the work
of Snow, who argues that, as frameworks for interaction, forms operate according to a
particular logic in much the same way as language does. That is, forms are a logic
constituted by and constitutive of the grammar and perspective of social life. Grammar
consists of syntax (the organization and scheduling of content/information/activity) +
inflection (the rhythm and tempo of content/information/activity) + vocabulary. In an
abstract sense, these terms are defined as follows:
Syntax: orderly or systematic arrangement of elements that elicits/dictates their
relationship to one another and the overall structure of the whole
Inflection: rhythm and tempo of the overall structure and changes/variations
therein. A change in form that indicates changes in relationships among
elements. Tempo: rate of speed/activity. Rhythm: flow/movement characterized
by regular recurrence of patterns
Vocabulary: words used by particular person, profession, class, organization, etc.
It can be argued that everyday life and macro-level structure have visualizable
(visible) vocabularies.
Perspective: outlook. (Note: This term has a dual meaning here. In one way, the
notion of perspective relates to sociological/photographical influences on the
project, discussed in a later section. In another way, perspective refers to the
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world of literature to the ideas of voice, psychic distance and the like. Again, see
later sections)
For purposes of this project, these terms were applied not to language systems, but to
the logic of everyday life and to the logic of the overarching social order. Taken together,
Simmel s and Snow s concepts of form, logic and grammar offered a framework within
which I planned to utilize still photography to connect the sociology of everyday life to the
social order on a macro-level of institutional and formal arrangements.
After working on the project for some time, I recognized that I needed more structure
connecting my method of documentary photography my actual data set--with the project
goals. I added the following:
Form analysis and the accompanying theoretical constructs of grammar and perspective
relate to space-place as a visual form by analogy: what is generally understood in socialscientific circles as the urban-rural continuum is, in fact, a series of forms (in Weber s
ideal types sense) of space/place:

City <----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->The
Wild
Suburb
Town
Rural
Created Nature

These forms may be divided into 2 broad categories built space/place (City, Suburb,
Town and Rural) and natural space/place (Created Nature and The Wild). Both are
socially/culturally constructed, and these resulting constructions are based first and
foremost on the visual information that each type (and its included sub-types) presents to
its viewers (for discussion and classification via language). It should also be noted that
each form may include multiple formats. For example, the city as a form may include as
visually disparate places as New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Each of these
visually and psychically constitutes a city within the form of the city . The same principle
applies to suburbs, towns, rural areas and natural areas. One goal of this project is to
illuminate these differences within form and similarities across them and vice versa.)
Along this continuum, these forms of space/place consist of visual vocabularies,
arranged in typical ways (syntax and inflection vary by form) to yield perspective as
follows:
Visual Vocabulary (elementary building blocks of visual form the content categories of
material culture outlined originally in the Picturing Chicago photo project):
Building Fronts and Profiles (Commercial (Theaters, Storefronts,
Eating/Bars/Clubs, Make-Shift Portable, Hotels/Motels, Corporate),
Industrial, Residential, Churches, Government/Public/ Education);
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Building Detail (Window/Front Stage, Architectural Detail, Interiors, Backstage);
Media (Personal (Fashion, Body Art); Signage (Vernacular, Billboards and 3D,
Painted on Buildings));
Transport (Auto and Highway, Public);
Objects/Street Furniture (Public Art (Murals, Sculpture, Fountains), Vernacular
Objects);
Visual Syntax and Inflection (the ways in which these elements of vocabulary are
arranged across space-time syntax containing elements of space AND time, and
inflection being a time-only element):
Scapes (Skylines, Open Space (Parks and Gardens, Cemeteries,
Beaches/Waterfront, Plazas), Streetscapes and Intersections, Sidewalks,
Construction and Demolition (scape changes)
People (At Work, Crowds, Groups, Events, Recreation and Leisure)
Taken together, these elements of grammar may combine to yield perspective. (That is,
visual logic as a knowledge form has implications for other knowledge forms (political
ideology, religion, science and media) as well as for organizational, geometric and
sociational forms. One point to note is that the Big Three in the history of
sociology Marx, Durkheim and Weber argued that after the medieval city, forms of
space/place became homogeneous with regard to perspective at least in the macro
sense of all forms subscribing to the dominant themes of industrial capitalism. If this is
the case, then one must find another way to account for the decidedly different psychic
experience derived through participation in each form. If it isn t macro psychic
phenomena, it must be something micro psychic. Even this must be derived from the
physical experience of place. Visual experience. What must be understood is that, like
language, vision is a form of knowledge that guides content not all possible definitions of
the situation are possible in a specific language. The same is true for culturally
constructed vision there are visual rules that guide the definition of the situation, the self
and the generalized other in the same manner as language. And while it is an objective
of this project to uncover the role of vision in perspective, this project is not about the socalled consequences of different forms (and included formats) of space/place. I am
interested only in exploration. This is to be understood as basic research , the mission of
which is discovery: finding out through observation what exists in the world.)
(Note: Implicit in the theoretical framework for this project are Durkheim s ideas on
dynamic, material and moral density (as they relate to the community society dualism);
Weber s notion of ideal types as applied to space/place; Schutz s typifications and
recipes; portions of the Chicago School approach to urban studies; elements of Becker s
ideas regarding visual sociology; and the general symbolic interactionist tradition of social
construction. In incorporating the interactionist tradition, this project seeks to overcome
its long history of ignoring the rules of form (linguistic and visual) that guide content and
thus definition of the situation, the self and the generalized other) and the importance of
vision as a system of knowledge equal to that of language.)
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While this modified framework is still viable, and took into account the need to expand
the project beyond Chicago and beyond limited theoretical grounds, I now recognize two
continuing interrelated problems inherent in it. First, it takes place as a given, as a
physical position on the map with distinct boundaries and attributes. Instead of asking
what place is, it assumes a base definition and works from there. Second, its conception
of place is still limited to a highly abstract, detached, scientific perspective. W hile on
some level it recognizes places as distinct entities , its focus is purely on the nature of
place as representation of a form. Though this was most definitely by design, I now
recognize that these parameters and unasked questions are detrimental to the value and
meaning of the project. My questions and assumptions needed to become more basic,
more fundamental. And so, I developed the following complementary argument-- a more
sophisticated understanding of the nature and significance of place as the foundational
concept, as well as the interconnections among numerous other key concepts. This in
an attempt to move the project beyond highly abstract theory to encompass all other
possible realms of discovery and explanation for what had become my new research
question: WHAT IS PLACE?
In the original framework for Picturing Chicago, my objective was to explore forms of
place (city, town, rural) as visual forms as frameworks that are apprehended and
interpreted first and foremost via the eye. It took place as a concrete given . It took
place as the ultimate subject. Within this framework was the ill-defined notion that more
abstract social phenomena social institutions and forms that together constitute what
we call culture were somehow in the mix, yet in some way external to or beyond the
visual exploration of place. But the very process of executing on that design, taking
photographs, building a database, analyzing and reflecting on the pictures, has led me to
understand the error in judgment implicit in this design. The social concept of place is
not a taken for granted entity, nor is it separate from the other concepts of interest;
rather, it is the stew in which they exist. And for this reason, it is even more vital to a
visual analysis of the social order than I had previously thought.
Place, as Mumford noted, is best understood as a specific re/ordering of space and time.
It is the intersection of space and time arranged in a particular style or configuration.
Sociologically speaking, these two elements, space and time, are of primary significance
to the social order for one simple reason; they are the locus of everyday life, the locus of
meaning, and (as Einstein noted) the core modes by which we think. Space and time
combine to create the very conditions in which we live, physically and psychically. In the
sociological sense then, place (the spatial-temporal intersection in which all interaction
exists) is all there is.
As such, place (for purposes of this project) can be thought of in three interrelated ways:
as a specific, concrete place (one located on a map, one understood as an ecology, a
mythology, a theater, a self, an embodiment of past, present and future that combine to
yield a life course and therefore life itself; one that connotes intangibles such as home,
community, and so forth); as a general form of place (a system of interlocking visual
vocabularies articulated via syntax (space) and inflection (time) (see the conceptual
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framework below)); and as the locus, nexus, and embodiment of what Hertzler called
psychic phenomena (the locus of meaning, order, values, and beliefs manifest in a
configuration of material cultural forms) or what Foucault referred to as a regime of truth
(an archive of the rules of knowledge). Place is a record of the attitude of a people
toward life. It is a reorganization of space and time that embodies all elements of nonmaterial culture (values and belief systems). It is a record of attitude, or perspective
(non-material culture) via visual grammar the visual vocabulary articulated by a people in
relation to spatial-temporal modes of thought (syntax, inflection). As such, place is
simultaneously concrete, lived, felt; yet also the embodiment of the abstract . It is the
intersection of psychic phenomena and their physical extensions (Hertzler). It is
simultaneously understood through objective analysis and subjective experience. Place
itself is the demonstration that attempts to separate the concrete from the abstract are
futile because no such logical distinction between these two exist. It is a demonstration
that where duality should reign, a false dualism presides. A dualism created by thought
processes enmeshed in the language of writing, rather than the language of vision, of
pictures.
And because place can be understood from so many different frameworks, because its
meaning can vary so easily depending upon whether the viewpoint is first person or third,
and because, despite these possibilities there seems to be a certain degree of order and
stability in and over time (there are most definitely forms of place, and individual places
most definitely retain some core of their being despite unending change), this project
demands a conceptual framework and methodological plan that is flexible enough to
account for both stability and change, objective and subjective. As such, this new plan
marries the flexibility and exploratory power of art theory and philosophy with that of the
more structured sociological approach of the past. Within the framework of this project,
creative movements in the world of art, also referred to here as isms , are to be
understood as strategies of using artistic grammars (vocabulary, syntax and
inflection see above) to alter content in such a way that something new may be said
about it. As attempts at offering a new perspective or new understanding of perspective,
its role and significance for our understanding of social reality. As such, this project has
been influenced philosophically and methodologically by many movements within the
history of art.
As a logic, the notion of visual forms of place, with the component elements of
vocabulary, syntax, inflection and perspective, parallel similar notions within the realm of
visual media. That is, each visual medium (photography, film, works on paper, painting,
sculpture, installation, mixed media and so forth) may also be understood as a form (a
framework through which reality is rendered intelligible). Taken together, generally
speaking, they share a common grammar: vocabulary being equal to line, shape/form,
iconography, texture, and color, (possibly others); syntax and inflection equaling frame,
composition (a broad term that includes patterning, perspective and the like), and scale.
For example, in the photographic medium, vocabulary includes color or black and white
film, type of lens, and so forth; syntax and inflection include the choice of content how it
is framed in the viewfinder and cropped in the darkroom, angle of view, etc. Likewise, a
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photo essay would also include sequencing and sizing of photographs, repetition of motif,
means of display, possibilities of surrounding wording, and so forth.
While this project began with a focus on pure documentary photography (as the outline
of grammar above indicates) and its marriage only to the concept of place as form, it
cannot end there. It must expand into other visual arts strategies and philosophies
across a range of artistic perspectives if it is to even approach the research question. To
do otherwise is to stick hopelessly with a single, partial framework.
Ultimately, I am after the following: How reality, the social order, is constituted and
interpreted visually, with the locus of this activity being at the intersection of space and
time that we call place. In order to get there, it is necessary to uncover first what place
is, in all its possible meanings. And this new question what is place along with this
newly expansion range of possibilities for answers (beyond the sterile focus on place as
form) greatly enlarges to value of this project. It gives us an entire world of possibilities
for answering this question and of getting answers far superior to those obtained through
standardized intellectual/scholarly forays into the realm of place.
(A note on words v. pictures: I am well aware that picture taking/making is itself a code
practice, and as such, is ultimately incapable of separating data collection from analysis,
from findings (using codes to decode codes, as it were). But, pictures are absolutely no
different from words in this regard. Letters, words, sentences all are segments of the
abstract codification system of spoken/written language. W ords are not magically
immune from these claims to bias. Thus, I dismiss at the outset the contention that
pictures are somehow less real , more biased , less scientific than codification of ideas
and information via letters made into words and sentences. In this regard, I am as far
removed (from bias) as one can be. Foucault studied word codes discourse and written
text, but then used words to convey his findings; he used words (spoken, written) to
explain words. I am doing no less with pictures. I study visual codes and then use
visuals to convey findings. I use visuals to explain visuals. There is no way out of using
codes, and the only ridiculous thing would be to use words to explain that which is
inherently visual. Vision is its own code, its own language, not translatable/reducible to
linguistic/cognitive/semantic models.)

Project Objectives
As stated above, this project has evolved from one that asks What does the social order
look like? to one that asks What is place? A more fundamental and expansive way of
investigating the nature of the social order on a macro scale, the nature of everyday life,
and ties between the two. One that recognizes that there are many viable ways of
knowing beyond pure abstraction, pure theory.
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On the most basic level, I submit that striving toward answering this question, with this
framework and methodology in mind, serves two goals. First, it contributes to the body of
knowledge. Second, it contributes to society overall. As for contributing to the
sociological body of knowledge, my goal is to work across disciplines, across
frameworks, and across styles to optimize the chances for true scholarship. I define true
scholarship as that exploratory, ground breaking, cliff jumping effort that leads toward
discovery. What comes after that is generally academia a stifled, rote, puny, singleanswer, petty and repetitive exercise in niche-building and side-taking that pales by
comparison and serves largely to shrink the world around us. Sociology (probably not
alone in this) is notorious in this regard.
And beyond the sociological body of knowledge, I would add the art/humanistic body of
knowledge. There have been moments in the history of art, as there have been in the
history of any human undertaking, when true scholarship emerged. When path breaking
work was done. When all that seemed true in the past was blown to smithereens, let the
chips fall where they may. But much of what comes after is academic art in the worst
sense. Art bent on nothing more than puny self expression , untutored opinion and
commentary. Created by those schooled in all of the various techniques of making art ,
(as if real art were about the mastery of technique) but not in the realms of human
conduct about which they so vociferously protest. This project aims to make pictures
about something more than that. It aims to prove that the visual can serve larger
purposes than self expression. It aims to show that it can be used to explore, not
declare. This project is not about the development of a special style through which to
depict the world and declare truth. Nor does it even claim that any of the pictures of
which it consists are art; this project has never, nor does it now, claim to be art . It is
about using a range of art theory/philosophy and style to explore the world around us to
explore place in all of its possible truths. In these ways, it hopes to contribute not only to
the body of knowledge, but to society overall, by simultaneously creating a living visual
history of a culture in motion and a space accessible to everyone for the private
contemplation of the nature and meaning of place, in all of its possibilities.
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Scope, Methodology and Influences
Scope of Work
Always considered a longitudinal project designed to span a significant amount of time (in
the same way Abbott s study of New York, Gilpin s study of the Navajo territory and
Atget s study of Paris did), the scope has nevertheless expanded in three other important
ways geographically, methodologically and philosophically. Where this project was
originally confined to the city of Chicago, it gradually began to expand around the
Midwest and now targets the entire United States and any other countries around the
world to which I can manage to travel over time. Methodologically, it has expanded
beyond the pure documentary to a more expansive documentary style. For details on
this see the section below on methods. Finally, philosophically the project has expanded
in terms of the number and fundamental essences of the basic theoretical frameworks
from which it is willing and able to operate. Where it once was only an abstract
sociological examination of place as a social form, it has now broadened beyond the idea
of forms to encompass other possible meanings of place place as identity, as home, as
spiritual world, as embodiment of cultural values and beliefs and so forth--and the many
means of knowing them psychologically, analytically, spiritually, physically, emotionally.

Methodology
In the beginning, this project was informed by numerous social scientific strategies;
inventories and censuses, participant observation, strict observation, observation survey
and assorted unobtrusive measures (content analysis, historical/comparative analysis,
secondary data analysis, etc.). It still is. The only difference and it is a large one is the
explosion of the arbitrary distinction between data collection and data analysis. In this
project, the two are one and the same. This reflects a new realization that, in order to
answer the true research question, one must use a variety of strategies of data
manipulation . That is, it cannot be approached via the comprehensive, straight
database of raw visual material described above. It must move beyond straight
reporting of pure documentary photography because, while the raw database assists in
achieving the goals of this project, it simply is not enough. I assumed in the beginning
that pure documentary was the only way to capture the truth as it related to the research
question. Now, having conducted five years of research, I recognize that this is wrong
for two reasons. First, as we all know, there is no single meaning. No single answer to
the question. Not even when the question is scientifically constructed and therefore
seems that it should have a single answer. Second, what is labeled as pure
documentary in the annals of photography is, for the most part, every bit as
manipulative of so-called external reality as any other strategy or style that the medium
has to offer. All styles and strategies have something to say about reality, meaning. And
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this is true because they all manipulate meaning in some way (the use of the term
manipulate is of course erroneous because it implies a single reality). Pure
documentary is a necessary beginning to be sure. But it is not a sufficient strategy,
largely because the camera used only in this way creates raw data that captures but a
fraction of the meaning of place. It suffers the same problem as academic realism in
painting; it denies what the eye knows to be true.
Impressionists discovered that light was both a continuous and dynamic phenomenon. It
penetrates everything and as it changes, so do the forms through which it passes.
Forms are not static and eternal they change as light changes. As the Cubists later
stated, objects do not have one absolute form, but many as many forms as there are
planes in the domain of meaning. There is no one meaning of place and no single way
to capture it. For this new research question to be answered, it is necessary to move
beyond the straight documentary photography. How to proceed? How to explore the
nature and meaning of place? Through the application of assorted artistic traditions,
strategies and styles. Possibilities abound in both content and form. With the
photograph, for example, there may be variations in choice of what to photograph in the
first place, the conditions (light, weather) under which to photograph, how to frame
(viewpoint, angle, etc), cropping, serialization, and so forth. And thus in this process (as
they really are in all types of research), data collection, organization and analysis are all
one and the same.
This approach takes literally Mumford s statement, Mind takes form in the city; and in
turn, urban forms condition mind. For space, no less than time, is artfully reorganized in
cities . . . (Culture of Cities, p. 4). And with this statement in mind, the objective of this
project is to marry the logics of myriad visual philosophies as expressed through/utilized
in numerous movements or isms in the world of art (and their corresponding grammars
and perspectives) with the logics of all forms of space/place along the urban wild
continuum (and their corresponding grammars and perspectives) in order to explore the
meaning of place. To continue with the photography example: the grammar of
photography may be employed in the pursuit of any number of artistic movements. This
project began by employing it according to the tenets of documentary realism (which itself
may include/assume assorted social science methods/objectives, including but not limited
to archaeology, anthropology, social ethnography observing, participating, noting signs
and artifacts content analysis, observation survey and life history). But other possibilities
abound. The photographic medium might also be directed toward the perspectives (or
isms ) of impressionism, surrealism, symbolism, cubism, and even abstract
expressionism, to name but a few. So it is now the task of this project to combine the
idea of the documentary/documentary style with the philosophies of the visual arts in
service of the range of artistic isms in order to explore the nature and meaning of place.
This does not mean aping, or imitating the technique or style of a particular movement.
What I am interested in is not technique, but the philosophy underlying the
movement that which guides the creative process and gives rise, in only the broadest
sense, to a look that eventually becomes classified and labeled as a particular ism . I
am after the illumination of the documentary approach/style/attitude/tradition in the visual
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realm via the attitudes of others. The goal is to explore all possible perspectives on
place that materialize across the continuum to see what truths emerge, the ideal outcome
being to debunk/enhance traditional thinking on place by replacing/incorporating it with an
understanding that corresponds most directly with the manner in which place is
experienced viscerally. Visually.
Given the complexity of this project, the layered nature of its themes and organizational
structure, Web publication is an ideal presentation format. Web presentation allows for
both serial and non-serial display of photographs. In his attempt at a comprehensive
documentation of Pittsburgh, W. Eugene Smith struggled with this very issue. How to
portray complex interrelationships among themes/lines of photographs in the linear
format of a magazine or book. How to create a truthful and complete context (by
organization and display in real time/space) without appearing newsy or journalistic.
The idea being not so much Evan s photographic editing of society, but an attempt not
to edit. To get it all. Atget experienced the same dilemma with linear formats, as he
constantly re-worked his album themes in order to account for their overlaps and
juxtapositions. A Web document overcomes these problems. Hypertext links and
browse-able databases combine to allow simultaneously for seriality (in space and time)
of presentation (an inventory , a census a record of documents ) and for nonseriality the overlap and juxtaposition of space, time, patterns, themes and sociohistorical fields of investigation. Serial displays allow the visitor to click through spacetime in a linear manner, while non-serial links allow the visitor a view of the overlap and
juxtaposition of space, time, patterns, themes, and so forth.

Visual/Creative Influences
Photography
At the outset, of course, this project was concerned only with pure documentary
photography. As a result, it was (and still is) influenced most heavily by the work and
attitude of three key photographers: Atget, Abbott, and Evans. As Atget focused his
attention on Paris, this project focused on Chicago. It imitated Atget s concept of
overlapping albums in both structure and content. In so doing, however, it employed
Atget s style. It used what Walker Evans referred to as the cold, clinical eye to
objectively document album themes without regard to personal opinion or impression and
without regard to making a statement in any political sense.
From Abbott the project took an overall organizational structure, her desire to create
artistic documents and her nonscientific approach to the themes. (By nonscientific, I
mean that detailed agendas of where/what to photograph day-by-day will not be laid out
in great advance. That is, all that this use of the term nonscientific means, and thus is,
does not conflict with the claims made throughout this document that this project is
grounded, theoretically and methodologically, in the social science called sociology.)
Though her end product, Changing New York, was organized by neighborhoods or
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districts within New York City, the subject matter she documented in each area of the
city was guided by her overarching themes. This project did the same.
And from Evans the project took his self-assignment strategy from his early work. For
this work, he simply walked the streets of New York (and later other places), using the
camera as a sketch book, responding to things and photographing them intuitively. In
this body of work, Evans negated the distinctions common to discussions regarding
documentary photography v. street photography. He proved that deep is not
necessarily any more meaningful, valuable or insightful than broad , thus negating the
mandatory distinction between street and documentary photography. With his focus on
the vernacular, Evans examined larger issues such as work, tradition, death, religion,
race and community. He was interested in the deep structures of the social world and
the mental worlds in which those structures were reflected. Thus it was from Evans
tradition that this project began with content that is vernacular in nature and attempted to
formally make the leap from photos of the vernacular, of everyday life, to macro level
sociological structures.
As useful as these early frameworks were, continued work on this project forced me to
recognize that they were not going to be enough. I came to understand that I had to
incorporate more into this classical style of photography if I were to answer my newly
developing, more basic research question: what is place. I had to begin taking into
account later changes in the realm of street photography changes from depicting central
events/people to depicting groups, masses, and panoramas of crowds. From the context
laden work of Atget, Abbott and Evans to the alienation scenes of W inogrand and
Friedlander. From the straight forward, frontal, eye level view to steep angular shots.
From pictures that made great statements to those that represent little, dislocated and
fragmentary moments. These became references of interest in my newly developing
strategy in short, anything and everything in the realm of photography became of
interest. Other specific photographers of relevance (at the beginning and more so as the
project evolved) include: Henri Cartier-Bresson (for his legitimation of the invisible
camera , of taking pictures without intervention, and for his ability to create decisively
intellectual photographs, unified by the concept of the decisive moment ), Robert Frank
(for his unflinching look at culture and his argument for photography s ability to use
series of purposely open-ended pictures that cannot stand alone in order to adequately
tell/discern meaning), Laura Gilpin (for her vision/ability to stick with a longitudinal (40
year) project documenting a culture in much the same way Atget did for Paris), Helen
Levitt (for her style), Brassai (for his willingness to make visible the invisible attributes
and problems of photographers their insoluble interior conflicts, multiple selves in
conflict with one another the artist and the thinking, intellectual self , their essential
qualities of insatiable curiosity about the world, life and mankind, and an acute
awareness of form, and their unwillingness to be businessmen ), W. Eugene Smith (for
his struggle with the Pittsburgh Project); Kertesz (for his unique vision of life in the
streets); and Clergeau and Doisneau (for their continued work in the tradition of Atget
and beyond).
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Painting
Interestingly, though photography obviously evolved within the context of the art world
generally, the history of photography as a discipline is generally not given to categorizing
specific photographers or styles within movements to the degree that the history of
painting is. Rather, it tends to break down more along the lines of content what people
were photographing and in what way. For purposes of this project, I do not enter the
debate about whether photography is art , or what art even is, for that matter. This
project makes no claims to being Art with a capital A , as it seems abundantly clear that
each and every individual decides for him or her self what constitutes art , and this is as
it should be. This is a research project that aims to contribute to the body of knowledge
and thus to society all-round in some way; it has sociological, historical and cultural aims
and simply uses art practices in its methods. I break the creative influences down
between photography and painting and move on from there. And within this world of
painting, I follow standard convention and highlight sources of influence across two main
periods of (Western) art: realism and modernism.
Realism
Realism for this purpose is understood as relating to Courbet s statement, painting is an
essentially concrete art, and can only consist of the presentation of real and existing
things. The accent is on the present (in conjunction with the rise of photography, with
which this movement has always been closely associated). And to Baudelaire s essay as
well, painter should be a faceless man in the crowd; a dandy, aloof and uncommitted. . .
His subject matter should be drawn from contemporary life and fashion . . .
Realism itself is a broad category and contains numerous sub-movements . Of
particular interest here are the decidedly non-academic realist approaches of the Ashcan
School, Precisionism, Regionalism, and the cool Urban Realists.
The most important influence at the outset was the Ashcan School. Some (Lucie-Smith)
suggest that the Ashcan School got its name from the fact that its members used
ashcans as a metaphor for the grimier realities of urban life . In other words, because
they depicted everyday life realities of the working class. (Scenes that the critics called
vulgar ). Others (Piper) suggest that the name was derived, in addition to their treatment
of harsh aspects of American life (urban or rural), because they used a somber palette
to do so.
From this approach, I take the interest in everyday urban life and the use of a somber
palette in its depiction. However, I do not set out to portray the grimy or harsh or
vulgar aspects of that life. Nor am I interested in (or do I believe in) the common theme
in many urban art-scapes of social isolation, loneliness, anomie, and the like. From my
observation, urban living offers lifestyles and experiences that range the full
spectrum from posh to impoverished. My objective is not to select scenes specifically
from any point along this continuum, but to select those which I have best captured with
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my camera. Those that are both compositionally (formally, aesthetically) pleasing and
those that depict something about space/place.
As for the somber palette, it is also my experience that space/place (especially the city)
exists mainly in blacks and whites and shades of gray and brown. Thus, (and because I
am working from black and white photographs) I believe the use of what I would prefer to
call a muted palette (not somber, as this implies judgment) is accurate for the task at
hand. The city does not consist of pastels.
The objective, in general keeping with the School, therefore, is not to make a statement
one way or another; this work is decidedly anti-statement. (Here it should be noted that
Robert Henri, founder of the School, did not take these grimy themes as his own,
instead creating pictures that (like Walker Evans photographs) put an emotional distance
between himself and the subject.) And though other Ashcan artists did use those
themes, they, too, were generally anti moral in overtone. In general, then, the Ashcan
School dealt with people, typically in urban settings, and often with a lively sense of
movement . It is in this regard that I follow Henri and the Ashcan School, the goal being
to portray the life, the feel, the personality of space/place, its neighborhoods, its streets,
its buildings, its inhabitants. I am interested in the everyday life experience. I am
interested in art as an interpretation of contemporary life. As a means to organize chaos,
to offer meaning, understanding. This is yet another way to create visual artifacts that
can capture perceptions of place and life.
Regionalism also has something to say in this project. A phenomenon of the American
Midwest, Regionalism (like the Ashcan School) focuses on scenes and scapes that
portray the importance of everyday life. It explores the texture of American life, without
political or social commentary (despite the fact that it was alternatively seen by
outsiders/critics as satirical, decorative, conservative, sentimental, and so forth.) The
idea was the same as that of the Ashcan movement contemporary life. To paint what
one saw, especially if it had not previously been thought of as a subject for art. It was a
means for celebrating the region and all that it had to offer. While not necessarily
celebratory in tone, this project seeks to apply the principles of the Regionalist style to
all forms of space/place (a task that, with the exception of Hopper, from whom this
project takes careful instruction, few practitioners engaged in.)
Precisionism also brings something to this project. The art of stillness , Precisionism s
main subjects were buildings and machines settings in which the human presence is
only implied (often playing only a minor part in the composition when they are there at
all.) Because the photographic database on which this project rests includes vast
numbers of photographs that easily fall within this description, this experimental body of
work shall take this emphasis in content from Precisionism. (Note: it will also, however,
apply the movement s grammar to non-industrial content.)
Further, it takes from Precisionism (and the Ashcan School described above) the lack of
involvement with social issues of the day . Again, this work is like the photo project: anti118

statement. And, at least in the work of Sheeler, it takes from Precisionism the use of
photography. It acknowledges photographs as finished products in their own right, but
also utilizes them as sketches for experimental works in other media. Not in the sense
that Photorealists do replicating photos, but utilizing photos to derive something wholly
different in style.
As Lucie-Smith noted, Any painter whose subject matter is chiefly urban is apt to find
himself or herself characterized as a social realist. This is misleading in the case of a
number of prominent American artists of the 1930s and 1940s. Their subject was the
city. . .but what they painted was seen in a relatively neutral way, leaving the social and
moral commentaries to others. Those artists to which Lucie-Smith alludes are known as
the cool Urban Realists. Known as the Fourteenth Street Group, they rendered New
York scenes and figures in a relatively detached and dispassionate way . Hayes Miller s
paintings with consumerism as the theme and Marsh s depictions of ordinary life in New
York are prime examples. Though both dealt with scenes that included large, underlying
themes, neither sought to condemn the society they saw. That attitude is in contrast to
others in the Urban/Social Realism School, who sought to use art to make statements
about perceived problems in society. It is these cool Urban Realists that are the fourth
source of inspiration for the Realist phase of this body of work.

Modernism
Modernism is the second broad category of artistic movements relevant to this project.
For my purposes here, Modernism is to be understood as a large grouping of the most
recent (last 200 years) movements: Impressionism, Symbolism/Art Nouveau,
Expressionism/Fauvism, Cubism, Futurism, Constructivism, Dada, Surrealism, Abstract
Expressionism, Minimalism/Conceptualism, and Pop-Art , and the so-called post-modern
phenomena of pluralism.
Specific influences from this long and complex period of art are simply too numerous to
mention. My intent is to draw upon any and every resource possible to make my
exploration of the research question as thorough as possible. Having said that, however,
there area few key sources of interest.
From Impressionism (or more accurately the pre-Impressionist moment in which
individuals first started to break free of academic art) are Cezanne, Gauguin and Van
Gogh, for their role in bringing felt knowledge to the world of painting, and for rebelling
against the official truths available through art up until that time, both in terms of that
which constituted worthy subject matter and that which was deemed the appropriate
style.
From Expressionism and Fauvism, strong sources of influence are Matisse, Bonnard the
Nabis and the Blau Reiter group (along with others instrumental to German
Expressionism). All of these approaches derive from the same basic source felt
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knowledge, the intimate, the personal. They represent, as an overarching conceptual
framework, the polar opposite of that with which this project started and as such, will be
instrumental to the exploration of the new research question from this framework.
From Cubism a far more analytic approach-- the most obvious influence is Picasso. He
was a master of picking and choosing elements from the world of ideas, incorporating
them in different ways, and pushing to the limits the possibilities for depiction of a given
subject/theme. So, like Picasso s work, my project will ultimately be a dual system of
figuration and abstraction (Warncke and Walther). From Picasso, I take his
strategy/method of rational, logical, and methodical approach to the creative process. A
systematic approach of serial production, intensely pursuing individual subjects/themes.
He drew from multiple styles and trends, harmonizing various elements into wholes and
creating new styles. He imitated to create new. He combined a confrontation with social
reality with experimentation in new visual approaches. His was not a possessed,
spontaneous method, but slow, plodding, rational and analytical. He also explored
iconography conveying meaning through standard (though reworked) images, re-using
the idiom of existing visual ideas (what has stood for what in the past). One goal of this
project will be to explore the icons of place. He stuck with a few subjects and pushed
them as far as he could in whatever stylistic/formal direction he took up. As he
dis/reassembled the human figure, I will dis/reassemble place.
A second Cubist source of inspiration is Leger and his focus on the everyday life
experience of modernity as a subject. The new visual state of modern life. He, like
Picasso, attempted to reconcile abstract style with subjects of contemporary significance.
His art was a witnessing , even when it was abstract in style. Like Leger s, my work
sees place as the locus of conflict, human needs, moral values, nostalgia, desire, power
and social division. Place is the locus of meaning itself. A meaning in which contrasts
(of shapes, figures, text and events), fragmentation and simultaneity were the essence.
A crowded sensory landscape. Not confusion, but simultaneity. A metaphor of human
desire and human history. From this, I take the strategy/goal of re-presenting the noise,
flux and activity of place through an accumulation of fragments, envisioning space via a
rupturing of surfaces and texts. I seek to explore/uncover the contemporary emblems
(and ideal types) of place, the metaphors. I seek to create art that excavates and
navigates place. From Abstract Expressionism come Kandinsky, Klee and Pollock. Like
the Expressionist/Fauvist camp, these sources of influence are instrumental in exploring
the question, what is place from a decidedly subjective camp. Their work will guide the
exploration of the emotional and spiritual dimensions of place, bringing the element of
Romanticism and visceral abstraction to the table.

Summary
As I said at the beginning, this project has evolved significantly since I first began
planning it in the spring of 2000. Though the initial influences from sociology and
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photography still remain strong and lend a great deal of structure to the project, they are
now accompanied by (and to my way of thinking enhanced by) a wealth of other ideas
and influences. I hope that the outline above explains at least some of what the project
is all about at this stage how and why the changes that have taken place came into
being and where things might go from here.
Recognizing that this short description only scratches the surface of all of the research,
learning, reflection and analysis that has gone into this project, I have also included
below a series of appendices that add at least a little more detail to what has been
highlighted above. These appendices are included in chronological order, beginning with
the original project plan that I started out with (and which was originally posted on the site
a few years ago) and including all of the major subsequent additions to and expansions
of that plan to bring us to where I now stand. I have included these so that people
interested in such matters can see a little bit of the process involved, and how thinking
evolves over time with continued steady work on a thing.
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